
Diary Notes 2017

1st January 2017: Happy New Year: Woken at midnight by a cacophony of fireworks, which 
were loud and lasted about an hour. These drowned out the traditional sound of hooters from 
ships at the dock which last about five minutes and allow a return to sleep. A grey morning 
with rain forecast coincident with morris dancing at Snape. Bill finished reading 'Without 
Getting Killed or Caught', Tamara Saviano's excellent memoire of Guy Clark and the 
community of songwriters around him, (also started to read a history of France from 1799 to 
1945, we'll see how long that lasts). Bill posted his Tune of the Month video. The heavy rain 
did arrive at Snape, but only after Danegeld, Pretty Grim and Barley Brigg had each 
danced a few dances in the prevailing damp and cold. Danegeld and Grim also danced in the 
downpour, at risk of accident and damage to instruments. Two young recruits to Pretty Grim 
were awarded their 'tatters' after their first dance out. Regular readers with knowledge of the 
tatters 'debate' may see an irony in that. Grim also retain 'blackface' against the current trend 
and national approach. Danegeld were the (louder but) lesser of the North West sides; some 
interesting dances but lacking cohesion. We escaped the weather, lunched at Blaxhall Ship, 
(which at the moment has a severed connection with Pretty Grim - Terry Davey was at Snape 
in the audience),and returned home to watch Jools Holland's Hootenanny which we had 
recorded. Good in parts but far too long, too much Seasick Steve and not enough of the two 
Parisien bands present. Videos of Snape to follow, feel free to disagree with my assessment!

2nd January 2017: Bill posted video of the dance groups at Snape yesterday, (for some 
reason YT has locked one of the videos as 2016 although it appears on the site as 2017!). We
made a start of repairing the floor in the front parlour, (involved moving cupboard full of vinyl &
music books. Bill is the assitant, Sheila is the craftsperson). Looking at the diary for the month
ahead and current Grapevine noticed that Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club is not featured 
( have mentioned to Simon). Need to practice the song for tomorrows U3A concert at 
Stratford St Andrew, choice still undecided but unlikely 'traditional' if we can slip the choice 
past Rob, (whose predilections inspired Matthew's song from the Christmas concert- see Bill's
FB).

3rd January 2017: we spent the morning working with floorboards, in the afternoon the U3A 
Traditional Music Group January Concert was excellent, sixteen floor spots and two sets 
from Tin River and everybody came up trumps, no duds. we had some positive feedback for 
our version of 'Across the Great Divide', a song written by Kate Wolf. Tin River turned in 
two excellent sets, the trio are a genuine ensemble in which each player has a vital role. A 
good range of styles and material. It is Richard's session in Little Glemham this evening but 
we are still enjoying the afterglow from the concert and so stayed in and played tunes at 
home instead. Bill processed set 1. This one will need consent as it was a proper 'gig'.

4th January 2017: a trip to B&Q and the small repair to the floor so far needs decorating 
around before the cupboard goes back and then.......... so a good opportunity to catch up on 
old folk records casting from YoutTube, Anne Briggs, John Renbourne, Bridget St John etc. In 



the meantime finished processing the video of Tin River  from yesterday's U3A concert and 
sent the audio to Marya on dropbox in the hope that she may approve an upload. Some 
excellent material. In the evening we managed some fiddle/guitar playing together, usually a 
rarity, two days in a row, maybe a resolution.

5th January 2017: the work continues, (effectively about a square metre of floor and 
surrounding wall where a cupboard sits. we'll finish the room off next year! Still reading 
(skimming) the history of France 1799-1945, up to the mid nineteenth century and the 2nd 
republic.  Just thinking that the social chaos and dynamic but consistently mean spirited 
political environment described feels familiar when Radio 4 broadcast a piece about the 
current political and religious tensions in modern day France which seem not to have 
changed significantly over the past two centuries!  Bill managed to rescue an Anglo from the 
general disorder and play some buttons, Sheila is back to working on her Grade pieces 
having previously deferred her exam. Next task for Bill is to look out a tune for the 'Theme of 
the Month' which is 'Nautical Tunes', lots of obvious but tedious options. Hopefully the music 
books will be accessible within the next couple of days.

Reflecting on Tin River's approach to 'being a band', no facebook or web presence, only one 
approved YT video, (and a couple not approved), with contact directly through Marya. All 
members are active generally in the folk community north of the A12, and Skip's musical 
relationship with Tony Hall is evident in his style. Seems a sensible approach, play for the 
pleasure and should people manage to find you and ask, play for the pleasure again, and do 
it well, (which they do). The band are playing at Shottisham on 13th February, probably worth 
missing morris practice for, except likely the same sets.

Sheila to Pretty Grim practice while Bill repacked the cupboard and sorted out a few discs etc 
to 'go' but as this is about the tenth sort through, ruthlessness is in the past. also sorted discs 
to send to Marya.

6th December 2017: correction, Marya tells me that the Shottisham Tin River sets will be 
different from those played at the recent U3A afternoon, (so perhaps this page has a new 
reader - welcome). Bill posted Melodeon.net Theme of the month, nautical tunes, with 'A life 
on the Ocean Wave' and 'The Boatman'. Had a look for more complex and esoteric options, 
but then decided it is for fun and not a competition, (whatever some others may seem to 
think). Had another listen through the Bards of the Heath rough mix of what we recorded. 
Des has done an amazing job producing and engineering the recordings, I passed on some 
feedback. Essentially I would prefer to be associated with a shorter CD absent some tracks 
which do not work. John has the final say because however well we 'play out' as a band, we 
do not function as a band in between those times. A pity, in that we could put on a much 
better show if we did.  Hadleigh Folk Club Vicki Swan and Johnny Dyer were excellent, 
different versions of Bold Fisherman and Dancers of Stanton Drew from those heard earlier in
the week from Tin River, and a varied high quality set. Vicki and Johnny are professional 
musicians with a broad base of activities, teaching, publishing, recently appearing on Holby 



City as Swedish musicians. We used to camp across the way from them at Broadstairs before
they took up music on a  full time self employed basis. THey were and are constantly 
developing skills and networks (one of our favourite incarnations of their career is as Los 
Marbles with George Papavgeris, who is an outstanding songwriter). Floorspots were James 
Eastwood, enjoyable guitarist, not sure about the songs, Alan Day who struggled with a 
nosebleed but played anglo concertina and performed a couple of popular recitations, and 
Phil Lyons, a stalwart of the club with a couple of seasonal pieces. Angela Dennis was the 
featured artist and delivered some of the songs for which she is familiar, assisted at times by 
Richard Brazier and  James Eastwood. An enjoyable evening, our familiarity with a lot of 
the material may have disadvantaged the level of our appreciation. Each of the performances 
were well received by the large number of people who had turned out. We have a floor spot 
next month, already thinking about what to play.

7th December 2017: Bill posted a video of Pete Rout at Felixstowe Folk Weekend in 1989, 
well received by Pete R and generated a query whether Wysiwig were filmed. All I have is 
compiled VHS videos and I think not, although Pete Jennings is heavily in evidence on some 
of the earlier posts from the tapes. Good to know that the ageing enthusiasts are still out 
there. Des responded re the CD feedback and we may meet with John & Jo on Friday to se 
whether there is a consensus regarding a way forward. I think Des would like the project to be
completed and move forward. At the moment sans gigs (and rehearsals) the Bards project 
feels to be in a limbo. East Suffolk Morris are short on men and music for Plough Sunday at 
Mendlesham and Plough Monday Stonham Aspel, both of which Bill regularly misses. Pretty 
Grim are collecting numbers to dance at Chippenham so that should be a good weekend to 
look forward to, (Bill as passenger on PG trips), unless the half promised Chameleonic 
Morris trip to Lithuania comes through, but it is a bit late for that now. Uncertainty on the 
session pub front as The Mulberry Tree is being sold, (with a sour back story by all 
accounts), and Roger has sold the Three Horseshoes and regained his retirement. The 
session there can continue, (as long as it attracts/holds customers).

8th January 2017: Sheila went for a ten mile walk with the ramblers association, Bill played 
music and posted the Tin River video. Enjoyed the BBC film about David Bowie's last five 
years.

9th January 2017: had a chat with John G at swiming about my feedback on recent Bards 
of the Heath recordings. He says he agrees with some of what I have to say, seems in two 
minds whether he wants me at Des's on Friday but he has some ideas which may make it 
worth taking instruments to 'patch some' areas of the songs so I will be there. Also confirmed 
that he is happy to cover Chris Couzens events as Bards Lite if others can't make it, (given 
that anything more than an unamplified duo in a loud busy hall disturbs the healers!) Bill 
getting sore wrists from playing music,computer and swimming so looked for some exercises,
seems all 'flex' and no 'extend' makes wrists ache with the imbalance. Bill not at Plough 
Monday Morris, it is cold and wet and why would you?



10th January 2017: Bill finished reading the 'History of Modern France' a couple of days ago,
leavening it with Gabriel Garcie Marquez short stories having singularly failed to warm to his 
novels in the past. The short stories are easier and this morning red 'Eyes of a Blue Dog' with 
which he found it easy to identify. Fordham session: an almost full house of musicians Bill 
has previously met wiith Liz Giddens and Katie Howson also contributing.  A good one to sit 
back and enjoy the ride, which was somewhat rollercoaster but some great music came out. 
Occasionally felt a bit like band practice for Roger, Katie and Liz who play together 
professionally, but only for a short while before all were engaged again.  Tuesday is always a 
good day to travel to a session with Jamie Cullum and jazz on R2 on the way out and Late 
Junction on R3 for the return journey.

11th January 2017: John G has had a think about the CD, may involve re-recording one track
and we will lose a hangover from two years ago which now doesn't really fit. We'll see how we
get on Friday morning at Des's.
Bill now reading Haruki Murakami's novel Norwegian Wood alongside the Marquez.

13th January 2017: Bill Jo and John G met at Des's to agree the final mix for the new CD 
and we agreed also on which tracks would be published and discussed the title and cover art. 
A most enjoyabe if snowy morning had all but thawed by the time we had lunch, thank you 
Des and Ruth, a lovely surprise. We then put the world to rights. We each share the view that 
people who sign up to play at a 'folk mic' night should show courtesy to arrive at the beginning
and stay to the end, not to disappear once they have performed, leaving an almost empty hall
for the last act to play to. We discussed the joint concert with Chris Foster in March at which 
the new CD will be 'launched', with most of us wishing to rehearse at least a couple of times 
before the night. (Hopefully at a time Pete can make). Other matters spoken of wil remain 
private for the sake of the guilty. 

At home the walls are turning white and the floorboards losing their coating of tarry glue, 
(gradually). Bill enjoyed listening to Chris Darrow, Garcia and Grisman, and Jackson C Frank 
while working. Good to play CDs once in a while.

14th January 2017: Decorating to NGDB's Circle 3. Bill did a big sort out moving the pop/rock
out to an upstairs cupboard so clearing some space so just the folk/bluegrass/old-time is left 
downstairs. Next stop a clear out, probably not ? Lots of CD racks (plastic connectable) now 
redundant to freecycle or tip, readers please apply! Holly rang, thinking about going to Martin 
Simpson at the John Peel centre next week, I think a bit disappointed that Bill was not more 
interested. He has just been disappointing the last few times we have seen him and ploughs a
distinctive but samey furrow until the ruts are yards deep! 

15th January 2017: decorating to Buddy & Julie Miller. Bill has nearly finished the Harukami. 
Interesting to read the earlier novel after later work, still reminiscent of Richard Brautigan, a 
connection somewhere in there. Opportunity cost, the first of the sessions at the Spread 



Eagle this afternoon, rainy day, Sheila's granddaughter enjoying a day at home with paint, 
pottery and general mayhem. We probably won't make 'Folk at the Froize ' either (a bit 'up 
market' for us anyway). A generally miserable wet day, good for keeping  busy indoors. The 
title of the new Bards CD remains in flux, latest offering has 'masonic' overtones so will 
hopefully not survive that feedback.

16th January 2017: Bill finished reading Norwegian Wood. Good to revisit an era before 
mobile communication and social media, and where thought and reflection had value. Last 
evening Bill had the slide dobra out and found some new ( existing) song to play on it. One of 
those tiny steps which can open a number of doors.Holly came to tea. East Suffolk Morris 
practice, a run through Bledington tradition and catch up with all the news since Christmas. 
The Chameleonic trip to Estonia looks not to be happening so that weekend will be 
Chippenham as a passenger with Pretty Grim.

17th January 2017: Mike Green rang to invite Bill & Sheila to play at Big Music Night in 
October, (Friday 13th). U3A Black Tiles Martlesham: a good turn out and some excellent 
singing and playing. A lot of background noise from the kitchen machinery. Not worth the run 
out to Little Bentley for bluegrass, sorting out the newly (part) decorated room, (full decoration
takes a year or so to rest before resuming).

19th January 2017: welcome to any readers who have arrived here as a result of Dave 
Evans' mention and quotes in the latest edition of Mardles. It is perhaps not as exciting as 
billed, (pun), particularly as we, (mainly Bill), seem to be in a mood determined to shun all that
may be aspirational and hyped in terms of local 'folk' ventures, in favour of the small and 
sincere, where the most interesting music may be shared  and/or discovered. (The diary 
notes exist in this form since about 2007 so you can trace any difference in approach). 
Anyway, thank you to Dave for the mention, and sensible selection of brief quotes. It is always
good to receive the new Mardles and catch up on all of the events which may be the subject 
of our interest, (or lack of). Sorry to learn that Anahata who edits the magazine will be giving 
up that role due to re-location. He has done a fantastic job and will remain in sight through his
active and helpful membership of melodeon.net. He and Mary will surely return for visits. 
(Bill's daughter Laurel is currently learning one of Anahata's melodeon tunes to develop her 
left hand accompaniment, about two bars in an evening when time allows). Sorry to hear of 
the death of Don Shepherd who  was active in folk locally in and around the eighties and 
played at Felixstowe Folk Weekend showcasing material from 'Sun and Moon', and 
'Adnams Ale'. These LP's will not see the inside of a charity shop in Bill's lifetime, (and 
probably beyond, given that 'Sun and Moon' is a song which Holly J retains in her repertoire 
having learnt it as a child). An excellent obituary by Dorcas Franklyn-Bray. Ironically the 
(unlikely but) possible demise of Suffolk Folk does not draw a tear to the eye, or a dash to 
man the barricades. Perhaps like morris sides there comes a time.... Delighted to see 
Grannys Attic receiving deserved positive attention, (mentioned in previous despatches). 
One element in the future of music which is played for pleasure and incidentally delights an 



audience. There is a young grass roots out there, somewhere.... Great lineup for Happy Sam 
for the first half of the year. Some clarification required for the 'Big Sing' evening, suspecting a
community choir...Looking forward to Nick Dow, who we saw at Broadstairs a couple of 
years ago, and Barrie and Ingrid Temple, who used a 'Bill' quote in their promotional 
material for a while after appearing at Everyman folk club. Rather a long entry signifying little 
save that the year hasn't woken up yet Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, (dancing and playing 
now), Bill catching up on guitar and concertina practice now that his decorator's wrist is 
subsiding, (new song is Buckets of Rain by Dylan, who seemingly has about four songwriting 
templates which are then repeated throughout his career).

20th January 2017: Bill has almost finished reading 'This Boy', the first part of Alan 
Johnson's autobiography, an excellent read. As a child of the fifties there are lots of parallel 
influences and experiences with Bill's early years, (and a lot of hard experiences of Alan's 
childhood in inner city London which are not). While this book has been engaging and 
enjoyable, the remaining volumes in the sequence may not be similarly inviting. The 
Jigantics are playing at The Milkmaid Folk Club this evening, we were thinking of going but 
Sheila is under the weather at the moment which makes it a stretch, (other options may be 
Ben Waters at Manningtree Red Lion, or Henley Folk Night, to catch up with friends, not for 
the music of late although we may be missing occasional gems).  In the end stayed in and 
self medicated on single malt. Update on the Happy Sam Big Sing in April, it is Karen Harris
and Bill Wilkes leading the evening,so not to be disparaged.

21st January 2017: notice that Simon Haines is selling his almost new low voiced bespoke 
D/G/C  melodeon. I thought i recognised the box on Melnet 'buy and sell', now wondering 
about the significance of 'wimpole'. Sorry to hear you have a bad shoulder Simon. It is a 
beautiful but eccentric box to play, and probably to re-home. 

23rd January 2017: Happy Birthday Laurel. Sheila feels sufficiently on the mend to attempt 
the Gym, but discovers that appearances can be deceptive once there! She is devouring the 
Cormoran Strike novels from the settee, (one more to go so must get better soon!) Thank you
to Mary Dickinson for inviting us to play a couple of songs at Everyman Folk Club on 
Friday, one or both of us will be chuffed to play, what to choose? Thank you to Tom Docherty
for naming Bards of the Heath as his favourite live band. Hoping to get a practice in before 
next Wednesday's first 'gig' of the year. Bill atempted to get to to East Suffolk Morris 
practice, (opportunity cost Eliza Burkitt at Shottisham Sorrel Horse which promised to be 
excellent). Having reached Henley with visibility of less than a yard in freezing fog he turned 
back. Archaic car (no fog lights), but simply not worth the risk rolling slowly into the unknown 
with verge and road centre barely visible. Every evening this week has the potential to be 
committed to musical activity, the New Year is emerging from its' chrysalis! How many will 
suffer the same fate?

24th January 2017: Sheila starts the final Cormoran Strike book, and we test stamina by 
having a walk from the beacon to the ferry at Felixstowe where we enjoyed a (half sized) fish 



and chip lunch at the Cafe. Bill starts to read Manon of the Springs, having almost finished 
the Marquez short stories. We had a run through a few songs. Bill had hoped to get to the 
Fordham 'at home' this evening but again a bit misty moisty to brave  the A12 and a rural 
location. He changed the strings on tyhe Fylde for a set he found in the case which is about 
two changes heavier than he now plays, so that should be interesting.

25th January 2017: We are hosting Ninebarrow after their appearance at Everyman on 
Friday, our first time but Mary said they are young lads who can cope. (One practised as a 
doctor and the other as a teacher for four years before becoming professional musicians, 
youth is relative but doubtless they are as hardy as described, sufficient to survive a night in 
Chateau 48). We had a Bards of the Heath practice this afternoon which went well, to the 
extent that John G confessed that practicing was good and he had enjoyed it, (so long as it 
does not become a regular occurrence). The new CD is ordered and may arrive in time for the
outing at Kirton next week. The hall is booked for the concert with Chris Foster, once fifty 
tickets are sold the room is full, I suspect with targeted promotion that should not be hard to 
achieve and will be an enjoyable evening. Sorrel Horse Shottisham session thank you 
Andy for the lift, an excellent evening with at least eleven musicians on a variety of 
instruments and with a good range of tunes, there was a request for Caledonia, which we 
met, but that aside wall to wall tunes. Good that Des and Ruth came along. We heard that, as
expected, the Eliza Burkitt concert on Monday was well attended and excellent.

26th January 2017:Bill picked up Sheila's bow from Woodbridge violins where it had been re-
haired, (grade four coming up in March). Sheila took her violin and spent the afternoon at 
Arnie's, (we have confirmed a decision to go to Gainsborough FOATMAD festival again this 
year and will give her a lift). Bill found an interesting exchange between Bertram Levy and 
Jody Kruskall on concertina.net from which he presages that the concertina workshop in a 
couple of weeks has the makings of some interesting discussions over preserving/ossifying 
the traditional repertoire as played by source musicians, or allowing the music to develop. 
Also a difference over C/G and D/G concertinas and playing tunes out of key on diatonic 
instruments. As Roger's (and Bill's) primary instruments are D/G, while other participants from
the Irish tradition, and Bertram, play out of key on C/G boxes it should be an interesting 
afternoon. Hopefully we will focus on the music. Bill finished reading Manon of the Springs by 
Pagnol which resolves the story in a way which should be naff but isn't. Steamboat session 
peehaps best described by Sophie in her Facebook post: 'Small but perfectly formed session 
tonight - just me, Jon, Gerry, Paul and Bill, with Michael Cooper and Andrew Frape to cheer 

us on, but we've had a good time  And it just goes to show that a good session is about the 
people and not necessarily the numbers!'  We may be joined next time by a french horn 
player, (as in instrument cf nationality), who has a melodeon in a cupboard at home and 
thought she would like to come along and participate, so must have been ok for her.

27th January 2017: Everyman Folk Club: Ninebarrow:a very enjoyable evening with Jon 
and Jay playing Lorenzo Harmonium, Piano, Bouzuki, mandolin and Mandola and singing in 

https://www.facebook.com/pogleand.smallclanger
https://www.facebook.com/michaeljtcooper
https://www.facebook.com/folkbluesnbeyond
https://www.facebook.com/pgthomas


unique harmony voice. The powered amplifiers and pedal board were an initial distraction but 
were used sensibly to develop and enhance the music. A brave decision to take up a career in
folk music, but it is working out at the moment. It was good to get to know the 'lads' a bit 
better as we hosted their B&B before they head home to Bournemouth for the last booking of 
their present tour. It turns out that Jon used to teach at the school where two of Sheila's 
grandchildren attend and may have met them there. Bill and Sheila were among the floor 
singers who also included Keith and Mary Jane, Steve Danby, Dave Tricker, Graham 
Scofield and Steve Dickinson, good company. Initial promotion for the Chris Foster concert
at Martlesham elicited some keen interest so it should not be difficult to sell the fifty tickets on 
offer. The wicccan and regular fans may have to book early if they want that golden ticket!

28th January 2017: Ninebarrow breakfasted and on their way Sheila took a party of her 
children and grandchildren bowling and hosted lunch for twelve! Sheila childminding in the 
evening and Bill had a gentle 'run through' for the Bards of the Heath show on Wednesday, 
(and a few other songs and tunes).

29th January 2017: Bill posted an audio tape by Last Resort Barn Dance Band to YouTube.
That and the previously posted live radio broadcast are the only record of how the band 
sounded, (unless you know otherwise). John's (then young) son Oz Thistlethwaite played 
fiddle on a couple of tracks, a chip off the block and a precursor for the musical aspect of his 
subsequent career. 

30th January 2017:an enjoyable swim, John G says ticket sales have begun for the Chris 
Foster concert. Bill about thre quarters through 'Ghost Riders of Ordebec by Fred Vargas, 
excellent. East Suffolk Morris practice, Bill left after business but not before hearing a view 
expressed that Pretty Grim are dancing better than East Suffolk at the moment, (David T), 
the decision has been made not to attend FolkEast as a dance side, and Suffolk Folk may 
not be the only local folk organisation in a state of flux in 2017.

31st January 2017: U3A Traditional Music Group: Plough & Sail Snape. an excellent 
afternoon in a venue which easily accommodated a high turnout from the group. Some very 
enjoyable contributions, (Sheila sang 'Susie Clelland' and Bill 'The Maid & the Palmer'). We 
also received an invitation from Rob Neal to play an interval spot at a forthcoming 'Folkus' 
dance evening. We explained that we usually support Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club which 
also meets on the first Friday of the month. (Except for an evening in the future when it will 
apparently be scheduled to enable Simon and Val to play a Folkus spot). It is always difficult 
when worthwhile projects coincide, but flattering to be asked to perform, and we will probably 
accept. Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass Session: just Bill joining five others in a well 
balanced and relaxed social/musical session with mainly Bluegrass and old time American 
tunes and songs. Two Mandolins, two fiddles, two guitars, a banjo autoharp and bass in 
various combinations. Interesting to catch up that Chris H was attending the (old) Hadleigh 
Folk Club and two incarnations of the Ipswich Folk Club at the same time as Bill, back in he 
1960/70s (note the oblique ISB reference). He reckons this year will be the last Orwell 



Bluegrass Festival, this has been said before, but now that the Bluegrass calender is glutted
with activity serving a fairly small niche market the need is not there, and viability falls into 
question. (It may be that Chris just wants his life back, he certainly has a couple of excellent 
trips planned for this year). It was reported in yesterday's newspaper that the universe may be
a three dimensional hologram projected by a two dimensional expanding rim. Metaphysics for
the Matrix generation, but welcome to those who perceive waking life as an illusion and enjoy 
multiple alternative narratives as the real stuff of dreams. Bill had a coffee late in the evening 
and was slipping from one reality into another most of the night, while Sheila 'purred' like a 
lioness alongside him. Maya, (second ISB reference in one post). Less coffee before bed in 
future we think. 

1st February 2016: referred to obliquely on Monday (but under embargo): " the biggest change 

at EATMT since its foundation in 2000. After 16 years at the helm, Katie Howson has announced she is 
retiring as General Manager after Traditional Music Day this year", further details on the EATMT site. As 
with Suffolk Folk, fully recognising the past role and achievements of Katie and the trust, fundamental 
questions about continuing purpose might be asked before the train rolls on. The public events are not 
necessarily dependant upon the organisation's continued existence, (and may have evolved from their 
original brief). The 'heritage' may have been sufficiently recorded and preserved for access by future 
generations, or an updated role might be incorporated or shared.  There will be debate, which I am sure 
Katie will welcome while enjoying the plaudits she and John richly deserve. Melodeon.net Tune of the 
Month: is South Wind, so that occupied most of Bill's morning and was posted promptly, while Sheila 
attended her violin lesson. Bards of the Heath: Kirton White Horse: the Kirton 'gigs' are at meetings of 
the 'Wicklaw Thing' among people who have followed the band from its inception, And in the case of Sheila 
Haskins written words for a number of the songs which we sing.On this occasion there were about ten 
regular followers, and patrons in the adjoining bar were also supportive. A few more tickets sold for the 
Chris Foster concert in March.

2nd February 2017: Bill finished reading The Blindfold Game by Dana Stanebow, a well written thriller, 
(cross between leCarre and Enid Blyton). Sheila feeling under par so missed Pretty Grim practice. Bill 
started Philip Kerr's 'One or the Other', a Bernie Gunther novel or Germany post WWII. We had a run 
through for Hadleigh tomorrow. Set not yet resolved but perm any three from about seven.

3rd February 2017: Bill cooked lunch and di his ironing to 'folk' on BBC i player, Celtic connections 
opening concert, most of what is bad about 'commisioned' traditionally influenced music, with the Scottish 
Symphony orchestra playing some very clunky arrangements in the first half. Laura Marling followed with 
rather better orchestral interpretations of her songs. All would have been better without the tradcultural 
makeover. Then watched Eliza Carthy and the Wayward Band Quay session. Truly monstrous, another 
mainstage band with a warm heart and good intentions monetising some originally excellent material by 
playing loud and inyerface. 70's folk rock with a twist but with nothing worthwhile added. Fair to say Sheila 
enjoyed the band at FolkEast last year, she was probably far distant enough to survive the onslaught. At 
least Black Sabbath are honestly loud,retro and inyerface. This is 'produce' for sale to the undiscriminating, 
however cleverly presented and packaged. Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic Club:an enjoyable evening which
introduced us to the playing of Andy Clarke who is an excellent musician and singer of traditional and 
contemporary folk songs. He plays eight and ten string bouzukis and guitar (very well) and has an 
approach and repertoire which hit the spot for us (we have already recommended him for Everyman and 
Happy Sam events). Andy is a Chris Foster fan, has visited him in Iceland, and recommended the 



forthcoming gig at Martlesham before singing 'when This Old Hat Was New', from Chris's repertoire.  
Support was Revival, a trio playing pop(ular) folk (slowly) with guitar, synthsizer/ukelela bass and vocal, 
well rehearsed, 'PA' dependant to create their sound, they went down well. We would have enjoyed more 
pace and dynamic range. Three floor spots included Bill & Sheila, (Bonnie & Clyde, Angel from 
Montgomery and Across the Great Divide: noted in case we are asked again and can't remember what we 
played this time). Seemed to go well but Bill could have done without splitting a nail on his right hand during
the first song! The club PA is excellent but something of a crutch for a lot of players and the acoustics in the
room are such that its absence, (and that of the ferocious spotlights) could be a positive move, just one 
view, and natural lighting was voted down when suggested by Andy Clarke, (who eschewed the PA).

4th February 2017: Suffolk Folk Riverside Day probably the last, as noted above the organisation is in a 
state of flux. It was announced that the day will not be held next year, that Mardles may not continue, that 
renewal of membership is welcome but the continued existence of Suffolk Folk depends on people 
stepping forward to run it. That said, this is the first occasion the programming was 'viable' and we stayed 
the whole day. John Kirkpatrick presented two excellent workshops on playing for dance, and separately, 
on the various rhythms demanded of traditional players that can be expressed within a tune. The 
demonstrations of different steps and styles of dance were helpful and at times hilarious. Neil Brookes 
presented workshops back to back with John K, we received mixed reports from these. The report back 
from the lunchtime session was that the quality of playing was of the 'before JK', rather than the enlivened 
'after JK' mode, and the reporter hurried back to the calm of the main hall. The afternoon concert was 
opened by Anahata and Mary Humphreys, an excellent set to round off their relationship with Suffolk Folk
before retiring to Yorkshire during next year where they will doubtless continue to be fully active in the folk 
world both locally and nationally. Neil Brookes played his violin, but failed to justify his reputation from our 
point of view, (even if we knew what it is supposed to rest upon). Capstan Full Strength turned in an 
excellent and vibrant shanty set before moving on to catch the six nations rugby on the TV! They packed 
a(n impressive half hour) set into twenty minutes and were off. John Kirkpatrick was his usual dynamite 
self and turned in a stonking set. He has a new toy which is a melodeon built for him by Emmanuel 
Pariselle which shoehorns a full four stop treble range into a two row (D/G) melodeon of manageable size 
and weight and for (to John) a very reasonable price. Bill had a short play on the box during the morning 
and it is the only 'posh' melodeon upon which he might consider spending money. It is not a replacement 
for four stop one row boxes but a good approximation for a musician who wants to travel (relatively) light 
and have a full range of voices available. I suspect Emmanuel will have a full order book as John travels 
the country with his new acquisition. Bill had taken the English Dance and Song magazines which David T 
had passed on to him,  to the day, and they were distributed around the participants. A worthwhile exercise.
If this was Suffolk Folk's 'Riverside' swansong, a good day to go out on. Thank you to Maggie and Stan 
and Mary and Anahata for keeping it going this long!

5th February 2017: Bill processing video from The Riverside Day and knoodling on guitar, Sheila catching 
up with Grade 4 pieces and playing 'Flatwater Fran' for light relief. Opportunity cost ,Tattingstone White 
Horse Buskers Evening which we mean to get to at some time. Bill finished reading the  Philip Kerr novel,
what next? 

6th February 2017: Bill posted YT videos of Mary Humphreys and Anahata and of Capstan Full 
Strength from Saturday at the Riverside (and forwarded each a disc to do with what they will). Also posted 
the rough recordings from our Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club Floor Spot on Friday to FB for fun. Saw 
John G at swimming, the new Bards of the Heath CDs have not yet arrived.  Had a flurry of e-mail 
correspondence around Rumworth Morris visit to Suffolk in June, whether there will be a Blaxhall Ship 
Midsummer Festival this year, that Folk at the Boat is a one day event on the Saturday only. We have 



booked Broadstairs Folk Week at the end of which we will return for FolkEast where Bill will be a WAG 
(or should that be a HAB) with Pretty Grim Morris. East Suffolk Morris Practice: Pete Young came 
along, joined in the playing and we talked about Rumworth Morris visit to Suffolk in June which will 
coincide with Folk at the Boat and also probably Blaxhall Midsummer Festival, so a busy day! ESMM 
have also been offered the Leiston Long Shop Museum Steam Up day on 1st April which Pretty Grim 
danced at last year, and with whom that side has connections. It seems that recently the ability of PG to 
take on commitments may be dependant upon whether Oxblood Molly (which shares members with PG) 
are dancing out. OM dance at Whittlesea and also run the Halesworth Day of Dance which coincides with 
the Leiston day. OM regard themselves as a seasonal side so the summer may be more practicable for 
PG, (watching out for flying feathers if not). The new book at the bedside is Scott Joplin and the Ragtime 
Era by Peter Gammond.

7th/8th February 2017: Bill finishes reading the Ragtime Era book, interested at how many composed rags
from the late C19 reappear transmuted into blues or ragtime in the early C20. Now reading 'When Red is 

Black by Qiu Xiaolong. Also posted Neil Brookes video, and Melodeon.net Theme of the 
Month video. The Bertram Levy workshop prep also took a while.

9th February 2017: Bertram Levy workshop, as expected Bertram is excellent company and
a fine musician. He has developed an approach to the anglo concertina which opened doors 
to the future playing of all present I suspect but whereas this may be a new skillset it may 
never become the all embracing philosophy of the instrument which it seems to be  for 
Bertram. Bill bought a CD but left the book behind, it would sit on the shelf and lened less 
than the live workshop to his playing. the main messages ,that all tunes divide into press and 
draw, that all scales are (almost) achievable in both directions on the instrument, that playing 
across rows, particularly starting with index and finger 2 on Rh Row 2 and LH row 3 offers 
cross row scale options which can then b e developed.  We worked using the tune 'shoes and
stockings' which Bertram taught, initially demonstrating fingering off the instrument, and then 
applying to the tune. In the book the tune is apparently shown as we learned it, and then 
reversing push and draw sections to play the same tune. There were nine in the group 
including folk I had not met before and the array of nineteenth century finery on show was 
bewildering. Bill very musch the poor relation with his 'standard' lachenals amidst a sea of 
Jeffries and Dipper instruments. Boxes were opened revealing the little and large from novelty
small boxes to baritone and bass. After tea Bill gave up an unequal struggle and played 
backup guitar as a session developed. Mike Green offered to move our BMN slot to this 
March, but we left Plan A in place (October slot) as Sheila may be at a grandson's birthday 
and Mike already has a solo male booked, and Bill as fallback would skew his pattern of 
booking a variety of formats.

10th February 2017: Gainsborough a non runner as Sheila's back badly crocked. The 
chiropracter reckons Tuesday at least before remotely comfortable. Hey ho. Bill processed 
John K vids from Riverside Day, and shared a couple of short clips of Bertram playing Rod's 
fiddles with him. He also had a try at applying Bertram's method to a couple of tunes. It is a 
mind stretch but very effective.



12th February 2017: the recovery of Sheila's back is very slow. Sufficiently (relatively) mobile
for Bill to make it to the Mulberry Tree Session, an enjoyable social occasion with about ten 
of us in the end contributing variously. Musically fairly low key, but as ever, solid appreciation 
from people around enjoying the 'craic'. Living a life with music as a core element and in 
company where the ability to play instruments is a shared experience it is easy to forget that 
for (sadly perhaps a majority of people), the magic of music is a mystery which is consumed, 
and to various degrees its exponents are seen, (heard),  as magicians, practitioners of an 
arcane craft. The Mulberry Tree and Steamboat sessions are always a challenge in the sense
that there is less sense of the common purpose that can befound in some other local circles. 
Quite often it is a struggle to understand the rationale of the evening and find/choose a voice. 
During the day Bil revived 'Once I had  a Sweetheart' in a different arrangement to that which 
he remembered from *** years ago. Maudlin but a pleasant song. Finished 'When Red is 
Black' and started 'Life or Death' by Michael Robotham, having had another dip into Vaughan 
Williams biography (the section on folk song), which is now in the (home) library. Reference 
only.

13th February 2017: A tough choice between Tin River at Shottisham and morris practice 
with ESMM. As Bill is a relatively unsocial and lazy person, a longish drive to a remote pub 
was trumped by playing music for dance more proximately to home. Bad decision, the 
practice focused on 'heys' with little need of musical accompaniment, and any requirements 
were more than adequately met by the D and other assistants. At business it emerges that   �
Bagman Clive is doing an excellent job persuading people to commit to paying a fee for the 
side's appearance at events, (as was agreed to be needed at the last AGM). Members of the 
side are less accommodating at making themselves available to dance at those events, which
may lead to a reputation for taking booking we can't honour, (or the side being sued). Adam 
G's prospective emigration to New Zealand in 2018 was noted in despatches. Bill came home
early. 

14th February 2017: Bill has a niggling tooth which prompted a short notice visit to the 
dentist. The anticipated 'small filling' turned into an excavation and rebuild, with the promise of
root canal work and a crown/extraction if the rather large application of amalgum fails to plug 
the gap. Headaches and tender nerves promised for a week or so.  Bill went on to swim with 
the oldies at Felixstowe. The sun had brought local wrinklies out in force, some just to stand 
and chat as an additional obstruction to the sturdy speeders and those even slower than Bill 
around the course. Sheila feeling (very) slightly better, but nothing to wrote home about! She 
managed to bake a valentine cake by kneeling on a stool for height, (Cherry Madeira). 
Bluegrass: Tattingstone Wheatsheaf Bill's first visit to this session in a few months, 
(Fordham usually has priority but is relocated to Halstead this evening). An enjoyable 
evening playing music with Greg, Cliff,James,Trevor and Rex, so three mandolins, three 
banjos, two guitars and autoharp and fiddle in various combinations. Greg's presence meant 
a few more tunes and at a challenging level, but good fun. We had the bar to ourselves which 
may be a message, or simply coincidence!



15th February 2017: Sheila feeling significantly better, but still a way to go. A 'litterpick' 
grabber has arrived to facilitate access to small items which may otherwise be out of reach. 
Bill had a run through the dance tune setlist on the melodeon to refresh and reinforce. Only 
about 5% of the tunes are played in' session', and then not in dance style. Good therefore to 
polish up the playing and update the list which runs to around two hundred plus tunes, and 
does not include many of the regular session favourites!. Bill finished the Michael Robotham 
book which was overtly in the style of Baldacci and Paterson, short words in short sentences 
in numerous brief chapters driven by plot with little characterisation but impelling forward 
motion.

16th February 2017: discovered through a positive response on the Bards of the Heath  FB 
that the new CD Mix't Blessings has arrived and is now on sale through John G's site. Get 
yours while stocks last! Promoted on FB Suffolk Folk & Suffolk Folk Musicians and to Bill's 
page, (meanwhile some feedback in the value of direct communication may not go amiss). 
Sheila's back has had a slight relapse, and the' litterpicker' has already broken and is going 
back. The line up for BMN32 on 10th March is out, (seemingly only one solo performer is 
allowed), otherwise largely the usual suspects, but fair to say quite a strong and mixed 
evening in store:   Rosewood, The Birkbeck Singers, Rosco, Silbury Hill, Mike & Adam 
Garland, The Peter Kerr Band, Green, Tricker & Ward, Terence Blacker, Mike & Kay. Good to 
see Mike and Adam playing out together as often as they can, (and very well), during Adam's 
last year in the UK. Adam has personal reasons for leaving, but given the events of recent 
months I suspect he will be but a part of an exodus of people with sense and skills, with the 
means and energy to move to a less adversarial and inconsiderate environment than the UK 
at this time. Jane Coomber tagged Bill in a post of videos from the recent Great Wilbraham 
session on the basis that he might enjoy  coming along. A very intense and focussed session, 
so perhaps not Bill's cup of tea, (not capable of taking himself that  seriously). A brief FB 
exchange on that basis. Bill popped round to John G's and picked up some BoH CD's for the 
family (and for himself to playalong with as rehearsal substitute! ).  Twenty five tickets have 
been sold for the Chris Foster /BoH concert the format being a full set by both acts, then a 
break, a short set by BoH and a full set by Chris. Could be a very enjoyable evening. Bill 
popped copies of the new CD round to Ashley and Rowan. Ashley had been looking forward 
to receiving the disc, as he liked Moonpathways and played it so frequently that it became 
verboten! New book by the bed is 'The Adventure of English' by Melvyn Bragg, a change from
the peny dreadfuls.

17th February 2017: Another paddle around Felixstowe Pool with the oldies, out in force 
again, and a brief trawl around the charity shops. Happy Sam: Nick Dow: very enjoyable. Bill
on his own, (with Andy) leaving Sheila nursing her back. Bil enjoyed Nick and Mally's 
presentation at Broadsatirs a couple of years ago focussed on their lives in the romany 
community. On this evening Nick filled in a lot of the gaps regarding the years where folk was 
not to the fore and he was playing small parts  in Brookside, Coronation Street and films 
having become entitled to an equity card through his radio work. He now presents a blues 



programme on local radio and plays in a blues band as well as pursuing a revived folk career. 
Lots of anecdotes, perhaps the balance between tall tales and music slightly skewed but all of
interest, particularly memories of Jake Thackeray. The songs were excellent and Nick is a fine
folksinger as well as a collector and authority on some of the early twentieth century 
collectors. Interestingly comparing notes with Dave T on Nick's idiosyncratic guitar style, Bill 
had focussed on the left hand which prioritises the five lower tone strings and particularly the 
low E in a creative way, and Dave had observed the right hand technique which utilises 
thumb/index finger only, (as did many of the acoustic blues players, so perhaps reflective that 
blues was Nick's earlier love). Only about twenty people in the audience , some new faces 
and a number of absent regulars, no obvious reason why. 

19th February 2017: Mulberry Tree Session: two weeks in a row then back to fortnightly. 
(Opportunity cost Spread Eagle session pm, two in a day is a step too far). Moderate 
attendance and a good mix of song and tunes. As always applause from the customers who 
seem to appreciate the music perhaps more than in venues better known for the craic where 
it is taken for granted. Bill enjoying 'The Adventure of English'. Melvyn Bragg writes as he 
speaks and the book is intended to be accessible. Welcome to a new reader, Lynne P. (and 
Phil) keeping up with this mildly eccentric slice of Suffolk life from her home in Ireland.

20th February 2017: Bill's bus pass arrived in the post, it is not valid for a couple of weeks 
but seems to present a stile to be navigated. Sheila's back is slightly more comfortable than 
on previous days, (she has had her bus pas for ten years!) Bill had a ramble around 
Woodbridge before swimming, bumped into Chris H. Bill watched the excellent BBC4 
documentary about Tom Waits, long admired and probably misunderstood. Listened to newly
acquired preloved CD by Tom and Barbara Brown, Where Umber Flows, from 2000. We see
Tom & Barbara at Broadstairs Folk Week each year where they are minor royalty so I was 
intrigued at what they might deliver in excellent company with Dave Webber & Anni Fentiman,
Keith Kendrick, (a favourite concertina player and singer, two CDs on spotify), Chris Bartrum 
et al. Very enjoyable, a few chestnuts and a few 'harder' songs, excellently recorded and 
produced at Wild Goose Records, (a niche operation where the proprieter decides if he likes 
your music well enough to record you, sometimes by invitation it is said). Picked up The 
Essential Bob Dylan at a charity shop to add to the 'in car' CD's. East Suffolk Morris practice
was led by Mike Barclay who took us through Fieldtown dances, (including Long Fieldtown). 
There were only 11 dancers so Bill foolishly volunteered to make up the second set and spent
the whole evening dancing, (and discovering that there is very little spring in his legs or puff to
spare). The rest of the side kindly danced down to Bill's level of competence as he gradually 
came to grips with previously unexplored dance territory, (as it seemed to be for a number of 
others present!). It was a very enjoyable evening.Quote of the week from Greg Stephens of 
Crookfinger Jack and The Boat Band interviewed in Essex Folk News, "A lot of folk music has
nothing to do with the folk scene, there are other parallel universes".  Bill suspects he may be 
an intermittent inhabitant of one or more of those parallel universes at times!



21st February 2017: Bill finished reading 'The Adventure of English'. Highly recommended. 
Put Bill in mind of Simon H's project to produce a 'compilation of English words, phrases and 
grammatical usage that irritate people'. Given the subjectivity of that description, (and bearing
in mind Simon's TFL background), it may be that the idiosyncracies of the English language 
have caused him to join a long line of linguistic luddites, (or it may simply be for fun). U3A 
Folk Group Westerfield Swan: an enjoyable afternoon singing, playing and appreciating in 
good company. A good turnout but a bit claustrophobic so Bill returned with an embryonic 
migraine , (Sheila still can't move, sit still, bend, stretch, and getting very fed up but on the 
mend we hope).

22nd February 2017: Bill now reading Gorky Park, the first of the Arcady renko novels, 
having read most of the others equally out of order as they turned up in flea markets and 
charity shops. Not penny dreadfuls as extremely well written and well characterised. Shappi 
Khorsandi on 'midweek, R4, described how, having been diagnosed as unable to have 
children, a side of morris dancers dnaced a fertility dance for her and she conceived and gave
birth within the year, as one should expect. Libby Purves then acknowledged that there were 
morris dancers in Suffolk. This put me in mind of the occasion when ESMM danced a fete at 
the village where she and Paul Heiney live, only to hear Paul Heiney volubly discurse that 
morris dancers were a waste of money and shouldn't have been booked for the event! (He 
may have been right, but should have saved it for the next committee meeting). Sheila will be
sure to be well enough to attend Pretty Grim Morris practice on Thursday where an election 
is intended take place to fill the recently vacated position of Squire. It should be an interesting 
evening. Doubtless very little if any of the proceeding will be reported back at risk of 
publication (however circumspect). Another local side in transition, hopefully the outcome will 
be more definitive than the fudge which emerged from Lagabag's compromised demise.

23rd February 2017: Bards of the Heath:Bill popped to John & Jo G's and we worked out a 
provisional setlist for 11th March, played some music and talked about rehearsal. Wayward 
Session: Shottisham Sorrel Horse:Graham & Nicky, Chris and Caroline, John B, Andy, Mike
& Bill. A very enjoyable evening playing lots of tunes in various combinations of instruments, 
celtic, French, English, American old time. Some multi dimensional conversation, Spring must
be on the way.

 Bill picked up some Chris Foster tickets from John in case anyone at the Everyman on Friday
fancies buying direct. The set list is being amended to include Rob's grandaughter's favourite 
song, (which we rarely sing nowadays). Storm Doris resulted in the Pretty Grim practice 
being cancelled, but there is one volunteer to Squire pro tem so meeting and decisions 
deferred and a sticking plaster on offer. (The structural issues remain). Doris also affected 
some who might have attended the Steamboat session, Bill was weary so gave it a miss, but 
aware that Paul and Linda Mc were going, (first time in a while). A number of the players 
travel into Ipswich so not sure how many more would make it.



24th February 2017: Everyman Folk Club: Steve Tilston: " I know that PA is frowned upon 
but I call it survival". Amplification at Everyman for the third time this year, on previous 
occasions to balance instruments or make purely electronic kit audible. This was a small pub 
rig, (2 Yamaha powered speakers, with a single microphone, no sound shaping or eq).  Bill 
managed the first half only, the guitar was overdriving the speakers and set too loud in the 
mix, (some of the buzzing and popping may indicate a dead battery in the pick up), and Steve
sang to the microphone rather than to the audience, delivering standard introductions with 
local place names inserted. Some excellent guitar playing but mangled by the pa. The songs, 
even the new ones from a project with Jez Lowe were bland and in style with Steve's existing 
repertoire. Good support preceded Steve's crash and burn, but the room was fairly packed 
with acolytes for whom proximity was enough to elicit rapturous appreciation, so hey ho. 
Sheila was spared by her continuing discomfort, Holly came along independently from Bill and
Mary kindly allowed her to use Sheila's ticket (Holly sat towards the back and stayed). Bill 
came home at half time to take  some strong analgaesics so that his headache could subside 
before sleep. Almost worked. On reflection Bill recalls being less than impressed by Steve's 
showing at Ely Folk Festival last year.  An excellent songwriter and musician cruising on past 
glory and the successes of his progeny. I'm sure the second set was wonderful, but without 
adjustment (or abandonment) of the noise maker it would have been intolerable for Bill. 
(There is no general criticism pa used appropriately and properly set up. This was a pub gig 
rig blasting to a quiet audience in an acoustically sympathetic room, a good instrument 
wasted on badly reinforced and mixed noise from what was once a state of the art pick up).

26th  February 2017: Holly popped round for a couple of hours between yoga and going to 
the studio to mix the Boathousekeepers CD. In the afternoon Bards of the Heath had a 
practice for the forthcoming concert with Chris Foster, which went well and we enjoyed some
snacks between sets. Thanks Jo.

27th February 2017: Bill finished reading Gorky Park. Also processed the A/V from 
yesterdays practice, the conversation is worth preserving as much as the music, but perhaps 
better not published. Saw John G at swimming and he will be appearing on Stephen Foster's
programme on Suffolk Radio Wednesday at 12 midday promoting Bards of the Heath. Holly 
came to tea, confused about date of Percy Webb Cup this year, Mardles have mis-published 
as 7th May when it is taking place on 30th April. Had a chat with Steve D about Friday 
evening, seemingly the battery in Steve Tilston's floor tuner was the culprit, and obviously not 
a true bypass model so affected the signal output. A professional performer of longstanding, 
this should have been noticed ahead of stagetime. Apparently Bill was not the only person 
struggling with the sound. The club can play to its strength in booking outstanding acoustic 
artists on merit before their sense of self worth is artificially inflated by the 'bizness' that folk 
has become, and also the longstanding artist friends of the club who deliberately function 
outside the 'bubble'. Ignore the prima donna dinosaurs and superstars. ESMorris practice: 
Bill danced one dance, but there were enough men to support two sets with a couple to 



spare, and eight musicians (including Phil on fiddle). New bedside book is a recent biography 
of Jerry Lee Lewis.

28th February 2017: Bill phoned and had a long chat and catch up with Laurel, (welcome to 
the blog xx). He has had a go at repairing his cracked nails with superglue and bicarbonate of
soda. Not pretty but now able to fingerpick without catching on the splits. Sheila had a 
meeting in Colchester so Bill came along and had a tramp, bought a couple of books from a 
charity shop. Colchester as down at heel as Ipswich with probably more issues to deal with 
but still vibrant and active, cf.... Possibly the barracks and established university have an 
influence, and the eighteen miles fewer to travel to London. Tattingstone White Horse 
Bluegrass Session:good to be there and stretch the guitar/mandolin muscles a bit. Eight of 
us in all. Not particularly satisfying, undercurrents of stylistic politics, not clear who was the 
cuckoo in the nest at any given time (probably including Bill). Bill stayed until close to the end.
Sheila on grandparent duties, and still suffering .

1st March 2017: Rabbits: Just had the boiler repaired, (two years with it chuffing like a steam 
engine was enough.) Now to get round to all the other jobs, 2019 anyone? Sorted and shared
the audio from Sunday's Bards of the Heath practice on DropBox. Over the past few days 
Bill has been catching up with 'Catastrophe' on Channel 4, never having heard of it before 
recent push for third series, excellent in many ways. The review in today's i newspaper about 
sums it up descriptively!  John G's R Suffolk interview is broadcast 6.45 tomorrow, (2nd). The
Jerry Lee Lewis biog is redolant of James Lee Burke. as Jerry was born and raised in 
Concordia County Louisiana wher so many of Burke's books are set. Some of the descriptive 
passages are almost a direct lift in style.Tune of the month is Beetle on the Wine so now to 
learn from scratch, (theme is Marches), something to keep Bill busy while he nurses a 
cold/hay fever, (not sure which at the moment). Brief correspondence over Morris Spring 
Trip (Lyon) meals, initial suggestion seemed to be about 25 E per head per night, may now 
settle a bit. The side/travelling party is predominantly fairly well heeled retired, but not entirely,
quite apart from the lifestyle issue. Seems to be accepted that more modest ambitions may 
prevail, (if that be possible in Lyon).

2nd March 2017: Bill swimming a.m. In the afternoon Sheila was out at a meeting of the U3A 
ladies, (another project in prospect?), and Bill recorded the Melnet Tune and Theme of the 
Month Videos. Beetle on the Wine from Albion Band's Shuffle Off, and Unst Wedding March 
for the theme. The tune of the month elicited a lot of responses in search of music/recordings 
but no entries, so despite being a day late and having just learnt the tune overnight, Bill's is 
the first submission (again).  John G's Radio Suffolk interview was broadcast today and is 
posted to Bill's YT and on the Bards FB. Introduced the band with kind words, (thanks John), 
although Sheila and me are not playing out and about quite as often as is made out! 
Something to aspire to.... Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, Justine is elected pro-tem squire, 
and a number of commitments (including Chippenham Folk Festival) are scrubbed for lack of 
numbers. One difficulty with a 'family' based morris side is that when you lose one person, the



remainder of that family group also may stop dancing, whether that simply be one  person or 
a number. A space to continue to watch. 

3rd March 2017: Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club:Floor spots, Jackie Ord, The Blacksmith 
and a couple of her own songs. Strong personal support from members of the audience and a
plug for her guitar class. Tony Hiscock, a couple of well crafted self penned songs well 
presented. Alice Martin, three songs in DADGAD, capably performed, and while obviously 
nervous, with less distracting introduction than is her wont when settling to play. Megan 
Wisdom: featured guest. An excellent set of songs which were presented unadorned and 
allowed to breathe for themselves. Megan was nervous. Her introductions were clear and well
crafted and she sang well. (Bill learnt something of the history of the song which he sings as 
The Farmers Daughter, which Megan sang in the alternative form as Bruton Town). Where's 
Spot, Bill has previously described WS as a capable covers band. The band members are all 
good musicians who sing well and in harmony. Their presentation is practiced informal, the 
material well selected and presented. The set was well received. Bill's difficulty (as before) 
was that all of the songs,from rich diverse sources, were pastuerised and homogenised to the
point where any heart in the material flatlined on delivery, and one would have covered all. 
(Accepting that this is rich from a player in a band which rarely rehearses, and whose material
presents a world peopled by witches, goblins, elves and fairies in styles redolant of the spirit 
of Barsham and the Albion Fairs.) Slightly longer than usual as Simon H expressed an 
interest, and as ever some feedback is reserved for informal personal delivery.

4th March 2017: Bill tidied up his recording of Megan's set at Hadleigh and sent it to her and 
to Simon. Megan was very pleased to receive it.

5th March 2017: Mulberry Tree Session: sparcely attended but enough to play music and 
share songs. Bill picked up this month's Grapevine magazine.

6th March 2017: Bill's bus pass becomes valid. He finished reading Rick Bragg's biography 
of Jerry Lee Lewis. That and recently watching the 'Imagine' documentary about Maya 
Angelou led to reflection on how much some people manage to pack into their lifetime, 
whether positive or not, then to considering that any lifetime moves forward one day at a time,
and on an organised reflection will seem to have been busy. A bit deep for a Monday morning,
and to a degree borne of the current general trend for consumption, and a life organised 
around the first person singular, whether in public or private. Saw John G at the pool and 
tickets are selling well for Saturday's concert, he is wondering whether to have a raffle! Bill 
picked up a Yoga book at the charity shop, probably destined for the shelf. Sheila walked into 
town, which was probably a step too far, and is practicing hard for her music exam (Grade 4 
violin) on Monday next. East Suffolk Morris practice: enjoyable for the company and 
discussion as much as for the dance, (although it was enjoyable to play Milley's Bequest 
which is rarely danced but a lovely tune). Travellers received their tickets to Lyon for the 
Spring trip on 16th. Bill was initially apprehensive about the trip, (and has some continuing 
reservations), but the 'Spring Trip' has long been a punctuating marker as the advent of 



Spring and the demise of the dark/cold part of the year. Adam and Mike reported back from 
the Morris Ring Annual meeting which was in some ways interesting, in others frustration and 
divided views in the side as it did in the National forum. Guest sides at ring meetings, 
recruitment practices, relations with Joint Morris Organisation and the Women's Morris 
Federation, gender issues. Nothing new here. Mike P said this reminded him of work, (he has 
been retired for a number of years). 

7th March 2017: David and Cherry have fixed a date for a 'house' musical evening as 7th 
April which will coincide with Hadleigh Folk Club French Weekend and prospective dates for 
a Bill & Sheila short break away from home. Sheila will talk with me about what we want to 
do, (code). Deciphered, we are now booked away during early April and will miss the U3A 
concert, Hadleigh French Weekend/ David & Cherry's evening and most likely the Bards gig 
at Martlesham on 8th April. Small sacrifice for a few days away somewhere warm in each 
other's company. U3A Brook Inn Washbrook: Sheila still not up to an afternoon out, Bill 
enjoyed the afternoon and there were some excellent contributions. Bill's voice is suffering but
he managed 'Jailhouse Tattoo' on slide dobro, and led the tunes Portsmouth and Simple Gifts.
Opportunity cost: the Great Glemham session, which having been promoted by Martin F at 
morris practice last evening, and apparently having also won the occasional support of David 
D nust be turning into a seriously minded event. Implication intended.

8th March 2017: Bill watched the budget speech and despaired at the (lack of) articulation in 
the opposition response.  Enough politics in a music blog, save that Bill exercised the bus 
pass to spend an hour or so in Ipswich, (see previous posts for descriptions and response to 
the desolation there). Charity shop trawl included a wonderful songbook, Singing the 
Changes  by Dave Rogers who was introduced to songwriting at Charles Parker's folk club 
and went on to write for the Banner Theatre. All very left wing and actively responsive to the 
British political history of the time. Some cracking songs which may not have dated as badly 
as their specific focus might portend. Signed and dedicated 'in solidarity' by the author. Other 
purchases, Little Songs of Long Ago by Alfred Moffat, illustrated by H. Willebek Le Mair. A
nursery rhyme book first published in 1912 with wonderful full plate illustrations. Printed by 
Galliard of Great Yarmouth for the Galaxy Music Corporation of New York. It must be a later 
edition but that is not evident or recorded anywhere, so maybe not. Also 'Waking Up in 
Chicago' , a musical tour of the windy city. Bill has enjoyed reading companion volumes 
'Waking Up in New York' and 'Waking Up in Nashville' and this looks to be of relatively equal 
merit. (Total outlay on the three books £2.75). Bill also took the opportunity to stop by Maplin's
(electrical store) and pick up some pvc grommets to address overtones on one of his 
mandolins. First impression is that they have some effect so we will discover with time 
whether that is subjective pragmatism. Bill has had a cold for some days and has now 
developed a lower back ache, hey ho, probably out in sympathy with Sheila now that she is in
recovery!



9th March 2017: Bill finished reading 'Night School' by Lee Child, the latest Jack Reacher 
romp. He went to the chiropracter, then swimming and to John G's to return unsold tickets for 
Chris Foster on Saturday. We are now marginally oversold. John has apparently been 
approached to release his paper records for Ipswich Folk Club to Dave W, to digitise and 
return in physical and digital form. Not sure what John will decide, but Bill feels he is 
appropriately concerned about the potential for uncontrolled distribution of the material on the 
www. There may be other ways to preserve the record. (The book is fragile and could easily 
be damaged. The age and state of some of the pages are such that a simple domestic scan 
may not be effective). A written agreement of terms of release maybe, photographic 
duplication,a copyright watermark?  Both Dave and John are readers of this page.... There 
remains a caucus of those who 'were there' still active in folk in Suffolk. Bill was pleased to 
identify from the book the first occasion when he attended a folk club, which was at the 
Gardener's Arms on 3rd June 1971 to see Anne Briggs, (whose fee was £7), and he was a 
late starter just shy of his eighteenth birthday. The book is a useful local research tool for folk 
archivists. A space to watch. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, now thinking of attending 
Rochester Sweeps having been forced to abandon Chippenham Folk Festival, but will there 
be enough takers? Bill had a run through for Saturday playing along to the records and re-
affirming that Des has done a fantastic job on engineering and production. 

10th March 2017: Listening to Guy Verhofstadt and Gavin Paterson on this morning's 'Today 
Programme' Bill bemoaned the tribalism, polarity and lack of articulation that besets British 
public life. Two leaders, one corporate and one political who are probably unlikable in many 
ways but who consider the big picture, are capable of pragmatism and can communicate 
complex ideas in a way which can be generally understood. Excellent that an individual right 
to continued individual membership of the EU remains a potential option, it may be that a 
majority of the voting age population would take it it up, there would be irony! Sheila's turn for
the chiropracter today, she is getting very crotchety about her continuing lumbar discomfort. 
Apparently a low attendance at Pretty Grim last evening, but nothing else to feed back. 

Big Music Night 32: a late repost thnking that the original was lost, but it was here, maybe 
not showing on mobile devices? Anyway, as re-written: In general the evening did not get out 
of second gear and ranged widely in style and performance. The Birkbeck Singers: suffered 
from extended introductions and were shuffled off before their intended final song. A good 
start to the evening nonetheless and filled quite a few seats! A couple of Stephen Sondheim 
songs, half of Streets of London and concluding with Leaving of Liverpool. Mike and Kay 
struggled. A set of bawdy songs which were not purgative of melancholy. Peter Kerr: with his 
band of volunteers took the theme ‘seven’, presenting an entertaining set, but largely ‘same 
old’ in content and style. Peter’s band generally has no idea what is coming and in which key, 
(Bill has been there). Spontaneous, yes… Terence Blacker: is an excellent writer, (his day 
job), writer of songs, (a craftstman), and has a musicality which he deprecates but which 
underpins all he does. A couple of new songs included in the set which was justifiably very 
well received. Terence has written a song called ‘Sad Old Bastards With Guitars, which 



reflects a significant part of this evening, (Bill includes himself in this definition but doesn’t get 
out much). Rosco: came across better than his appearances at Henley Folk Night suggested 
that he might. He brought a friend on percussion and had obviously rehearsed, but could 
have modelled for SOBWG. Would that we had such a surfeit of confidence. Silbury Hill: a 
safe pair of excellent musical hands to finish the final set. Slick, (even in spontaneous mode) 
but on this occasion bland and lacking bite. Green Tricker Ward: the ‘house band’ played a 
workmanlike set, Bill particularly enjoyed Hugh singing ‘Joseph Taylor’, nice to hear ‘Wolfe’ 
which will develop with playing into a strong version. Mike and Adam Garland: were the 
highlight of the evening with clear delivery and excellent playing. ‘Lizzie Lindsay’ was 
apparently a request, joined by Banks of the Tweed and a couple of tune sets. Sorry that this 
familial duo will become (very) intermittent when Adam moves to New Zealand next year. 
Rosewood: closed the evening with a set from their regular repertoire, again well presented, 
but as the Birkbeck singers (and others) had departed en masse difficult to feel enlivened 
playing to rows of empty chairs. A good set. In general terms the overall format could probably
lose a set and aim for a 10.30 finish. The finale, which was a good idea and well supported in 
the beginning of BMN, now comes across as limp tradition and most of the musicians have 
either left or run for the door as it is announced. A new idea, or at least a new song. I am not 

sure that even Tom Paxton still rates his lucrative early hit nowadays. Next date is Friday 13th 
October, and Mike has asked for a ‘Bill’nSheila’ set, so time to prepare.

11th March 2017 Bards of the Heath supporting Chris Foster at Martlesham Community 
Centre. It has been a long time since John G promoted a concert. Others can review the 
Bards of the Heath set as they wish. We enjoyed playing to an audience who had come out 
for the evening to listen to music, and the did applaud, (politeness or not, we will see). The 
show was video’d so all glitches will be preserved in aspic. Chris Foster was excellent, a fine
guitarist and singer in traditional vein promoting his new CD Hadelin. It is a delight to enjoy 
the work of a master in the craft delivering the history of the music, anecdotes from the folk 
revival and best of all the music. Leon Rosselson is the Chris’s writer of choice for modern 
songs and delivers that work in a way which will be hard to surpass. A relaxed evening, most 
of the audience knew each other across the folk and bardic divides anyway. Interesting 
observation that the tickets said 7pm, we started at 7.30. There was no piped music to 
distract and the sound of conversation was a joy to hear, the absence of a bar a blessing. We 
suspect many will re-meet at the (sold out) Everyman anniversary party. 

12th March 2017: Bill finished reading  'Waking Up in Chicago', and also processing the 
recordings he took on Friday. In some cases the music was better than his overall first 
impression, (and vice versa). Protracted, paltry and pompous introductory preambles affected
the mood of some of the performances. A willing audience is a forgiving beast and all 
musicians have benefitted from that principle. Music is a mystery to be admired. Bill played 
some fingerpicked folk with his superglued nails. We spent the evening watching tosh on TV. 
(It happens more often than is recorded here). 



13th March 2017: Sheila has her violin exam this morning, 9.47 so Bill dropped her off and 
delivered a couple of discs at Mike Green's house, posting one to Peter Kerr (at his request). 
The rest will meet their destinations over time, (it can take months to re-meet). Sheila 
returned having felt that she did not do as well as she had hoped and spent the rest of the 
day recriminating with herself. Bill swimming, saw John G who felt that Saturday went well 
and Chris Foster was happy with the outcome for him, (having sold more CDs to our select 
audience than at any other booking on his tour, 15, he had one remaining). A favourable 
review popped into the Bards FB, from Druidlife! Bill posted a Rosewood video from 
Friday's BMN. We had intended to go to Shottisham to see the Twisty Turns but they had 
dropped out and been replaced by The Columbines. We have met the Columbines in an 
early incarnation when they were using Henley Folk Nights to develop their act. Listening to 
the sound samples on their website they play very nice music well. Still,recalling the 
presentational  kerfuffle that used to surround the music (before they found fame and fortune 
and posh gigs), Bill went to morris and Sheila had a night in, (even despite Chris's call for 
floor spots). We are confident that it will be a successful evening for all concerned regardless.
Early bath from morris practice, not particularly rewarding socially and surplus to requirement 
so Bill came home. Lyon with the men is looking to be a particularly challenging prospect at 
the moment.....

14th March 2017: Bill finished reading 'Where Memories Lie' by Deborah Crombie, a classic 
'English' police procedural written by a native Texan in in with a perfect English voice. A series
of books around the same characters, this was an American edition picked up in a charity 
shop. Good to find a new series of well written pot boilers! fRoots is published today, festival 
edition. A rather iffy brief review of a new CD by  Steve Wise's band (Down Trodden String 
Band), Steve says it is better than what they said about the first CD. Perhaps he should 
submit it to Druidlife! fRoots is a magazine with a particular editorial voice, heavily bizness 
oriented with only a very occasional interest in the roots side of folk music, (despite its name 
and professed philosphy). That said, Bill finds Living Tradition a rather sad, poor relative in 
terms of content and focus. Anyway, thumbs up to both for surviving thus far. Holly popped 
round for a chat, her 'gig' at Bury Folk Day went well, Mike P was there in the afternoon and 
stayed to listen. Next stop Stephen Foster's Folk Day at St Peters on the Quay in Ipswich. 
Applications are open for the Soapbox Stage at FolkEast this year, not clear whether it is 
worth the Bards having a go as we were turned down last year, but we'll see... Another core 
member of Pretty Grim Morris is taking 'time out for a few months. Tattingstone 
Wheatsheaf: Bluegrass Session: A bit rag tag and bobtail in terms of style and quality, but 
people getting together to play music without 'side', and enjoying each others company. Bill's 
voice is still playing up as he discovered when he tried to sing in his normal higher range. 
Soothed by a whisky, (Sheila was driving). Sheila enjoyed  a (relatively) stress free musical 
outing. Bill started to read Peter Robinson's Abbatoir Blues.

15th March 2017: last day to prepare for East Suffolk Morris Men's trip to Lyon tomorrow, 
(Mick is picking us up at around 08.30). As ever Bill takes time to be overprepared for all 



eventualities. He relined the bag for the cheap travelling concertina, (so old the sponge has 
perished to dust). Checked the weather forcast for Lyon, temperature range 6-21 C, hopefully 
dry. One traveller has dropped out due to illness in the family. Down to eighteen unless 
another steps in, (as the tickets are nominated by group name only). Bill popped in to visit the 
Suffolk University Fine Art Degree Graduate Exhibition at the Waterfront. Rowan has a 
picture on display, as does Bill's friend Ant Wooding who  is also fully employed in a 
demanding legal career. Bill posted a couple of songs from Mike and Adam's set to YT. Only a
couple of others with potential to post and one of those has a caution against it! Bill printed 
out his travel insurance and noticed in the small print a 'continuous payment authority' not 
clear at the time of contracting. He has sent an e-mail as directed to cancel this and wonders 
how many folk who do not listen to 'Moneybox' or have the wit to read the small print are 
paying increased fees year on year.  Beware of Coverwise.co.uk in this respect.

16th March 2017: off to Lyon in 20 minutes. Se you at the other end!

21st March 2017: here we are, returned. A brief diary of the past few days can be culled from 
e-mail missives to home which must be read as a subjecive experience as in real time and 
not reflectively. The trip was a mixed bag of experiences, a success, with exciting highlights. 
Bill returned with 142 snippets of video, mainly dance but also background and other 
experiences. They will probably amount to five longish videos of the morris dance elements of
the trip and at least one other, (which may become video 1000 on the YT channel if nothing 
better comes along!). Bill took along a melodeon and concertina but not one note was played 
on either. 

Anyway, to the trip: 16th March 2017: (upon arrival): Casualty list to date. One man has lost 
suitcase and another a topcoat. Dorms on 4th floor up eight flights of 10/11 stairs.Two loos 
and showers between 14, and the hostel website is deceptive, (to put matters kindly). Bill's 
wrist is very sore and immobile, and his initial response is that he would be on the next train 
home if that were practicable. Paid 20E for a five E buffet, 4 room keys between 7. 17th 
March 2017: Good weather and  breakfast. Sun is shining. Wrist still bad. Soul refreshed by a
long walk around Lyon in the sunshine. One book down, two to go. One man fell from a top 
bunk last night, without serious injury. Two men accidentally deposited their 3 day travel 
passes into the trash slot on the metro, another somehow dropped small change through a 
seemingly solid glass counter onto a patisserie display. Dancing was ok in the main. We 
arranged an evening meal and those who booked it did not take details of the restaurant, only
remembering its approximate location. Eventually discovered. Bill came back on metro with a 
couple of others in a three men in a boat scenario. Nearly made it but needed assistance with
directions for the last 100 yards! Tomorrow is a train trip so that should be fun. 18th March 
2017: Bil's wrist a lot better. Weather overcast but fine. Train to Vienne. Danced at roman 
sites, Abbe church and a couple of bars. Lunch at Michael's flat, ( an ex pat hippie and local 
eccentric with a fondness for the vernacular and an amazing music collection). Could have 
been disaster but went well. Small group meals in the evening. Bill's group had a very nice 



new Asian meal of Bau, (which are steamed dumplings). (On reflection the most enjoyable 
evening meal of the trip, except for the sweet haricot bean pancake which was odd). Back at 
base for rest of evening so Bill went to bed and read. The main party provided entertainment, 
initially for themselves in the cellar common room but were then asked to come up to the bar 
to sing and play music, which they did. Bill stayed in bed. 19th March 2017:  Funicular 
railway up the hill today and the posh meal tonight: A tiring day but packed with goodies. Jazz 
brass, gipsy jazz, art and food markets,Cathedral, basilica, dancing in an amphitheatre. The 
restaurant for the evening meal was a 500 plus, single room brasserie, completely full and 
deafening (George's Brasserie). Not Bill's preferred dining experience, and not really an 
environment where the group retained any snese of identity. We ordered in 4s. Bill's group left
early and of a mind. Their initial bill was 60E overcharged (cash or card sir?), the second 
attempt was 30 E over, the third as we had calculated. Warned the others and came home! 
(The others groups had a better experience, and properly calculated bills). 20th March 2017: 
The trip home was relatively uneventful save for waiting on the wrong platform for the train for
Lille only realising the mistake about a moment before departure time. The bag and the coats 
were not recovered, Bill completed his third book on the journey home. A very enjoyable 
venture by the end, thank you to Mike P for recommending, MikeP and Kevin for organising, 
the men for their company, and Mick for a lift to Ebbsfleet and back. Good to be home though!

U3A Hollesley Shepherd and Dog: an enjoyable afternoon with some excellent 
contributions. Bill relearning how to play music after the recent lay off! Rob has invited 
Bill'nSheila to play three songs at the June Folkus Dance which looks to be ok but missing 
April's Hadleigh for a holiday, possibly May with Orwell Bluegrass and then June, we will have
to reconnect at every opportunity thereafter! (Dropped powered speaker with broken switch at
Paul G's on the way and picked it up repaired on the way home. That's service!)

22nd March 2017: Bill had tidied up the videos from the first day and edited and published  
#1. Finished reading 'After Dark' by Haruki Murakami, a novella really and heavily redolant of 
Richard Brautigan's work. Computer work is setting the wrist off again despite having set up 
various pads and cushions! Watched initial coverage of the London terror attack  late 
afternoon, rolling news is provided as an essential service, but is generally of little value as it 
lacks context and analysis. Shottisham Sorrel Horse Session:very enjoyable and 
comfortable to play music, wall to wall tunes with all present contributing and audience 
support from a family who used to come and see us at Eyke when that was the session 
venue. Bill had a strong impression from their responses in conversation that most of the 
players were unaware of the national news, (and probably avoid all but occasional media 
publication). Not a topic for discussion in any event. Video #2 is ready to roll but will wait a 
day. It transpires that the Mulberry Tree session last Sunday was attended by only two 
players and no audience so another regular event the future of which is even more in doubt 
than the fate of the pub! We will not make the next one, and neither will Andy so may be the 
last nail...



23rd March 2017: Bill posted videos #2 and #3 from the trip to Vienne, and Mike G has aded 
him as a FB admin so also onto the ESMM FB page. Quite proud of #3 in particular. 
Beginning to learn the ropes on Videopad, so preparing the core on that programme, 
switching to MM6 to top and tail and reduce file size for YT upload. Sheila to Pretty Grim 
practice where she danced a couple of sets, (likely to be needed in future as the side size is 
reduced). The 2017 programme will be affected by the recent sabbaticals and bookers made 
aware that small set dances will be the norm. Blaxhall Ship Summer Festival is now a live 
event in mid June,(clashing with the Steamboat day).

24th March 2017: Bill finished reading 'When the Music's Over' by Peter Robinson. He had 
read 'Abatoir Blues' while in Lyon at the weekend. Tidily written but artificially topical and 
formulaic. The references to music are far more obvious than, say, in Ian Rankin's books and 
since the advent of the TV series the plots read more like scripts than novels. John G has 
sent a reminder that the Bards are playing at Martlesham on 8th April, Bill is a 'maybe' for that
one, if he makes it he will be in zombie mode after a long and late journey the day before! 
Barrie & Ingrid Temple: Happy Sam a very enjoyable evening with Barrie and INgrid 
embracing the 'concept' of Happy Sam. Only thirty of us there, (a FB reminder in the final 
week may add a few to the audience), but those present comprised a fair cross section of the 
hardcore East Suffolk singing contingent. (Melodeon players may have been at Mendlesham 
King's Head for the Melodeons and More session.)

25th March 2017:Bill had a wander around the Needham CBS before dropping in on Louise 
(a former colleague) for a cuppa and catch up. Melodeons & More: Mendlesham 
Community Centre: it is some years since Bill bought into the full day of workshops, but 
always fun to have a look around the trade stalls and catch up with friends. He popped a 
couple of the 'surplus to requirement' boxes in the car and chopped them in at Hobgoblin, 
(and some money),for a limited range but very attractive Wheatstone 24 button anglo. Had 
another go on a few English Concertinas but determined that they would contort and cramp 
his hands, and there is enough to keep up without another system. Bumped into Simon & Val.
Simon recognised the melodeon that he had previously failed to recognise as it lay on the 
chop, and Val vainly sought the recorder franchise. The stalls would sell items other than 
melodeons.  Maybe a couple a year might empty the cupboards by the time of demise! Had a 
chat with a workshop participant who bemoaned that most of the group were at a level above 
the target market and rushing ahead, which frustrated both the tutor and the remainder of the 
participants. Tattingstone White Horse: Bluegrass:The camping and caravan club are 
spending the weekend at the White Horse. Last year the bluegrass session played for them 
while they ate their evening meal and they requested a re-run. Nine of us turned out, Bill 
played bass all evening which was fun and a learning curve. Doubtful whether we, 
(Bill'nSheila) will repeat the experience. there was a 'whip round' which we donate to charity 
but there was no other 'hospitality' on offer. We trawled the local chip shops on the way home,
third time lucky to find one that opened after 9pm! James asked whether we would re-start 
our old time kitchen sessions, so we may give them a try again.



26th March 2017: coming to grips with the new 'tina. A good singing box. Needs new straps 
but even though a 24 button, has a good tone and enjoyable to play. Uploaded Video#5 from 
Lyon, one to go. Sheila had mother's day visitors.

27th March 2017:to Woodbridge for a swim and catch up with John G. The Woodbridge MBS
is cancelled and the Chelmsford one was on offer to John & Jo only without the kickback of a 
table for their wares, so is also off. We (Bards of the Heath), have picked up a booking at 
Hadleigh Country Park in Essex at what looks like a popular annual event. Good to bump into 
Ian D as trawling the High Street, he is looking well in retirement and not missing his former 
role. Picked up the lates paperback John Connolly and Jeffery Deaver so a profitable trawl, 
(also a book of yoga positions and pranyama). Published the final Lyon Dance video of the 
Amphitheatre show, now up to #998. One to go before upload 1000 which will also be from 
Lyon, but not morris... East Suffolk Morris practice:the trip to Lyon has taken a physical toll 
on some of the men, five days, the stairs, three days non stop on the move and dancing, so 
may be short for imminently future events, but half of the men were at home anyway so 
hopefully will fill the breach. David D made a point of praising the musicians, (one other of 
whom was present and Bill did not play on this trip, personal choice). 

28th March 2017:Sheila had a meeting in Colchester this afternoon so Bill went for a tramp 
around. Has been a bit anomic over the past couple of days, but the sun was shining. Hay 
fever has developed speedily over that period. Thinking about contacting Mike A to fit new 
straps to the recently purchased concertina. Present straps are fudged and unsightly. White 
Horse Tattingstone: Bluegrass Session: a very enjoyable and relaxed evening playing a 
mix of Bluegrass, Old Time & 'Americana'. Two Banjos, two fiddles, three guitars, bass, 
autoharp, two mandolins in various combinations between eight of us. Doc Chris had been to 
the South Lopham session run by Ian Tofte on Monday and said it was enjoyable and well 
supported, and that Steve and Sue McN were there. Noticed in the FAOTMAD update that 
Patricia Woodward is starting a frailing banjo group in Diss once a month.

29th March 2017: Bill finished reading Dana Stabenow's 7th Shugak novel, Breakup, and 
started  Isobel Fonseca's book about the Roma population in Eastern Europe. he left a 
message with Mike A about the concertina straps. Popped the 'tina around to Mike's. The 
good news is that it is less of a mongrel than suspected, but has had a life and needs a bit 
more than just straps, so has been left to Mike with time and a budget! Noticed that Blaxhall 
Harbour Lights Sessionis registered in Grapevine as on this evening, in error (a week late). 
Almost a prospect.

30th March 2017: The sun shone, the clothes dried, Sheila learnt that she has passed her 
Grade 4 violin, but then.... Bill clicked his back out helping Sheila move a lemon tree, (very 
pretty, very painful), the Steamboat session was very friendly but (despite an early 'theme' 
round), a mixed evening where Bill only felt like supporting a few tunes. It was well attended 
but ... and to round the evening off Bill received a ticket for parking by a dropped kerb, paid 
and protested, but will be to no avail. The Ipswich Borough Council Civilian Stasi strike again! 



Interesting reading Isobel Fonseca's book about the Eastern European Gipsies with echoes 
of Nick Dow's talk at Broadstairs, and more recently at Happy Sam, and with consistencies 
in language and lifestyle. Apparently Pretty Grim will now be dancing at Halesworth at the 
weekend. We will be in Saffron Waldon, perhaps safer (and more quiet). The Folkus group 
and Proper English are also playing at the day of dance. (Juxtaposition intended). 

31st March 2017: Grapevine has published the release of the Mix't Blessings CD, no 
review, just the press release. Stephen Foster promoting the forthcoming 'Folk Festival' at St 
Peters Brewery, (Holly is playing), said he can't remember a folk festival in Ipswich before. 
The more elderly among us may recall Pete Jennings running an 'Ipswich Folk Day' held at 
the Corn Exchange. This evokes similar disgruntlement to FolkEast's assertion to be the first 
folk festival in Suffolk, (choosing to ignore the Felixstowe Folk Weekend which was very 
successful over a number of years). Hey Ho. We had a quick run through of a couple of songs
for Everyman this evening, (single song slot but who knows what the mystery guests may 
play). Bill spent most of the (practice part of the) day playing the Anglo, as anything else pulls 
the injured back painfully.  Everyman Folk Club: 21st Birthday Party: with mystery guests 
Keith Kendrick & Sylvia Needham, and Martyn Wyndham Read between them ticking all 
of the boxes. A very enjoyable evening with social interaction and buffet between three short 
spots each for the guests and half a dozen single song floor spots. We settled on Gipsy Girl 
for our contribution, having independently thought of it a first choice, (obviously went well as 
we had a request for a repeat performance at U3A). Holly was along and loved being knee to
knee with the performers, (although noting that at the age of 35 she seemed to be the 
youngest present by some years!) Apparently four local booking have come in for her during 
the past week, and Steve D indicated that he would love to hear her sing again having 
enjoyed her earlier visit to Everyman. Thank you to Mary and Steve for inviting us to take part,
and for the hard work that keeps the club in business.

1st April 2017: a conscious day off from the folk bubble. Halesworth Day of Dance holds no 
attraction without a separate reason to be there, (the 'happy clappy' side of modern folk dance
in festive mood). There are a number of similar events held through the year which provide a 
spectacle for participants and local residents but seem rather introspective in their self 
justification. Bill enjoys seeing what the sides are up to and sometimes capturing and 
preserving a few moments, but the wheat is thin among the chaff most of the time, which is 
inevitable with self selection and an aging population of teachers/leaders of traditional dance. 
East Suffolk Morris are covered for musicians, but short on dancers for the Leiston Long 
Shop booking. Bill had thought to go along and dance his limited repertoire at one stage, but 
the 'back' put paid to that idea. Bill and Sheila went to Saffron Walden where Sheila had a 
meeting and Bill enjoyed a couple of hours around town. A busy, thriving market town with 
private businesses, charity shops, chains and financial institutions cheek by jowl and with a 
feeling of bustle and goodwill. It can be done, seemingly not in Suffolk. Bill picked up a couple
of ex library German thrillers and a further book about the gipsies, written from a more generic
standpoint. Morpeth Rant has won the Melnet Tune of the Month so Bill posted a video even



though publication of the result of the poll is delayed. That was video #999 so now #1000 will 
be the brass ensemble from Lyon, Fanfare Krapo, that so impressed us on the Sunday 
morning, and were a great crowd of families piling into the bar when they had finished, with 
instruments, children and all.

2nd April 2017: tune of the month was published and Bill's entry posted to the forum, 
video#1000 of Fanfare Krapo performing in Lyon is up and running. Bill picked up an 
excellent Tommy McClennen CD for 50p at the CBS, we have had Sheila's grandson for the 
weekend and they have gone to the festival at Holywells Park. Now signing off for some R&R.
Back soon, catch up on some earlier videos or previous years' diaries meanwhile!. 

8th April 2017: catch up:3rd April 2017:set out to travel to Granada about 2am, diverted from
A120 so long way around A14/M11. Bill's bag searched as consequence of multitool which 
was allowed anyway! Spent the afternoon after finding hotel etc wandering the city, (not a 
particularly good first impression, too much traffic and two strok fumes hanging in the air. 
Found a FrescCo, our eaterie of choice if in Spain, all you can eat, four courses and coffee for
E9.95 and left to own devices without service attention. Our style. 4th April 2017: breakfast in
local cafe and bus to Alhambra where we enjoyed a small group (8) guided tour which lasted 
three hours and covered the ticketed parts of teh complex, the history, horticulture and 
hydraulics whereby water is raised from the river to the high gardens. We had booked online 
with a trip operator about a month before travelling, (seemingly the trips are sold out at least 
three months in advance in general terms). Before visiting the Alhambra we visited the small 
museum which is the house of the composer Falla, a twenty minute individual guided tour 
around a fairly small house, easily missed but very interesting. Fresco for a meal again. Bill's 
first book of the trip was 'The Spanish Game' by Charles Cummings, and excellent spy novel 
set in Madrid, but full of local flavour. 5th April 2017: we explored the Albaicin and 
Sacremento areas, (moorish). A few local smal museum buildings dotted around both areas, 
some rather uninsiring flamenco guitarists on the street. The new mosque was one of the 
most enjoyable spaces. Apparently the bright white paint effect in these and some of the 
areas later visited is a quicklime paint used during the time of the black death and now 
compulsory in controlled preservation zones as traditional. Suffolk limewash a similar 
principle? White a reflection of the purifying effect of lime. 6th April 2017: a prebooked, nine 
hour, small group, guided trip to the Alpajarras villages in the mountains. Three stops, for 
coffee, a cheese and ham curer, and a traditional meal. Again, not cheap but worthwhile in 
every respect and good value. Bil bought some sheep/goats cheese which will apparently be 
aromatic when released from vacuum pack. Received notice of a new Ipswich/Woodbridge 
session on Sunday when we are back, sounds hardcore Irish, but maybe not. We wil see how
energy holds out. 7th April 2017: we returnrd to the Alhambra to see public access areas we 
had missed before including the Museo Belle Arte, an archeological museum and a 
photographic  exhibition, Colita Flamenco, by Colita, (Isabel Steva), who was welcomed into 
the gipsy communities and recorded a four decade journey of that association through four 
decades.  Excellent pictures based within the community, and a useful adjunct to Bill's 



bedside book on return about European Gipsies in part of the same period. we bussed, 
coached and flew back to the UK arriving at 2am on 8th April 2017 to discover the hard way 
that the A120 remains closed, but fortunately after a couple of false starts we were directed 
around the blockage in a much shorter detour than the official diversion, but which would 
have funelled the A120 traffic through Coggeshall had it been adopted generally, the burghers
may not have been amused! At this point Bill had no timings or a promised set list for the 
Bards set at Martlesham later in the day. woke at eight, checked E-mails at nine to find 
stagetime to be 10.30, (and Bill heavily involved wioth most arrangements). He got there and 
it was an enjoyable programme with the full band, (David on Bongos) playing an hour set. Bill 
then rang Mike A who had tidied up the concertina, and fitted straps, There is a sticky button 
still which will work out or take little to sort but nice to have the work done. Thank you Mike. 
Sheila went to a meeting of the Pretty Grim musicians at lunchtime, (and off to a friends this 
evening), and as they say in the song, the rest of the time's your own!

9th April 2017: Sheila bought a Ukelele at the car boot sale, an Eddy Finn, which is a mid 
range model, larger bodied than the cheap and cheerfuls. Made in China but to quite a high 
spec. Some feedback from the Pretty Grim gathering, sounds as though Suffolk should be 
ready for (yet) another 'morris' side, maybe named after 'treacle miners', although there is 
already a Molly side with that name. Seemingly has been bubbling surrepticiously under the 
radar for a while. We haven't made it to the new Wood/Ippy folk session, (still in recovery 
mode). Be interesting to hear how it goes. May watch the R2 Folk Awards on TV later, have 
some hard objects to throw at the screen, the 'bizness' hrrmph! One benefit of watching the 
abridged version of the folk awards is a significant reduction in time listening to Mark Radcliffe
who I had previously respected as a 'rock jock', but who sits uneasily in the 'folk' chair. ( R2's 
idea of 'folk' seems to be rather more catholic in approach than even broad minded Bill's is).  
Good to see Shirley Collins and Ry Cooder in action and the emigrant children project. 
Daoiri Farrell stole the evening, primarily because he sang the song, and told the story with 
sensitive and responsive musical accompaniment, whereas most of the young things seemed
to prioritise style over substance. The arrangement of Shirley Collins' song was particularly 
interesting with Ian Kearey's open tuned emulation of the 'portative organ' style of 
arrangement giving way to Dave Arthur (in standard tuning) and Pete Cooper to close the 
piece. If it were not for Daoiri Farrell we might think it was a generational thing, but great that 
the music may be safe in some (few) young hands. We switched off half way through Jim 
Moray's closer. Hrrmph! Added to which Bill chipped his denture by droppiung it in the sink 
Hrrmph.

10th April 2017: Bill managed to have a new tooth fitted to his denture. He gave East Suffolk
Morris practice a miss (the last of the year). Also the Burkitt Family at Shottisham, we love 
Ross's music but are entirely put off by exhortations to arrive early as a full pub was 
anticipated. Bill and crowded places don't mix, so it would have been a wasted journey to 
walk in and straight back out again.



11th April 2017: Bill went for a swim with the oldies, (Easter break affects the programme), 
very crowded!. Popped in to have the new tooth tweaked on the way home. Three 
Horseshoes Fordham session back at its home venue, well supported and very enjoyable. 
Also magic to hear a couplke of Roger and Liz's tunes in progress in full binaural sitting 
between them. Enough to play and contribute, and some jewels to just close your eyes and 
bask.

12th April 2017: Sheila to the Zoo with grandchildren, Bill's car to mot so went to town on 
bus and had a wander around the wasteland, bumped into Steve Danby who was very 
complimentary about Holly's music and asking where she was playing. The Concertina 
Maintenance Manual arrived today, which does not mean that Bill will be fettling his own, 
(arch bodger that he is), just good to understand how they work! Still looking for a tune for 
Theme of the Month, 'tunes played in your sessions'. Most have previously been posted, 
some of the remainder are rather dull, thinking cap? The date for Halesworth Day of Dance 
2018 is now set, (17th March). Liz G indicated last evening that Chelmsford Morris had 
enjoyed their stint there this year.

13th April 2017: Bill bumped into Paul L at the shop this morning, a schoolfriend who 
managed to retire a couple of years before him, and a terrific musician in a number of 
spheres, (curently adding Tuba to the list). Paul was on his way to the (family) beach hut and 
is patently enjoying his retirement. Bill had some positive personal feedback from Tuesday's 
session which is rewarding to receive. A long lead arrived in the post today which will allow 
him to set himself up in a corner (up to) 30' from the band should he so desire! Sheila to 
Pretty Grim practice. The side seems to be settling to recent changes and optimistic for the 
future. Bill posted a couple of tunes for the Melnet Theme of the Month, an old time tune and 
one from the Fordham session.

14th April 2017: Good Friday, a quiet day. Bill spent an hour or so refreshing tunes on 
Melodeon/Guitar and Anglo. Noticed that Megan W is starting a 14-25's session. We realised 
we missed Hungrytown at the John Peel Centre last evening, not sure we would have paid 
the premium ticket price anyway. Bill finished reading 'Snow White Must Die' by Nele 
Neuhaus, a carefully plotted German police procedural. Started 'No Man's Land' by David 
Baldacci, his usual thrill a minute fodder.

15th April 2017: Sheila took the van and did a car boot stall.  Sold one of Bill's guitars, 
(cheap jazz guitar), and some CD's, also lots of other surplus 'stock'. So far two melodeons 
and a guitar this month for the addition of a concertina. Clearing the cupboards may take a 
decade or two but  that is a start! Bill finished reading 'No Man's Land'. Bumped into Heather 
B. at the cbs. Conversation around whether a career as a professional folk musician is a 
contradiction in terms given the local social nature of the beast. Also how professional 
musicians playing a folk repertoire have to adapt their bizness to the digital age. Thought 
about Sam Lee and the Nightingales at Fingeringhoe (today and tomorrow), but at £80 per 
person, maybe not!



16th April 2017: Easter Day, chilly and dampish in general. Bill caught up with Dr Who & 
Versailles on catch up, played some music and for some reason took to plain verse, Sheila 
made and delivered cupcakes to family.

How up one's a**e is that! (pseud), and the 'a' in affect is intended.

We gave the Chorus Cup a miss, (crowded places/wasted journeys etc). Mulberry Tree 
session was well supported and enjoyable, later enhanced by the support of a group of 
Tynesiders who are in Ipswich for a football match (que?), and who were delighted to join in 
with us and enthusiastically explore our (limited) north eastern repertoire. There is a new 
session in prospect on the 'alternate' Sunday to the Mulberry Tree, hosted at the Duke of York
in Woodbridge Road, and starting next week. So, on 23rd April, East Suffolk Morris at The 
Dove at 12 noon, Sophie's session is at the Spread Eagle at 3pm and the new session at the 
Duke of York at 8pm. Scant local support likely to be spread thinly one suspects. Feedback 
from the Wood/Ippy session at Geoff's is positive, another Sunday session!

17th April 2017: 

WJ: 17.4.17



Bill'nSheila played some tunes together in the TV intervals before and after Broadchurch, 
which despite the rave reviews is pale beside some of the scandi subtitle noir. Current 
favourite the Department Q stories, We have read them all, and they are fairly faithfully 
translated to screen.

18th April 2017: Bill's bedside book for the moment is a biography of Peggy Guggenheim. 
Born in 1898 so covers the first two thirds of the 20th Century. Somewhat dryly written but 
fascinating history of the Jewish emigration from Europe to America, (principally New York), 
prior to the first war of the century. Peggy is a child of such emigres and beneficiary of a 
(small) part of the fortunes which they made. Sheila to the Gym and Bill swimming with the 
oldies again. Slightly less crowded than previously so managed the baseline, but tiring. Bill 
picked up 'Merlin and Woman', the book of the second Merlin Conference, edited by R.J 
Stewart, who he takes to be Bob Stewart, who Bill saw play at the original Hadleigh Folk 
Club promoting his record, (remember those) 'The Wraggle Taggle Gipsies' and his book 
'Where is St George', timeline around 1976. The new acquisition is dated 1988, with articles 
about the Merlin Tarot and Dr Dee. A musical afternoon so may not feel like Bluegrass at 
Little Bentley this evening. Always a challenge and good to try and keep up musically, but.... 
(nuff said). Wayward and Happy Sam this week anyway, so enough to slake the thirst. No 
poetry today.

19th April 2017: Hmm. More Haiku I'm afraid and a tangent from the music:

Shottisham Sorrel Horse, The Wayward Session: seven in attendance and a pleasant mix of tunes we 
all know and learning some new tunes from each other. Some enjoyable inter-dimensional banter. (Bill 
ended the evening with a stressed right forearm after a couple of hours playing at home and the like at 



Wayward).Good to hear that the Burke Family evening went well, (and was packed out, so from Bill's 
point of view, well avoided). Descriptions of jaw dropping musicianship and tight arrangements. Bill 
now reading the Pegy Guggenheim back to back with the Voices of Shamans, only to come across a 
point at which the initiators of the surrealist art movement in the aftermath of the first war identified 
with shamanic expression.

20th April 2017: Swimming is back to normal, so space with the grown ups as opposed to paddling 
head to toe in the oldies session. Sheila's work revolves around terms so she is back in harness but 
hopefully with longer weekends free than hitherto, although they are pretty booked up at the moment! 
Rowan is off to see Kasabian tonight in London, (impecunious student!) Sheila has Pretty Grim 
practice in advance of the side attending Royal Liberty Morris's Frost Vandoorn Fest on Saturday. Bill 
was thinking oif tagging along but it is in Epping, we'll see how we feel on the day. RL are quite a fun 
tribe but a bit hearty for the miserably inclined. Bill posted a short video to introduce the newly 
acquired concertina, a limited but positive response including Novascotian from Canada who is always
responsive to the music (and whose great aunt and uncle knew Don Messer one of whose tunes is on 
the vid!), thanks. 

21st April 2017: Bill spent an hour or so reviving Dancing at Whitsun on the Anglo, (usually played on
the guitar). Happy Sam: Bredfield: Karen Harris & Bill Wilkes:a very enjoyable evening with 
Karen and Bill, bold unaccompanied singers, who led the second half of the evening as a 'club' style 
session inviting singers from the floor between their own songs. Bill left the anglo with Mike A for 
final tweaks.

22nd April 2017:Frost Vandoorn Fest at Epping where Pretty Grim joined Royal Liberty Morris, 
The Gong Scourers, and Loose Women Morris for a day of dance. The venue was changed at very 
short notice, (double booking),and The Merry Fiddlers pub valiantly tried to cope with the onslaught. 
The sun shone, (eventually) and each of the sides had a good pre Rochester workout. There is a close 
relationship between the Essex sides. As ever, Loose Women stole the show on a number of levels. The 
style of 'cotswold' presented was vigorous and in most cases unschooled and undisciplined , so not to 
Bill's taste, but there were a lot of young people engaged, some of whom may move into the tradition. 
Ironically the women from all sides were the better morris 'steppers', and Loose Women presented a 
nascent rapper side. Hope yet. Good for Pretty Grim to have a relaxed dance out in a friendly 
atmosphere which confirmed for them their continuing viability, and perhaps was also a reminder that 
dance is primarily a social/recreational activity. What will the video show?  We got home around 6pm 
to find messages that Bill and Karen from Friday's Happy Sam had stayed a day and there was a 
singaround at Blaxhall Ship. Bill went along, Sheila dead beat. A very enjoyable evening with around 
the room singing about eight singers with support and a great full throated sing such as rarely happens 
locally, (reminiscent of the Butley Oyster days). Bill picked up the concertina, thanks Mike. The Butley
Midsummer Festival is now arranged withe a strong local lineup, including Pretty Grim, Sound 
Tradition, Mary Humphreys and Anahata, Tin River and Tony Hall, and Kiss the Mistress. Looks
a good'un. Clashes with the Steamboat Riverside Festival, but I am afraid Blaxhall has our support on
that showing, and they each cater for a different folk 'market'. 



23rd April 2017: St George's Day Celebrations: The Dove Ipswich: East Suffolk Morris: an 
excellent first stand of the new season. A couple of sets of (real morris) dancing. Interestingly a few of 
the dances also appear in the repertoire of the 'happy clappy' sides at Epping yesterday so it is possible 
to make direct comparison from the video! Some will prefer one while I openly favour the more 
'traditional' approach. Missed out on Spread Eagle session again as Bill catching up with Ashley and 
Rowan and Sheila with her family. Derek G birthday. A birthday wish elicited a potential invite to 
Madrid for a folk concert, possibly to participate, in November 2018. Thanks Derek. 

Duke of York Session: a great success in its own lights with sections of the Essex Irish session, 
Skedaddle, Danegeld Musicians, The Mulberry Tree Session (inc Shadows in the Shade) coming 
together on the day Janine celebrated her birthday. We arrived about an hour into the playing (at 8.15). 
The landlady was busied moving chairs, locking the front door, (which opened directly onto the 
burgeoning group), and serving dark beer. All positive, except that this was a cacophonous cocoon of 
musicians (at all standards), each playing for Onan and to themselves, (with rare brief exceptions). 
There will be enough session selfies to make your own mind up. Sheila joined in a few tunes , (and was
less critical than Bill about the whole event). Bill left his instruments in the cases. Why spoil a 
generally enjoyable weekend's music and dance by diving into a melange, the nature of which 
frustrated any attempt to contribute and add a harmonic value to the experience, (a few tried...). How 
many will make the effort in the future? Will we bother to find out? We caught up with some friends, 
good to see Jo K and Terry C. Steve M dropped in for a pint as we were leaving.

24th April 2017: Bill uploaded 'back to back' videos with East Suffolk Morris Men and Royal 
Liberty Morris dancing the same three dances but in a completely different way, and to the same tunes
differently interpreted. He met John G at the pool and caught up on the gossip. Apparently some John 
Goodluck box set CD's have been delivered to the USA, and some Bards of the Heath CDs may 
follow. John had seen some footage of the Duke of York session and seemed broadly in agreement with
Bill, no surprise there as we are both grumpy old men. East Suffolk Morris: Thornbank Care Home 
& The Woolpack:a turnout sufficient but modest by comparison with yesterday. The care home were 
delighted to see us, and a couple of people who rarely leave their beds came down for the dancing, 
which surprised and thrilled the staff. Unhappily Hamish, (Folk and Morris dancer), was not well 
enough to come down so a few of us popped up to see him, say hello and play him a tune. The 
Woolpack stand was sociable and enjoyable. Music by Bill and Martin, (good job we turned up!) Bill 
stayed for an hour after the dancing and played tuneswith Martin which seemed to be well received in 
the pub.

25th April 2017: U3A Folk Group: an enjoyable afternoon at the Douglas Bader, we somehow ended 
up near the front, (as opposed to almost out of the room), but coped with the pressure! Feedback from 
Eric that the Sunday Spread Eagle session is worthwhile.The new concertina still has a sticky button 
but hopefully that will play in. Mary D rang to invite us to contribute a floor spot at Everyman Folk 
Club this Friday. Tattingstone Bluegrass Session: A convivial evening with three banjos, three 
mandolins, three guitars, a fiddle an autoharp and a bull bass. The last session before Orwell Bluegrass



Festival. Bill now only gets to one of the local bluegrass sessions a month usually so it is great to 
refresh the flatpicking guitar, and old time tunes on the mandolin.

26th April 2017: A damp day. Bill tweaked some songs, and processed some video. A bards gig has 
come in for 17th June, same day as Blaxhall Midsummer Fair, ( the Steamboat Folk Day), and also 
the stand in Barn Dance which Bill is playing with Inertia Reel, opportunity cost, Tin River and Tony 
Hall playing at Blaxhall, (and less attractive, Elton John at Ipswich). John G has confirmed the Bards 
of the Heath can cope without Bill, (feeling a tickle between the shoulder blades), will also have to 
play without Pete who is on Mc2 duty at the Steamboat. Perhaps time to review whether BotH can be 
any lineup from duo to septet (as JG regularly asserts), or whether the 'brand' needs defining to the 
point where musicians are asked before a booking is taken, and that it is declined if the band are not 
available in a viable form? Time for an evening off, opportunity cost Blaxhall Ship monthly session, 
(not a problem as Bill has already enjoyed a cracking singing evening there last Saturday, unlikely to be
bettered on this night).

27th April 2017: Happy birthday Rowan. Bill enjoyed a swim in a largely empty pool. Mardles has 
arrived, the uncertain future of Suffolk Folk forms a large part of the editorial content, a good reason 
not to attend the agm one suspects. Interesting to notice that FolkEast is not inviting local morris sides 
this year, so far I am guessing those sides have not yet been told, as it still features in local calenders. 
May be a good thing, clear out the local freeloaders and see how many people really think it is worth 
attending on a full priced ticket.  (May be fake news or local Morris politicking). If true we might make
the effort to go to Whitby Folk Festival 'properly' for the first time instead. EATMT is also featured as
Katy and John Howson are stepping down this year. The public face of the organisation is proposing 
to continue, and recruit new officers. Watching this space with interest. Simon Haines folk-life story is 
now completed up to date, so a few pages to fill in the few remaining future editions. We are in awe! 
Steamboat Session legal parking was, (unusually) available on this evening.Four players in 
attendance, JonW, (Old time banjo/guitar), Andy M, (folk melodeon), Gerry, (acapella singer) and Bill. 
gerry left after singing a couple of songs but it was a great evening swapping tunes and singing songs. 
The audience seemed fine with a smaller grouping than usual, and we played music together in 
collaboration rather than the evening being an exercise in 'strut', as is more usual. Sheila to Pretty 
Grim practice. It seems that PG are the only local side dancing at FolkEast, and that other sides have 
been notified (apparently brusquely), that they are not required. We'll have to see whether 'foreign' 
sessioneers and artists are manning the bars and lower end of the programme this year in place of the 
usual suspects.

28th April 2017: Sheila busily sorting the van for use at a scout camp, yoga, lunch out and may get 
back in time for everyman this evening. Bill posted the Loose Women and Gong Scourers videos from 
last Saturday. Skimmed the end of the Peggy Guggenheim biog and finished Shamanic Voices so a 
clean sheet on the bedside bookshelf, (apart from the historyand influence of Cubana which will 
probably move to the reference section!) Everyman Folk Club: The Foxglove Trio: an excellent 
evening's entertainment. (Bill'nSheila sang Staines Morris & The Helston May Song as their floor 
spot).



29th April 2017: Sheila off to Cub camp, Bill adjusting to a day on his own. This month's TotM on 
Melnet is hard to call, Eleanor PLunkett is an O'Carolan PLanxty with a six bar A part and 8 bar B 
which is strange to come to grips with, but Saturday morning is polling well so worth have a try at. By 
mid afternoon a rather complex Euro tune has caught up and looks to overtake the lady Eleanor! Pretty 
unplayable but that rarely seems to bother the voters, (who Bill suspects are often not the eventual 
contributors to TotM). Having recorded a couple of versions of Eleanor PLunkett, that is likely to 
remain 'on the shelf' for the moment.  Bill was unwilling to pay £20 to see Sam Carter etc at the St 
Peters festival so caught up with Dr Who and hignfy on TV and continued with the new book, A Time 
of Torment by John Connolly. Mike Garland asked if Bill would be out (at 5am) Monday morning for 
the May dance with East Suffolk Morris, and would to contribute to a radio interview. It seems that the 
usual suspects are away this weekend so that Pete D will be joined by Jon and Em as music for the 
morning. Bill confirmed that he hoped to join the party at Naughton for 1.30PM dance and then 
Mendlesham at 3pm. Pete is capable of contributing to a radio interview, and should it fall to Jon or Em
the absentees can't complain. Sheila has chosen her song for the Percy Webb cup tomorrow, so it seems
that we are going.

30th April 2017: Bill went to the Friday St boot fair to see what it is like, mainly 'dealers and dabblers',
(Jack). There was an excellent banjo, but overpriced with a puffed up description. Came home to 
discover that the Bluemont Waltz has come from nowhere to compete in the TotM stakes, so three tunes
neck and neck. Bluemont is a lovely tune by Rodney Miller, so Bill spent the morning working on that. 
Two out of three in the running now covered. Fingers crossed. Percy Webb Cup: Blaxhall Ship: 
fifteen worthy submissions from a range of singers including some younger entrants and a group from 
Colchester who won the Chorus Cup earlier in the month, one of whom, Tess Gardener took the trophy 
on this evening. (Sheila sang Roger the Miller). Notable absence of a number of the usual suspects, 
good to have a chat and play music with Colin & Karen Cater and catch up with friends rarely seen.

1st May 2017: Bill gave the East Suffolk Morris 5am slot a miss, but did manage to record and post 
their radio interview later in the morning. He joined the side for Naughton Fete and Mendlesham Street
Fair this afternoon. Bluemont Waltz is Melnet TotM and  Bill's post was remarked upon as being 
posted 4 minutes after polls opened! Now to think about a tune for the month's Theme, which is 
'Colours'. Arrived at Naughton to be told the sad news that Graham Whitehead died of a heart attack 
last evening. An East Suffolk Morris Man of long standing, ('You can check out any time you like, but
you can never leave'), frank speaker and friend for more than three decades. May be more to say, but 
not now. Love to those left behind. Three morris display spots in the afternoon were exhausting in 
themselves, and excellent. Those who had been driving the '00 miles between the four previous venues 
and dance spots were understandably expressing a view that a shorter and geographically more sensible
plan might be achieved next time. Bill finished reading A Time of Torment'. Sheila attended the Bards 
Aloud Spring Wood event, where she saw Holly for a brief catch up. Apparently the St Peters folk 
event on Friday was marred by a PA inadequate to cope with the ruccus of a beer festival and from her 
point of view could have gone better. 



2nd May 2017: Bill had posted a short video of Tess Gardener reprising her wining entry for the 
Percy Webb Cup, (other videos are around I gather), but the sound cane out well and she posted a thank
you. Had a rummage through the tunes 'in waiting' and found Red Joak so posted that as Theme of the 
Month played on the 'A' 4 stop, which seemed to fit well.

3rd May 2017: Bill:popped round to Steve D's and he sorted the sticky button and a couple of other 
bits, so the the 20 key Anglo now does what is needed for me pro tem with a possible further set up 
after a period just having fun with it. Bards of the Heath: Practice and set list for Sundays event at 
Earls Colne. Some very enjoyable playing, chatting and drinking tea, (thanks John).

4th May 2017: Bill had a swim in the morning then off to Hallowtree and car park duty at Orwell 
Bluegrass Festival which starts officially tomorrow. Popped back in the evening to play music but 
very crowded and noisy, and the local crowd were playing and set apart but Bill didn't stay.

5th May 2017: Bill on car park duty at Orwell Bluegrass Festival, (played mandolin for two hours) , 
popped into one of the concerts and picked up a few books in Pete Cunningham's Bargain Box. 
Evening: Sheila with Pretty Grim at Folkus Dance, Bill to Hadleigh Folk Club to see Terry Mann 
and Fiona Larcombe. An evening well supported by those in the know. Floor spots from Eamonn 
Andrews, Rosewood and The Huggets. Tom King played a support spot, (reminiscent of his father at 
a younger age as he may hate to read). Terry Mann and Fiona Larcombe presented about the most 
enjoyable acoustic folk spot that Bill has attended in months or longer. Excellent playing and singing in
a variety of styles, relaxed and informal introductions, strong material. Terry has a background with 
Gas Mark V, Melons fro Ecstacy and Boldwood, all bands we have enjoyed in the past, Fiona was in a 
popular duo with Kerry Fletcher. No product to sell and an engaging approach to the evening. Ticked 
all Bill's boxes.    Fake News alert Bill spoke to Eamonn about Jill P's piece in Mardles, that local 
sides are not invited to FolkEast this year. This is apparently not true. The Potters are reducing the 
Morris input and fewer local sides are invited. The remainder are assured of future invitations, and have
apparently  been offered a 'deal' on ticket prices for this year. Local sides at FolkEast 2017 are  
Chelmsford Ladies, Danegeld, Green Dragon, Pretty Grim and Westrefelda. A strong group of 
'National' sides are also invited. The 'new' Morris side splintered into nascence this year are said to be 
in direct contact with FE organisers so maybe a public birthing experience at the festival? More updates
over the garden fence as they arise. Graham Whitehead's funeral takes place on May 18th, 1.15pm at 
the Ipswich Crematorium, Colchester Rd. 

6th May 2017: Orwell Bluegrass Festival  Bill on duty in the main tent for a part of the afternoon, 
Sheila on the Old Time tent. Bill on Old time tent with Arnie in the evening. Pete Haynes, Chairman, 
introduced himself to Bill as the 'chief' of FAOTMAD. Apparently there are only about 380 members 
nationwide. Pete's solution seems to be to charge non-members a premium of £20 to attend at 
Gainsborough in February. This to encourage membership. Bill not impressed and may simply not 
come along (or pay the premium and not join if the lineup is worth it)! Some people are simply not 
'joiners' but still support and contribute, remember that Pete. Paddy B was enjoying the weekend 
camping in his van and and reminiscing about his flatpicking days. The music was as expected, very 
high standards of musicality, within a couple of narrow furrows. Bill takes amusement from the 



repertoire of the stage acts which includes a lot of popular Americana and Country given a 
Bluegrass/Old Time makeover. These would result in frowns and opprobrium in local sessions where 
the influence of the Bluegrass Police is still in evidence. The event is much loved and huge, but run on 
a very tight budget. It imay be in question whether it continues to be viable as more festivals are 
starting up with similar lineups in a period of possibly better weather. Apparently there is a trend at the 
moment for people to travel shorter distances to festivals. Good to see Bernie H who says he may call 
on Bill as stand in for his Barn Dance Band when Dave Shepherd goes on tour with Blowzabella. (Bill 
knows he is not first call but it would be good fun). It seems that this years's Sweet Sunny South 
weekend will be the last, unless somebody steps in to take over the organisation for the event. A pity, as
we enjoy the scale and quality of the event.

7th May 2017: Bards of the Heath: Essex Golf and Country Club: Earls Colne. Another Mind 
Body Spirit Fair but very nicely located and with Mark Barnard on sound. We played as a five piece as 
Pete didn't arrive for a revised early start. Half way through the set John G's phone rang on the stage, 
(why was it switched on?) Pete had missed an E-mail about the earlier stage time and gone to the 
wrong venue. He (and Sarah) arrived in time to join us for the last song. Angela Dennis was also 
playing at the event. Bill returned to Orwell Bluegrass Festival in time to catch a roast dinner and 
catch the end of the final concert and Ray Le Gere's set, excellent. Chris and Ben have decided that the 
event will go ahead next year and it is scheduled for the 11th -13th May 2018.

8th May 2017: Sheila is down with a bug so missing her practice with the singing ladies from U3A. 
Bill had a chat with Laurel, her house guests later in the Summer are Mick Ryan and Paul Downes, 
then Sarah Gray and Kieron Means. Excellently drawn! Enjoyable swim and catch up with John G. He 
seemed pleased with how yesterday's gig went. Bill also picked up some bargain books from the 
charity shop run, an Oscar Peterson autobiography, another of Bob Stewart's Merlin books from the 
80's and a couple of recent John Kellerman thrillers. The pile by the bed is beginning to obscure the 
window! East Suffolk Morris Men Blaxhall Ship: Chilly but a good evening. A group of children 
from Mile End came to watch us dance, (staying at the Youth Hostel). Music was Bill, Dick and Pete, 
in the pub after, Phil Pete and Bill, and a very enjoyable song and tune session kept Bill engaged until 
the general exodus, including notable contributions from the a supporter who we hope to see again.

9th May 2017: Sheila remains unwell. Bill's car undergoing repairs identified at MoT which should 
keep it alive for a while yet, but the time is approaching..., as ever the decision will be on impulse 
rather than a result of diligent research. Suffolk Folk have published a correction and apology for 
mispublication of the FolkEast approach to local sides this year. Appears on their FB and website. (See
entry for 5th May above). Harbour Lights Band are 'trialling' a session at the re-opened Butley 
Oyster this evening, (possible replacement for Great Glemham). If it settles on the 2nd Tuesday 
monthly will clash with Bill's favourite (Fordham), and second choice (Tattingstone Bluegrass and 
Old Time. Maybe will revert to the 1st Tuesday, in which case we may give future dates a look.) fRoots
arrived in the inbox, only part read but confirms Elizabeth Kinder as one of the best music journalists 
around, (even despite her new found liking for Show of Hands!) Fordham Session: only four of us this
time, but all capable of contributing and an excellent evening was enjoyed by all. Reports of the last 



Mulberry Tree session describe a sad and poorly attended evening, and the next one may be affected 
by the charity 'bash' at the Cycle Cafe in Ipswich between 3 and 8pm, (although Skedaddle stopped 
coming long ago and other participants are not regulars, but are likely to be bushwanged into audience 
given strong Danegeld connections with the organiser). Margarette has asked whether Bill Sheila and 
Arnie (Alison, Alice) could put together a couple of short spots at a Christmas Concert in December, 
not quite sure how that might work so remains under consideration at the moment.

10th May 2017: Bill spent parts of yesterday and today bodging a broken button on his 
morris box and re-padding the action, not beautiful but it works and Hohners are like Morris 
Minors in terms of functional longevity in all states of decomposition and patch up. (Terry 
Mann played a much loved pokerwork at Hadleigh last week). Good to enjoy a flying visit from
Holly. Bill chewed up most of 'Killer' by Jonathon Kellerman. Enjoyed watching 'Charles III' on
BBC2 in the evening. No less credible than present reality. Updates on ESMM contribution to 
Graham's funeral next week. |A lazy day.

11th May 2017:Sheila: thinks she is on the mend, still working through and has the Pretty 
Grim EGM this evening. At that meeting Justine S confirmed as squire and Megan W taking 
on the role of musical director. Perhaps ESMM should have one, or do we already? Bill 
completed the Kellerman penny dreadful, a bit weak and contrived compared with many of his
books. Swimming managed baseline +20, (but very tired!). Received a round robin from 
Roger that he cannot make the July and August Fordham dates and whether they should 
continue in the diary, (generally responses are yes). Also a very nice mention in despatches 
to the effect that 'The excellent arrival of Bill among us has been a shot in the arm', causing a 
flush to the cheeks!. Disappointed this evening that a Mandola that Bill was bidding on at 
recommendation from Anna Bass, Two Coats Colder, (via Mary Dickinson), has been 
withdrawn from sale as broken or damaged, which was a p[art of its original description. (Bill 
was going to have it mended). We are guessing that the seller got cold feet when he feared 
an auction price on the description given may be less than he valued the instrument at, or he 
found a private buyer and had to give a reason for withdrawal within the terms of Ebay's rules 
of conduct! A good instrument but a poor outcome. Moral, don't ask your friends to promote 
your product if you are going to be flakey on follow through! Still hoping Dave T will build one 
and allow first refusal on the prototype! Butley Oyster session is reported as having gone 
well and provisionally listed for the first Wednesday in the month (tbc).

12th May 2017: Sheila feeling a lot better, went to Yoga and is back in the garden. Bill 
finished reading Merlin and Woman by Bob Stewart which was great fun in the end and draws
together the strands of Albion. Seemingly Bob Stewart has migrated to the US and now 
maintains himself on his publications, practice and teaching  in the Western Magical Tradition,
(possibly an easier sell across the water). The 1980's books and original Merlin Tarot are 
interesting and well researched, but there is a sense of the snake oil seller around Bob's 
current marketing mix. 



13th May 2017: we thought about going to the morris day of dance at Witham, but ended up 
at weird and Wonderful Wood at Haughley Park. Saw lots of friends from Pretty Grim, 
Graham & Nicky,Gerry Donlan, Paddy Butcher playing the Hurdy Gurdy etc. Played a couple 
of guitars on Con Rendell's stall, son Alf's was more enjoyable to play than Con's! Picked up 
some wood offcuts which we have no skills to utilise but which are simply tactile and beautiful.
Updated the playing times for the Bards next week.

14th May 2017: we popped to the Constable Road Neighbourhood Association communal
yard sale. One of the Champagne socialist areas of Ipswich, million pound houses with 
Labour posters in the window and personal financial advisers on tap. Not much on offer, if you
have the space to hoard stuff and don't need the money, why sell? Bill picked up a couple of 
books and a tool box for the bodgers kit. We left the £150 rug behind! Holly popped round 
this afternoon after a morning 'in the studio'. Coming to tea and play music on Tuesday. 
Mulberry Tree Session: only one shady shadow this week and some neww people 
overspilling from the Cycle Cafe charity event, and also a lone ex pat motor cycle traveller 
from Austria stranded for a few days while his carburettor is fixed, (apparently English fuel has
a Bio Ethanol mix that causes problems). More singing in the mix than usual but with shared 
accompaniment. A friendly and collaborative feel to the evening. Janine hard selling the 'Duke
of York' session next week, maybe we'll go to the Froize. The Cycle Cafe event raised over 
£270 for top ups to refugee mobile phones, although it sounds to have been more of a 'whole 
family' event than musicians may have been used to, with people doing their bit and leaving, 
(possibly to protect their instruments from harm). Bill sent links to some videos of Graham 
Whitehead to his daughter Sarah who responded appreciatively.

15th May 2017: Sheila to Dentist, Bill swimming, (Baseline +10). Saw John G at pool, Bards
on Saturday is without Des and Pete, Sunday without Pete. John has approached Sheila to 
become an  occasional Bardette and Bill has provided music to help her decide. (John always
needs spare players as no-one gets paid and he therefore can't grumble wen they get a 
better gig, his words). East Suffolk Morris: Rattlesden:Bill would usually give this one a 
miss on past experience. Hageneth Morris join the evening which becomes quite crowded 
and confusing. East Suffolk were running through 'Signposts' (Shepherds Hey Fieldtown) for 
Graham's funeral on Thursday, Mick played for the dance for the first time and was 'good to 
go', so better that as one person plays that it should be him, (unless Dick relents and joins in).
Good that Helen was present to see the dance and enjoy a hug with old friends. Hageneth 
music was good and tight, (only mentioned because that is not always the case), although 
from the outside the group seem to take themselves very seriously, even on a club night. 
Perhaps a lighter side emerges later. Bill came home early without opening the instrument 
cases. The Nanny McPhee principle applied. Bill finished reading 'Hitman Anders and the 
Meaning of it all' by Jonas Jonasson, not recommended.

16th May 2017: Butley Oyster have confirmed that the Harbour Lights Session will be on 
the first Tuesday monthly, so do-able if we fancy giving it a look. The boiler was playing up, 



thanks Lee B for coming over and repairing within a couple of hours so hot water is restored, 
(but an electrical fault identified).  Bill to the Dentist this morning, treatment required. Bill 
started reading a biography of Samuel Pepys, which is 'so far so good' but may take a few, 
(many), refreshing potboilers alongside to finish! Spent the afternoon trying to isolate an 
overtone on the loud mandolin. Eventually discovered that the bridge was spilit, which 
snapped upon attempts to insert glue. Over-reaction to buy both a like for like replacement, 
and a chinese bone saddle model. Next thought as to fitting and should find a person "who 
can", but will probably bodge again! Further consideration that the height was reduced 
anyway for a workable action, so fitting the new bridge will have to take that into account. 
Holly came to tea and worked with Bill an a couple of Roy Bailey/Leon Rosselson songs, 
looked briefly at CAGED system, (Holly said her head hurt at that point!).

17th May 2017:thinking about the mandolin bridge distracted Bill from sleep for a while in the
wee small hours. A recently ordered mini scraper plane arrived today which should help with 
the fitting af a new bridge, (or be a disaster). Phil W sent a couple of Kepa Junkera videos by 
e-mail around the morris, whcih sent Bill scurrying for notation. Found a very nice Trikitixa 48 
bar jig. Bill popped round to John and Jo G's this afternoon for tunes, tea and mead and to 
chat over this weekend when we have two contrasting bookings as Bards of the Heath. Bill's 
right wrist is playing up with a burser and general strain, which is not good given that the 
weekend is wall to wall music with Hacheston Song and Ale, Felixstowe, a bluegrass party 
in Frinton, then Hadleigh Country Park on Sunday. Happy Birthday Simon H. Shottisham 
Sorrel Horse Wayward Session, seven of us enjoyed a musically social evening with rain 
hammering on the rooves. A lot of sketches of tunes infrequently aired, new or long 
remembered mixed in with the set pieces. Bill played melodeon (occasionally) and mandolin 
(mainly) leaving the concertinas in their bag.

18th May 2017: The first potboiler to quicken the Pepys biog is 'The Girl in the Spiders Web', 
the post Larrson, Lisbeth Salander/Blomquist thriller by David Lagercrantz, which is living up 
to the reviews that it is better written, well plotted and as relevant as the original series. It is 
also interesting to read the biography of Pepys, as the author of these 'notes'. He had a clear 
brief and limits on the degree to which he expressed his personal views in the diaries, 
adopting an observational journalistic style. Not quite sure what a non contemporary reviewer 
might make of this 'musical journey', which again travels along tramlines, (with occasional 
diversions or pitstops). Irony, certaily less detail of daily life. Perhaps an opportunity to review 
the current brief?

Graham Whitehead funeral: East Suffolk Morris danced 'Signposts' outside the 
crematorium. A good turnout from both East Suffolk and Westrefelda. Jan spoke well and her
address was carefuly crafted so that the Graham beloved for his occasionally gruff 
idiosyncrasies was present to the end. 



Tea was at Greshams and it had been thought both sides would dance, (they did but not until 
after Bill, and a number of others had left). Lots of food for private thought and previously 
unacknowledged connections. 

Sheila departed in the evening for a planned dance out with Danegeld joining Pretty Grim at
the Jolly Sailor in Orford. Pretty Grim turned out and danced in the rain, only three members 
of Danegeld arrived, (probably conserving energy for the house session tomorrow). Bill 
worked Silverton Polka to be 'good enough' to post as a part of the melnet theme for this 
month (Colours). It has been on the 'to do' list for about three years, and given its length, (four
parts), is now on the 'easily forgotten' list.

19th May 2017: Bill swimming, (baseline +12), put the Silverton Polka upload onto FB. 
Sheila to yoga. we have just realised our Folkus spot is on 2nd June so two weeks to go, 
Tracey W nudged us by asking for a  'promo' picture when at Orford with Pretty Grim last 
evening, (we have sent her one of Alan T's sketches). The splinter group 'Treacle Miner 
Morris' now has a website and FB page which confirms that they will be at FolkEast this 
year, (presumably by direct negotiation with the organisers). Their first 'dance out' seems to 
be at the Bildeston King's Head Beer Festival on 27th May. No photos yet. Bill finished 
reading 'The Girl in the Spider's Web', this develops the Salander back story and lays the 
ground for future episodes.  Entirely topical given the recent global hack, U.S. politics of the 
moment,  Julian Assange's newly ambivalent situation and an article in today's 'i' about the 
need for IT security consultants, and their training, (find a course near to you). Options this 



evening: Henley Folk Night, Hacheston Folk & Ale, Wood/Ippy House Session. We will 
probably stay in.

20th May 2017: Bill feeling rather strange this morning, hay fever of the prospect of mortality?
Fortunately an anti-histamine helped! Bards of the Heath Trimley Memorial Hall:one of Rob
L's Mind Body Spirit fairs, set in a small hall with excellent facilities, (rebuilt after an arson 
attack a couple of years ago). Mike on bass, Dave on percussion, no Pete or Des so a five 
piece. We were scheduled to play from 11am but in the event played from about 10.30 to 
11.45 bolstering the set with some tunes. A gentle, laid back morning. Cliffie's 80th 
celebration:Frinton Community Association. Cliffie is a legend of the local (and national) 
Bluegrass community and celebrated his 80th birthday, (which fell on the Orwell Bluegrass 
weekend), with a picking party and live singer to backing tracks, (for the non pickers). We 
enjoyed meeting and playing music with friends and catching up with those we hadn't seen for
a while. Came away during the circle bop section.

21st May 2017: Bards of the Heath Beltane Picnic: Hadleigh Country Park Essex. A 
nightmare outward journey with the A12 closed for two junctions from Marks Tey and backed 
up to Colchester, traffic was diverted through Braintree and Chemsford. The outward journey 
took three hours, (Bill always leaves early so was still in time to play). The sat-nav rested 
while  Bill returned by instinct through Maldon, Tiptree and Stanway in half the time. The 
event was enjoyable, similar to the Maldon Spirit of Summer, with many of the same stalls. 
The Bards played as a trio, (no rhythm section) and went down well. Royal Liberty Morris 
followed us, and danced an excellent set concluding with a massed Bear Dance engaging the
audience. The Duke of York session is cancelled this evening as it clashes with needs of the 
'Pool' team, (and will in the future).The landlord is looking to reschedule to the opposite 
Sunday, which will then clash with the Mulberry Tree session, so watch this space. Hopefully 
the Essex contingent will get the message in time!

22nd May 2017: Bill posted videos of Royal Liberty Morris and a couple of Bards of the 
Heath songs from the weekend outings on his YT and FB feeds. Swimming, (baseline +20), 
no John, unable to come and resting after the weekend's exertions. When we are 71 we will 
know how he feels! Sheila to the 'Strumpets' (U3A women's singing group). she did tell them 
she doesn't like wearing aprons, but they gave her one anyway. East Suffolk Morris: 
Kettleburgh Chequers: after a circuitous satnav journey out along single track lanes and 
farmyards the Morris stand was age appropriate but quite impressive with 16 active dancers, 
four walking wounded and seven musicians. Not an evening to stay and play, so Bill 
eschewed satnav and came home by a straightforward route.

23rd May 2017:Manchester Bomb last night: thoughts settling. An attack of this type was 
presaged, (as possible but a low likelihood), in an article in the 'i',  written yesterday and 
published today, about malign interference in the election process. Bill spent most of the day 
fitting a new bridge to his 'f hole' A style mandolin. There is still a sympathetic 'whistle' on the 
A string, so probably a frequency in tune with some other part of the instrument The set up 



feels less bodged than it might have been, (and playability is at least as good as it came back 
from Colin). We'll see how it settles in and plays in company. The you-tube research seems to
have paid off. Sheila had a meeting in Colchester this afternoon so Bill went along for a 
wander.  (re)Fitting heavier A strings on the mandolin has improved the whistle so answer is 
stick to bluegrass weight on that instrument.

24th May 2017: Bill popped to the CBS at Needham, an enjoyable walk in the sunshine. 
Fnished reading 'Cross the Line' by James Paterson, soap opera pap thriller, don't bother. 
Treacle Miner Morris have published a video of part of a four person dance at Sweffling 
White Horse which is their 'home' hostelry, red and black tatters with pit helmets in the 
'modern' border style. Perhaps more staid and controlled than the constituant members' 
previous incarnations, but time will tell. For this dance no face paint. At least the post clarifies 
who has landed where in the process of change. An enjoyable debut video. The Duke of York
has indeed proposed folk sessions fortnightly starting on 28th, (so clashing with the Mulberry 
Tree session). Bill let Des at the MT know in case he is out of this loop. We hope to be away 
this weekend so will find out what happens afterwards. Given that the leading lights for 
change have previously been supporters of the MT session, (while others have been barred), 
the enthusiasm expressed seems a bit churlish in context. Bill didn't enjoy the Duke of York 
debut session anyway, too riotous, (see above). Perhaps more news at the Steamboat 
tomorrow! Holly came to tea, left as we were intending to attend the Blaxhall Ship session, 
the  prospect felt less than inspiring so......we didn't go. Played a few songs at home.  

25th May 2017: bad hay fever day for Bill, but managed swimming, (baseline +30). Des from 
the Mulberry Tree sent an extended reply to the prospect of the Duke of York session moving
to clash with the MT evening. There had been contact between Debs (D of Y) and Des S, and
seemingly an assurance given for the new session not to clash. Net result Des is 'happy to 
cancel the folk evenings with immediate effect'. He has enjoyed the folk sessions and 
friendships made, but 'it clearly has come to a natural end and it is time to wish you all my blessings 
for the future.' Some people may pick up on the news from this page, hey ho. Thank you for the good 
times. Bill received some positive feedback (including from Des S) for 'bearding' the situation, 
described in one e-mail as 'tricky', others were seemingly going to follow their assumptions! Ipswich 
Steamboat session: was enjoyable. Good to see Tom C out. In all about ten players with encouraging 
support in addition. A fairly gentle evening. Bill supported and played tunes for the most part, and sang 
a couple of songs as the crowd thinned. Interesting to see and have a go on Mim's octave violin. I 
suspect, (as she concedes), that it has a role more akin to a bass than as a lead melody instrument, but it
is a thing of beauty in its own right, (a Tim Phillips). The newly fitted mandolin bridge served well, the 
instrument is quieter with the 'action' lowered, but that is always the trade off for speed and playability. 
Mc2 are now apparently not playing at Geldeston Locks on Sunday having been asked to keep the day 
free for the Grainfest/FolkEast event only to discover very recently that they are not on the bill. 
Guessing this is more of John P's organisational enterprise. Sheila went to see Our Man in Havana at 
the Wolsey Theatre as an unused ticket became available within the family. Alan T was on duty as a 



volunteer so more 'catching up' on the Mulberry Tree situation, and Alan was pleased and content that 
we had used his sketch of us in our self portrait for the Folkus evening on Friday.

26th May 2017: Rob Neale sent out an e-mail encouraging purchase of Folkus tickets, and describing 
'Bill'nSheila' in terms more flattering than we might have applied to ourselves. Now we seem to have 
something to live up to! He is correct though, that 'as a duo they perform an eclectic mix, so we 
will have to wait and see what their song choice is.' As yet undetermined, a work in progress. 
Sheila to Hyde Hall in Essex for the day with a friend to visit the gardens. Bill to his own 
devices, refitted a bridge to one of the violins, (an exaggeration since he had simply popped 
an unfitted blank on originally). Seems ok, could have been more drastic, maybe later. A tree 
surgeon, (euphemism), called round, he had trimmed a couple of trees two years ago and  
popped in on the offchance. Brought the trees up to date, and then separately  quoted to 
remove a significant bough growing from a rotten trunk and a risk to the neighbours 
greenhouse. He did that as well, Bill still not sure whether he has been 'skinned', but no more 
than a moderate car service so possibly not. Still a bough to go when the  tree recovers a bit, 
but only (hopefully) at risk of falling in our garden!  Finishing up 'Motive' by Jonathon 
Kellerman, almost wholly convoluted plot, very little charecterisation or physical elemnt to the 
story. The earlier books are better, the last two are comics by comparison. Holly popped 
round frustrated that her dream of living afloat proximate to artistic and musical friends may 
have to be reviewed. The owners of the boatyard where she had hoped to settle, (with an 
initially positive informal response), are now failing to confirm or reject her application and are 
behaving erratically among themselves and towards her. Better that it might have happened 
before she bought the boat! Mike B sent out a consultative e-mail about the Henley Folk 
Night becoming a acoustic evening without p.s., and seeking feedback. (Apparently the 
amplification failed last time and the evening went well acoustrically so may continue in that 
way. Bill sent a positive response: 'for us, the PA something of an intrusion. Small space, reasonable
acoustics. Saves...an awful lot of hassle, and may reduce the distracting background conversations 
which people feel permitted to continue when speakers are set up! Some polite order may be restored. 
Another positive is that the 'open mic' circuiteers may be less inclined to pop along, so that it becomes 
a 'folk night' again' . Everyman Folk Club: James Paterson an excellent evening with a master 
communicator. JAmes is best known for his work with others, this a rare solo outing which had those 
present enthralled with his relaxed guitar style (CGCGCD for the nerds), and superb presentation of 
narrative songs directly presented. One of the best of the year, we have signed up for 2017/8 already! 
Some excellent support from the floor.  A couple of square peg, (for us), inclusions, but well received 
so 'nuff said. Dave T had brought along a newly finished mandolin. Spruce top with mahogany back 
and sides, a beautiful instrument which has a comfortable stable feel and sound, one of Bill's favourites 
from the output to date, wish he could justify owning one. Accepted Steve D's offer to tidy up the 20 
key anglo at some time.

27th May 2017:Interesting that the poster for the 'Bards' gig at Glemham which is down to a duo on 
17th June advertises the 'John and Jo Goodlucks' Band', Bill feeling that itch between the shoulder 
blades again! Bill'nSheila off to FOATMAD Spring Camp at Sacrewell Farm near Peterborough. 



Pickers have been on site since Thursday and we squeezed the van onto the end of a row which then 
extended further with new arrivals. An enjoyable afternoon playing tunes with Yvonne, Arnie and Bob. 
The evening camp fire session was in the key of 'A'. (D and G having filled the past two evenings, 
perhaps C tomorrow?)

28th May 2017: we paid a flying visit to Sheila's sister in Leverington near Wisbech on the way to 
Geldeston Locks Inn where Pretty Grim were performing as a part of the FolkEast/Grainfest Day. 
Faded Genes boasted a hundred years of playing music between the two of them. That the audience 
were extremely forgiving is perhaps the best that can be said of their set. Posh instruments, played 
poorly, presenting songs which could otherwise have made up a good set. The P.A. was poorly set up 
which contributed. Finn Collinson and sister Rowen played an interesting set . Well schooled and with
strong parental support, both are excellent musicians yet a 'work in progress'. Despite Finn's flicks and 
tricks, Rowen is probably going to be the more exciting creative musician. Both have decades ahead of 
them to forge their individual journeys through life and music. Alden Patterson & Dashwood were on
excellent form, with more edge in their performance than at Orwell Bluegrass Festival. Noticing 
Richard Patterson, (an early promoter of Show of Hands), in the audience posed an obvious question in
the mind. Pretty Grim turned out in force and danced three sets which entertained, and in one case 
involved the audience. There is a positive relaxed feeling within the side, and the straightforward 
introductions and presentation felt newly comfortable. The afternoon was supposed to be followed by 
an open mic, but nobody stepped forward, so the Grim Musicians, Zoe, and Bill'nSheila closed the 
show with some impromptu tunes and a couple of well worn songs.The Marvellous Toy as a finale,  
seemed to be particularly well received. Bill only had a 'camp use' old time guitar with him, and joined 
with the tunes on mandolin, (He sang slightly flat to start with and broke a guitar string on the last note 
of the final song, Sheila sang in tune throughout!). Thank you to AP&D for the loan of a couple of 
microphones and leads. The PA was a challenge all afternoon, with an old amplifier, speakers and 
single microphone provided by the pub There was an expressed mismatch between the expectation of 
the organisers and that inadequate provision. Every act started with one speaker not working and had 
difficulties setting up the microphones. The only band to fully succeed in creating a professional sound 
quality was AP&D, (who are notorious perfectionists). We gave the Duke of York session a miss but 
will doubtless receive reports.

29th May 2017. Bill'nSheila worked through a few songs towards Fridays short spot at Folkus, and 
played some tunes. Bill sorted some videos from yesterday. Watch the Paxo Panto on Channel 4. A 
level of inquiring debate worthy of a largely thought free population which likes to party, and to be led 
on a choke chain, without significant consideration for the consequences or cost. Hey ho!

30th May 2017:Bill swimming with the old folk, (baseline only), and had a tramp around Woodbridge. 
Bill'nSheila played some more songs this afternoon, (around a predictable theme given the nature of 
Friday's event). Bill completed Claire Tomalin's biography of Pepys, 'The Unequalled Self'. This had 
proved a much more interesting trawl through the period than traditional studies at A level in the 
1960's. Though still not a peoples' record, it is closer to an account which engages with the mores of the
time. Bill posted a short informal video of Pretty Grim at Geldeston, and prepared the TotM Melnet 



Video on the basis that Eleanor Plunket looks likely to be chosen, (and he had recorded it last month 
when it was a close runner up). The light book for the moment is 'The Library of Shadows' by Mikkel 
Birkegaard which is thematically of a style with Carlos Ruiz Zafon, though rooted in Scandinavia. Bill 
also (unusually) shared a YT video, seeming to confirm that by her adoption of the recommendations of
the Naylor report, the NHS will be systematically and compulsorally asset stripped should the 
Conservatives be elected. The research seems sound, and the philosphy consistent with the forked 
behaviour of that party, which conspires clandestinely behind a masque of confidence. Bluegrass at 
Tattingstone White Horse: an enjoyable evening, eight players with a mix of two banjos, two 
mandolins, three guitars, autoharp,dobro and three fiddles between us, and the return of one of our 
regular followers. A good mix of music.

31st May 2017: Happy birthday Louise R.  Bill picked up a few books at the CBS including a memoir 
by Al Kooper, a recent Paulo Coelho and Sara Paretsky, and an Oak publication about blues piano 
styles.  Looking forward to attending the opening of the University of Suffolk Fine Art Degree Show 
tomorrow at the arts block. Rowan has officially finished his degree, grades to follow. Well done x. 
Bill watched the second 'American Epic' programme on i-player. An excellent mix of gospel and blues
with some unseen footage and interesting musical links. In many ways more enjoyable than the 
'country' programme (#1) which had a re-hashed feel from lots of previous programmes and archive 
clips. Bill finished reading Library of Shadows, a debut novel, clunky and derivitive in part, a 
mishmash between HP Lovecraft and XMen. We watched the election debate, interesting and better 
moderated than the  Sky News debacle. 

1st June 2017: Rabbits. The new book by the bed is Blood Memory by Greg Iles whose early books 
Bill found clunky and contrived, but whose Natchez series and this as an offshoot, are dense, well 
plotted and absorbing. Interested to read that Amber Rudd was married to A.A.Gill (who died 
recently), and also that her father died on Monday, which leads to a surmise that her politics are chosen 
as a route to the exercise of power rather than from conviction,(and that high office is preferable to a 
futile moral crusade). Her performance in the election debate was remarkably focussed, (however 
bullpittish), given the circumstances. Bill went for a tramp around Ipswich this morning, picked up the 
current 'Grapevine', and avoided the worst of the wasteland. The warm sunshine helped cast a glow on 
the outing. Posted the Eleanor Plunkett video as Melnet Tune of the Month. We visited the 
Graduation Show at the University of Suffolk and enjoyed seeing Rowan's graduation pieces and 
those of his fellow students. So the adventure starts here...Sheila went on to dance out with Pretty 
Grim Morris.

2nd June 2017: a quiet day, polished this evening's songs a bit. Bill will probably use a small combo 
amp to make the guitar audible but we will be as acoustic as possible in a large space. Sheila's son Joe 
has his birthday today, happy birthday. Sheila is attending a lecture in Colchester and coming on to the 
dance this evening. Folkus Dance Woodbridge Community Hall an enjoyable event with about 60 
dancers and  a band of about a quarter of that on stage with Sheena Masson calling. It was interesting 
for Bill that most of the dancers  were from the Community Dance Manuals published by EFDSS in the
1950s, which fitted fine with the second folk revival tunes from the 1970s  which comprised most of 



the band's selections on this evening. A heavy call on 48 bar jigs! Bill'nSheila set seemed to be ok but 
it is always hard to judge in a one off situation. there was a stutter when the PA was tweaked 
unexpectedly but that aside.... we stayed and joined with the band for the second half of the evening. 
(Sheila has fascitis, a very painful foot, else we may have danced).

3rd June 2017: we popped to the garage sales at Deben Road in Kesgrave, not a great deal to see but 
good to have a wander and a nose. Bill went for a swim with the older folks at Woodbridge, (baseline 
+4), strictly limited to one hour as followed by aqua splash! He has finished reading, or maybe re-
reading Blood Memory. The themes and some situations are familiar from Greg Iles other books and 
also James Lee Burke treads the same dark pathways and locations so not sure which. An excellent 
novel nonetheless. Bill sorted the video from Fridays dance. We watched Howard Goodall's analysis of 
Sgt Pepper, George Martin may have known the theory of what was happening and guided the process 
but it is unlikely that the 'lads' looked beyond iinspiration and creativity in its raw form.

4th June 2017: Happy Birthday Caroline, (Bill's sister).Unlikely to be a reader! We had started the 
day at 5am, with the light. Learnt of the new London 'terror' crime.... Popped to Stonham Car Boot 
and on to Foxhall, for want of much else to do. Bill read 'The Damage Done' by James Oswald cover to
cover.  The latest in the Tony McLean series treading the same thematic shadows as John Connolly but 
with an Edniburgh location and perhaps less effectively. This a continuation but less engaging than 
previous books. Bill posted a Harbour Lights Band video, made including the screen in screen facility
for the first time. Accidentally leaving the camera running after the dance enabled a useful effect in the 
final YT video. Bill started reading David Crosby's Autobiography, 'Long Time Gone', a well travelled 
first edition from 1988, which is about when his (Bill's) attention drifted anyway.

5th June 2017: Bill bought a few bedside books in Woodbridge library and charity shops before 
swimming, (baseline +10ish, lost count). Saw John G at the pool, the John and Jo G band for Glemham
will include Brenda on melodeon. Bill received a call this pm asking him to stand in on guitar with a 
local bluegrass band at a charity event in July, looks like fun. A 'one off' as their regular guitarist can't 
make it. Worth it just to play at the Unitarian Meeting House in Ipswich, a fantastic building. Recorded 
a Melnet Theme of the Month video, the theme is animals so have started with Pigs. As there will not 
now be a TotM or Th'otM until October we might discover a farmyard or zoo's worth of tunes before a 
new one comes around. Bill gave East Suffolk Morris a miss this evening, joint with Hageneth in 
Stowmarket and it would have been an inevitable early bath for Bill even if it had not been raining.

6th June 2017: from Long Time Gone by David Crosby & Carl Gottlieb:' If you have a sense of 
community, then you're in one and it will be as good as you make it. If you don't contribute something 
back to the community and just take, then you don't live in a community....' trite but true. The book is 
fascinating in many ways, and insightful about the amplifying effect of mass media upon the message, 
whatever that may be. (This in the days before mobile technology and the internet, when Crosby had to 
get off the boat travelling through the Panama Canal to make a phone call). The owners of the medium 
control the output, whether musical or political, and also control those people who are insufficiently 
discerning, or too lazy, to question truth as it is delivered to them. Sound familiar?  Dylan has delivered
his Nobel prize lecture, which can be heard on www.nobelprize.org. An interesting ramble, including a 



summarised evaluation of three books which influenced his writing. He concludes that songs are 
written to be sung, (rather than read), and perhaps are not literature, just as Shakespeare is meant to be 
acted, (rather than studied in acadamie), and by implication may be similarly misinterpreted. There is a 
piano track to the lecture which is redolent of Tom Waits, and the whole piece has the form of a modern
'talking blues'. Just as Dylan sees his work misdescribed as literature, his lecture is delivered as an art 
piece. Such are first impressions, and a second playing is unlikely. The format is modern and transient, 
the message for and of the day, which was two days ago. Harbour Lights Session: Butley Oyster: 
traditional music and song: Bill popped down to see how, (effectively) Richard's session has 
transplanted from the Glemham Crown. Very successfully on a number of levels, the pub seems 
supportive (providing jugs of beer), and there was an enthusiastic audience joining in with choruses, 
(one contributing The Wild Rover). Harbour Lights sell themselves as a concert party and ceilidh band, 
and although nominally run as a 'round the room' , the evening was effectively a performance space 
capably filled by the group (with a couple of add ins). Bill, (as usual), had placed himself within easy 
reach of an escape route and while he plunked along on mandolin did not feel comfortable to contribute
more fully to the evening, leaving at about 10.30. This is a club rather than a community, and works 
well in that context. Good to have a look at the pub as it has been re-furbished, but whatever the 
proprieters may intend, this is not the heralded 'return' of folk music to the Oyster. Sheila spent the 
evening working on a jacket for (grandson) Max which was due in March for his birthday.

7th June 2017: Bill had a tramp around Ipswich in the sunshine. Picked up a couple of books for the 
bedside, (getting a little out of control at the moment), some cork for gasket and repair work from 
craftability, (£1.35, the same in all respects is priced at £6. in the Martlesham hobby shop, so beware 
that differential probably applies throughout!) Had a tidy, (barely noticeable), of the correspondence 
box and the music working table. Not sure how many readers this page has, but thinking of popping a 
link on FB in case any other friends may be interested.

8th June 2017: We each voted, probably not self cancelling on this occasion! Bill went for a swim, 
(baseline +30 so creeping back to form) Finished reading the David Crosby biography which ends 
about two years after he ended his drug habit during a period of a year in prison on remand and with a 
lot of support. The book is unflinching about the effect of Class A drug use, and in particular cocaine 
freebasing.There are three voices in the narrative, Crosby, a narrating overview, and contributions from 
people who were there, and no favours are lent or indignities spared. Bluegrass practice for the charity 
gig on 15th July. Bill popped to David's and joined Carl and Trevor for the journey to Ben's (near 
Sudbury), where we ran through about 22 songs in all. A very enjoyable evening, although only three of
us will be at the 'gig' plus a bassist if we can find one, so there will be another practice before the day 
where Bill with a setlist. Bill recorded most of the evening (audio) for reference. At the point of going 
to bed two results were in which were not indicative but the exit poll was interesting.

9th June 2017:The exit poll was almost right, so now the Conservatives are in bed with a minority 
party born of an internecine armed struggle, and Labour may or may not be effective as an electorally 
justified primary party of opposition. Bill spent the day processing the recordings from last evening's 
practice which have come out quite well. the band is largely made up of David F's family members 



(plus Trevor), and I can thank Les J for the recommendation.  Sent off in Dropbox, Ben F came back 
that they are sounding pretty good, :-) .New bedside book, 'The Good German' by Joseph Kanon. 
Written and set earlier than 'Leaving Berlin' which was a good yarn, this slow at first but developing. 
Sheila went to physio for her fascitis and to yoga where she saw Holly. Rob has responded positively 
to the upload of Bill'nSheila playing Moondance from the Folkus evening and asked for a reprise at 
U3A. we will when we are able, Sheila is in Colchester this week, so it will have to be later. Happy 
Sam: Bob Fox. An excellent evening with Bob playing two extended sets, (1hr10 and 1hr30), and 
engaging with the audience. The evening was well supported, (about 60 people turned out). the interval
'session' was enjoyable but so-so. (That part of the evening still hasn't gelled.) Mel from Waveney Folk 
Club approached Bill'nSheila with the prospect of a 'hotspot' at the club, so a space to watch..

10th June 2017:St Neots Day of Dance: Motor City 2017, a small market town which is dominated by
motor vehicles whcih are given a priority rarely accorded in metropolitan areas. The noise pollutes and 
interferes with and  social recreational activity and pedestrians  waiting at crossing points risk their 
lives frustrated by the long vehicle priority times. that aside, a glorious day and Bill (as passenger) 
enjoyed tramping around and catching some of his favourite sides from the happy clappy brigade, 
including a couple of new contenders. See what you think as the videos unroll. Mike P's 70th 
Birthday Bash at The Sword in Hand we managed to get home and have a doze before heading out 
to Mike's party. Good to see Edward (playing playing bass with the jazz band), and a lot of friends 
sharing in the celebration Many happy returns. Thank you to Keith T for the offer to play bass on 15th 
July, (PM sent with David F's details, and the practice recordings).

11th June 2017: We popped to Friday St Boot Sale, an enjoyable tramp around but our appetite for 
stuff has waned of late so simply a brief walk out and about. Bill spent most of the day processing the 
video from St Neots (Sheila in the garden) and then popped to the Grand Old Duke of York session. 
The first of these coincided with Janine's birthday and was very crowded and bawdy. We had heard that
the evenings had settled down a bit and this evening was very enjoyable. Many faces from the 
Mulberry Tree, and a more accessible space in which to play with a lower ceiling and  greater 
proximity. there were enthusiastic regulars who expressed their enjoyment of the music, but unlike the 
Oyster session earlier in the week the session did not lose its qualities of social and musical sharing, 
and the best aspect of the music and song was interaction between the musicians, giving pleasure to the
audience, (rather than performed set pieces).  A new singer was 'discovered' with a fantastic voice, and 
who sang Waterboy and Joe Hill in Robeson style. Keith T is having a practice with the bluegrass band
on Thursday and hopefully joining us on the 15th. 

12th June 2017: Happy birthday Chris Dove, looking forward to seeing you at Hasketon next month. 
Had a swim (BL + 4), saw John G who has recruited an all female band to play at the Glemham Fete 
this Saturday, submit appropriate band names to John directly please. Bill published a few videos from 
Saturday to YT and shared a few directly where the dancing/performance was only worthy of  
souveneir posting. Still a few to go. East Suffolk Morris: Ufford White Lion. an evening where it 
was questioned why we booked this pub in. A microbrewery where the beer is not to our taste and the 
standard beer is not kept well, dancing on the street where a country lane without source or destination 



seems remarkably busy, and while most drivers are patient, others are not open to the Zen of morris as 
a part of their journey. Mick R has (another) new accordion, three reeded Manfrini, (if you have to ask 
the price.......). Bob reported that he had attended the Pluck & Squeeze/Graham Schofield evening at 
the Ark in needham recently, surprised to find he was one of a (very) select few. Bill had thought to 
move on to blues at the Sorrel Horse in Shottisham, but that would have proved a step too far given 
the densely packed calender for the next couple of weeks. 

13th June 2017:interesting to wake and discover that the 'also ran' videos posted to the FB timeline of 
the sides concerned have had significantly greater initial reach than the shared YT videos. Perhaps 
people are averse to YT or don't have an account. A conundrum, or perhaps Bill misjudged the appeal 
of those offerings. R4 Today programme had a short piece about the extent to which the English 
language is adopting American words and expressions largely to the exclusion of other sources. The 
argument is that the 'Adventure of English' positive argument has been overtaken, and that much of 
what is being imported does not enrich the language, (one for Simon H). Needless to say there is a 
book involved! Happy Birthday Steve Wise. U3A Traditional Folk Group: Brickmakers Arms 
Ipswich: a welcoming pub, (OAP's lunch and raffle), and an enjoyable afternoon singing and playing. 
Instruments ranged from Psaltery to Roland Electronic accordion! Two more sessions for this season 
and then a question whether Rob will continue to organise the group or whether someone else may take
it on (or not). This evening is the Suffolk Folk AGM. The runes have it it that Jill Parsons may 
continue, and that there is an enthusiastic group of people interested in being part of a re-boot, 
(possibly with a greater online focus). We will have to wait for an update as Bill has the Fordham 
Session this evening. Another organisation with a decision pending regarding its future is the East 
Anglian Traditional Music Trust, where an appointment may be in the wind. Hopefully applicants 
will have undertaken their own due diligence as a part of the process. Not easy to raise funds for a 
closely focussed cultural organisation at this time. Fordham session very well supported this evening. 
About ten around the table. Bill sat back and played rhythm for most of the evening, contributing a 
couple of sets. Interestingly although Bill knew a fair few of the tunes, it often took a couple of times 
through to aclimatise to the dialectic of the joint playing style. Also interesting that the evening 
included a couple of sets which have recently turned up on the 'to do' list, so others are a step ahead 
there. THere will be no Fordham session in July, the next will be in August with Roger in absentia at 
Sidmouth as an English String Band groupie!

14th June 2017: Tower block fire in London. Sheila to Violin lesson, Bill to Needham CBS where he 
picked up a Leon Rosselson CD and Matt Quinn's CD for 50p each! Watched the Arena:American Epic
sessions on i-player, fascinating seeing modern musicians recording on unique 1926 direct recording 
equipment with a 1928 condenser microphone. The e.q.is determined by physical distance from the 
microphone, no facility to correct mistakes and the recording time determined by a pulley wheel 
dropping to the floor!  Worth watching while available, (then it will be an amazon box!). Ashley and 
Holly came to tea. Sheila to Pretty Grim at Sweffling with Barley Brigg,( Sean and Fi apparently out 
to watch). Bill to Wayward Sessions at Shottisham. An extremely enjoyable evening, Bill had set the 
seats in an open ring, (may have helped, no tables to negotiate and direct contact with other players). 
Seven up with three melodeons, two fiddles, concertina, mandolin and Mandobanjo,two mandolas, 



recorders, guitar in various combinations. Sounded very good, we had an audience member, (a 
coventry resident camping locally), who stayed the course and chatted about English music and folk, 
and asked if we played as a band. The evening included a 'theme' round of tunes with place names in 
their title, (maybe continue the idea of a theme round next time). Apparently Tony Hall has dropped 
out of Blaxhall weekend, so no opportunity cost that Bill is depping at the Barn Dance with Inertia 
Reel on Saturday evening. Phew. May even make it to Folk at the Boat for an hour or so and leave 
Blaxhall for Friday and Sunday. Sheila thinking of camping for the weekend.

15th June 2017: Happy Birthday Bill: one song gone, (will you still need me....). Welcome to new site 
member Mel Langton, (folkstile). Not sure what membership entails or offers, probably updates. 
Waveney Folk Club Mel? Good to have you on board. Bill's swim, (BL +20). Had a look at the 
remaining video from Saturday and have uploaded all that is up to snuff, (Bows n Belles and Ely and 
Littleport are welcome to what I took, but souveneir/archive value only). Sheila commisioned (as a 
pressie) a couple of large fabric patches of ESMM logo from her daughter Leah, (who makes these in a
variety of sizes, some are already in circulation for Pretty Grim and Oxblood Morris, contact details are
available!) Other presents wonderful and appreciated, thank you. Bill finished reading 'The Good 
German', an excellent period thriller, (wartime Berlin). Started 'The Yellow World' by Albert Espinosa. 
Colchester Arts Centre: Face Furniture and Steve Ashley Adrian May in musician songwriting 
guise. Excellent writing, wit humour and nice arrangements. The observation perhaps a trifle preachy at
times, but that is one step away from the (teachy) day job we guess. (Maybe now retired?) Steve 
Ashley very comfortable in his skin at 71 and raging eloquently, and occasionally obliquely, about 
what needs 'righting' in the world. Bill remembers seeing him with Ragged Robin as the interval spot 
at a barn dance in the 1970's, then on comes Richard Byers (from RR, thanks Paddy) to reprise a few of
the old songs. Wonderful. A great evening out shared with about thirty others, half of whom knew 
Steve from his local days. The new CD sounds to be fun, except that he left them on the kitchen table at
home!

16th June 2017: Bill has almost completed The Yellow World in a sitting. A book that should be 
shared generally, and available to all. Synchronous whenever in life it may be encountered. Bill's 
'messenger' account had a previously unnoticed message from January from the grandaughter of the 
banjo player in the Cornhuskers to thank him for posting on YT the audio tape of the band in concert. 
Some of these esoteric local posts are only watched a few times. Sometimes they make a connection 
that validates the existence and use of searchable mass communication media ..... A bit deep for a 
Friday morning, but these snippets of feedback where a post has made a difference lend a warm glow. 
Ahhh! Sheila was intending to camp the weekend at Blaxhall Midsummer Festival but the van needed a
new exhaust which wasn't fitted until tea-time so probably from tomoorrow. Evening off from the 
music therefore, opportunity cost Sound Traditin at Blaxhall, Henley Folk Night.

17th June 2017: Sheila to Blaxhall, Bill to CBS and visited Louise R for a catch up and cuppa. Bill 
had intended to pop to Folk at the Boat, but given the chaos parking around that pub....didn't make it. 
Watched the recent BBC4 programmes about Hippies/Summer of Love. Interesting analysis. at that 
stage Bill was 14 so hardly an active participant in even the diluted British response to the ideas 



floating around, (or not that he'll admit to anyway!) Keith sent a mail and will be playing on 15th in the
'bluegrass' band, also a set list, thanks. Now the work begins! Or maybe tomorrow. Sheila returned 
from Blaxhall early.Inertia Reel Barn Dance: Risby: Bill as standin, although David T graciously 
suggested Bill lead and he played piano and accordion alongside. We used some of the IR sets and 
other tunes pout together for purpose. 4 kw audio power on stage with i-pad controlled mixing, 2nd 
outing for the new rig, a million miles from Bill's usual sound system. Great fun and good to play for a 
ceilidh again, (hopefully some more deps will come in and more fun can be had!). 

18th June 2017: Bill rummaging in the debris on the pretext of tidying up found a couple of Audio 
Cd's of recordings, one of those few songs which he has written, and one of  a larger blues repertoire 
than he can currently recall, (sung at times with an appalling mid atlantic accent). These may turn up on
YT at some stage, more as a personal archive 'saved' for family posterity than for dissemination! Nice 
picture on Laurel's FB of her singing at a 'shed' event recently, and in the tidy up an old picture of Bill 
and Pris Forrest playing at a party which Chris and Caroline H held while still living in Woodbridge, so
a long time ago. We popped down to the Spread Eagle afternoon session which was an enjoyable low 
key song swap and quiet enough to use some of the quieter songs. Seven in the circle at any time with a
couple coming and going during a very hot afternoon. The one thing that irritated Bill was the need to 
sign up on a small blackboard which then determined singing order. this the same group that are free 
and easy at the Steamboat session.Tidied up some of the blues tape and posted on YT, see what 
happens but largely as an archaeological preservation exercise. Bill sorted and posted about half of the 
blues tape songs on YT when we came home. Perhaps closer to the original purpose of social media 
than its general use nowadays. ( https://youtu.be/CypB49bWD84 ). Still trying to remember how some 
of the songs were played in the days before seized fingers and flaky nails!

19th June 2017: another scorcher, 30C+.  Bill to swim and catch up with John G. the Glemham gig 
for John & Jo Goodluck's Band went so well that they have  been asked to do another show, (paid!) 
Not a problem, we will be at Sheringham anyway. Bill sorted out 'cheat sheets' for the bluegrass set on 
15th July. He knows some of the songs but in different keys. East Suffolk Morris: Shepherd & Dog 
Forward Green: a reasonable turnout of semi fit men, and a couple of casualties. Five musicians, and 
an enthusiastic local audience on a warm summer's evening. A few passing drivers acknowledged us 
with a beep on the horn, the remainder were travelling too fast for our presence to enter their 
consciousness. Seemingly a 'rat run' between the A140 and the A14! Good job we were dancing off 
road.

20th June 2017: hot again. Bill finished reading Typhoon by Charles Cumming. Some leisurely 
playing, picked up the resonator guitar having re-discoverd some slide playing on the old tape tracks 
(see above), and early work on the July Bluegrass set. That aside a lazy day.

21st June 2017: The longest day of the year and hottest June day for 40 years in England! Bill added a 
couple of videos to the melnet Theme of the Month: Foxhunter's Jig and Peacock Rag. Each are only 
about a minute and a half long but the focus required to produce a publishable piece involved about ten 
'takes' each, (par for the course, but once they are up....). East Suffolk and Hageneth Morris Men: 
Suffolk Day at the Museum of East Anglian Life: Lesley Dolphin had asked for a Morris side to 



contribute to the afternoon's festivity and we managed to cobble a side and musician between us. A hot 
afternoon but very enjoyable, and we made it onto Look East where Bil's playing also provided 
background for non morris parts of the programme. Some inventive cutting. there is video, currently a 
work in progress (uploaded about 10pm).  Dave E compared swimming baselines with Bill, (although 
we suspect Dave swims more often and farther than he says to maintain that svelte figure that had 
Leslie Dolphin flirting with him on air!) Bill stopped off on the way home for a cuppa and chinwag 
with Mary & Steve D. Catch up included feedback from the (as yet unreported) Suffolk Folk AGM, 
internet etiquette including a present trend to hi-jack dedicated social media to promote 'off focus' 
events, the effectiveness of online media and the assumptions they make about a target audience,, and 
Bill thoroughly enjoyed seeing one of Steve's concertinas as a work in progress and learning a little of 
the hours of work that go into making a thing of such beauty.

22nd June 2017: Bill swimmimg (BL + 20). Broadstairs Folk Week Programme arrived, as did Old 
Time News. FAOTMAD are planning to return to Orwell Bluegrass Festival next year despite early 
suggestions to the contrary. Good news. EATMT have announced the apointment of Laura Cannell as 
director, (having just personally cemented that Katie is with an 'ie' we now have to remember 'nn' 'll'!) 
Good relevant experience including running a record label and supporting her family's business, so 
hopefully coming in with eyes open and an awareness that money may be as important as the music is 
at the moment. Given that, good fortune. Sheila's violin teacher is giving up private work in 
September so perhaps a market for local fiddle workshops, (on a purely self centred note). In any event 
a move from the primary focus on melodeon and a broader approach to teaching method. (Sorry Katie).
Now to await how Suffolk Folk address whatever can be cobbled from the decisions made at the 
AGM, (or not). (Both organisations seem to have adopted the 'Lagabag'/Hedgehog approach to 
change). EATMT perhaps slightly the bolder of the two. Time will tell. James B has been in touch to 
re-confirm that there is a Bluegrass afternoon at the Alma in Harwich 2-4 on Saturday. Bill is out with 
the Bards of the Heath  in the morning but may try and make a part of it. Specifically lacking a bass 
he says, (contact details available, or Bill's dinosaur fretless and 10W amp may put in an appearance!). 
Sheila to Pretty Grim at Rumburgh, Bill evening in, opportunity cost Half Moon Walton session, 
(been twice and stayed two minutes each time so... lively but very crowded).Bill finished reading Killer
Look by Linda Fairstein, (soap opera suspense around the New York fashion industry).

23rd June 2017: Walton Half Moon report huge attendance at the session last evening, so good call 
for Bill not to go! Sheila very tired upon return from Pretty Grim at Rumburgh, a morris side half way
up  the A12 (between Ipswich and Lowestoft) will choose to dance out in remote spots local to that 
area. Bill reading Guitar Zero by David Marcus a neuropsychological study of what is entailed 
learning a musical instrument from scratch and how the brain and body adapt to the demands that 
music generally and the (chosen) instrument make upon them. Bill to the dentist. Sheila to the optician.
Bill had a practice on the bass, cleared out the pots and then discovered it needs a new nut, playing at 
the moment but on the edge.....the intonation and action also need a set up so a phone call to Colin on 
Monday! It may only come out once in a blue moon but when it does it needs to be playable!



24th June 2017: Sheila to Southwold with Pretty Grim: said to be a good day in the main, dancing 
with Rumburgh morris. Bill to Martlesham: played a set with Bards of the Heath which went very 
well, possibly in part because John had time to set up the mixer and we could hear each other. No Pete?
This was a Rob Lummis Spiritual Fair, fewer stalls than usual, but interesting that the Transcendental 
Meditation movement have set up home in Rendlesham at the Maharishi Peace Palace UK. Bill had a 
chat with the stallholders. Bill learnt TM in his teens before it was the 'bizness' which it has 
subsequently become so not receptive to the marketing (not a regular practitioner, intermittent at best). 
He dashed home, swapped instruments and went to the Alma at Harwich where he played (basic) 
bluegrass bass all afternoon, (with a few songs mixed in). Part of Harwich Arts Festival, but in essence
a freebie for the pub! Sheila and Bill arrived home within five minutes of each other. To round the day 
off we went to see The Vagaband at the Grand Duke of York. In the publicity look excellent nd 
include Accordion, pedal steel and female vocalist. This was the rump of the band on their third gig of 
the weekend, tight and competent. but effectively a honky tonk bar band without light and shade or 
distinction in the arrangements. (Bill was re-assured that his fumbling on bass this afternoon were not 
far from the markby this standard!)  Pete Y came along expecting the full band which he has seen 
before and praised, so the smaller group were disappointing. Says he may also come along to the 
Bluegrass session at Tattingstone White Horse on Tuesday with his bass.

25th June 2017: Robin Gillan has 'friended' me on FB, a very nice surprise as he is a musician whose 
playin I, (and many others), highly respect, some crossover, some complementarity in what we play, so 
maybe one day we'll find out if our respective musics can speak together! I pointed Robin to this page 
for the chat stuff, so if you followed the link, welcome. It would be interesting to know what/who 
triggered the request. Having rediscovered some of the slide material on the 'blues tape' Bill has been 
brushing up that side of  music and trying out existing songs in new format. 'Ragged but Right' 
transfers to dobro , and extends the range. Little Sadie has temprarily moved to mandolin, and John 
Henry is still seeking a natural home as a potential new song. About time he tried some proper folk 
comes the rumbling! Interesting to watch Ed Sheeran opn the mainstage at Glastonbury, and realise 
what the brooha is about. An awful lot of hard work, merciless gigging and fiery determination have 
got him to this point. Fantastic stagecraft and presentation skills, together with mastery of the looper, 
yet still something of a one trick pony. The range of material is closed down by the limitations imposed
by use of the technology, (however cleverly employed). There is a lot to come provided that the palette 
is extended and skills can be developed to play 'with' other people rather than simply wheel them on 
and off for a riff or two and a bit of tonal variety in the odd song. Nonetheless a masterclass in 
managing an audience, almost reminiscent of scratchy images of Berlin in the thirties. There seems to 
be a present appetite for mass responses to (faux) leadership by iconic individuals. We could be living 
in a dangerous time.

26th June 2017: Bill popped the bass in at Colin's on the way to swimming. he had another customer 
there at the time, Charlie Law, who seems to be a local muso doing very nicely as a result of hard 
work and talent, (subsequent research), and a pleasant chap (first impression). Noticed somewhere on 
FB that 'Back Garden Band' are also on the bill for Big Music Night in October. Bill's swim was 
painful as he bruised a rib setting up at the Alma on Saturday and it did not respond well to lots of 



stretching and pulling. Sheila stitching her grandson's birthday present jacket while running through 
her acapella songs. Noticed that Treacle Miners Morris danced at the Eel's Foot at Eastbridge 
yesterday which is Rowan's current haunt so maybe he saw them? At the end of the day Bill didn't 
make East Suffolk Morris walking tour of Ipswich. Significant discomfort around the rib put lugging 
melodeons around Ipswich as an unecessary luxoury experience!

27th June 2017: Sheila working on the jacket and Bill sleeping off the painkillers he had taken for the 
sore rib in the morning! U3A Folk Group: The Shannon Bucklesham was an enjoyable afternoon in 
excellent company, Sheila sang 'Salt of my Tears' and Bill sang 'Buckets of Rain', seemed to go 
well.Tattingstone White Horse: Bluegrass: an interesting evening. Pete Young did turn up with bass 
in hand but Chris Hockley was also there. Pete finished his drink and didn't stay, possibly a mix of 
feeling superfluous, (which he was not), and that it may not have been  a session he would have 
enjoyed anyway. The music was a mixed bag ranging from perhaps two to five/ten on the dial of 
musicality, but that is not the point. There were a lot of opportunities to think about how and what 
could be offered to add (even a little) musical value, it is always enjoyable to play music with friends, 
and two other new/infrequent attenders were finding their feet within the company, tough for them and 
enjoyable for the group to have fresh ideas. A bit more 'jaw' than usual, (at times a bit like a twelve step
meeting), but all in good spirit.

28th June 2017: Bill finished reading Guitar Zero by Gary Marcus, which has a few slow passages 
and might seem to state the obvious but is extremely worthwhile as a description of the journey of 
becoming a musician, and the adventure of never arriving at that end point. The horizon remains distant
(but attainable) whatever your place in the musical world, it is the process and purpose that are 
exciting. Sheila to Gym and violin lesson. Bill wandered to the local nail parlour thinking of having 
acrylics on the playing nails (which are constantly breaking), it was closed. Ah well, back to the 
concertinas. Heather B popped in for a chat and catch up which was good, playing for psh dances 
while enjoying membership of a skiffle band with a broad repertoire, we will see her at Broadstairs 
where she is playing for the children at the bandstand for the last time, (again). The evening option was
Blaxhall Ship session, but the mojo was weak, never mind. Alvar, (who was meant to be elsewhere 
with Rob) posted a video, and there were certainly enough players present, didn't notice any playees 
but perhaps they were hiding.

29th June 2017: Sheila: the jacket is almost completed, Max came for a final fitting. Bill to swimming,
(BL + 20, apparently BL +24 is a mile so maybe next Thursday!). Rib is still uncomfortable but on the 
mend. Sheila to Theberton with Pretty Grim Morris, Bill to the Steamboat session, he took the slide 
resonator guitar as well as guitar, mandolin and concertina. A very enjoyable evening with honours 
evenly shared around the room. John James, a recent immigrant to Suffolk brought his early Lowden 
along and played some enjoyable songs. He asked Bill to try it out, very nice but unexceptional,but Bill
would use different strings and set up.Bill also asked James M whether it might be possible to play a 
Bill & Sheila 'at home' one evening at the Steamboat and that is a runner, just got to fix a date. 
Hopefully someone will turn up but no matter if not. Good to maintain' playing out' skills.



30th June 2017: East Suffolk Morris Men: workshops at Sidegate Lane Primary School Arts 
Festival:four of us visited the school by invitation to provide a couple of workshops to an enthusiastic 
group of pupils. One of these was the grandson of Richard Davis', (Lagabag founder now resident in 
France). Bill almost finished reading 'Dog has his day' by Fred Vargas. To Sheringham for the 'Potty' 
weekend as camp follower with Pretty Grim. Fish and Chips on arrival, set up camp and went down to
the 'session' at the Tynesiderrs club. This reportedly began co-operatively with tunes most people knew,
but had passed through tunes only a few people knew to a state of serial rendition of tunes it seemed 
that even the player didn't know, which made it difficult to join in! We were a part of the gradual 
exodus, and judging by the expression on the faces of regulars trying to watch football in the adjoining 
room, it may not happen next year. 

1st July 2017: Rabbits: The main day, parade and  dance spots took place in glorious sunshine. 
Regrettably the dance spots working list had not been circulated so while Sheila performed Bill ambled
in search of worthwhile spots to catch on the Zoom. Leicester and Leeds Morris were excellent. Mark, 
(Chameleonic formerly from Oakham Village Morris) now plays for Leeds. David Evans was camp 
following Haughley Hoofers, and 'concertina' Andrew was enjoying the day. There appeared to be 
more teams present than in previous years, and as in those years some public enjoyed the show while 
others impatiently pushed across dance spots having expected a rural seaside idyll, perhaps. Mortimers
Morris from Nottingham outdanced the Northwest Clog sides by some distance although their 
musicians were pretty scrappy on starts stops and changes, (usually outstanding). The heat perhaps. 
Lots of video to sort but possibly not much worthy to post. We'll see a lot of the same sides again at Ely
Folk Festival next weekend. Pretty Grim returned to the campsite for a BBQ, (and were officially 
admonished as that is not allowed, although smoke from the culinary efforts other sides was ubiquitous 
around the field). When Bill went to bed the side were working through a new dance to the tune of 
Whip Jamboree. A friendly and relaxed evening with the weekend cementing the new regime, although 
at points in performance members of the public were ducking and taking cover ( points in the dance 
where that is usual and safe behaviour ).

2nd July 2017: we packed up and came home via Peasenhall to give Martin and luggage a lift home. 
Weary.

3rd July 2017: Bill picked up his bass guitar from Colin Fulton (luthier, pal and repairman of choice, 
Little Glemham), new nut and tweak on set up so now plays more easily. Great job, had a run around 
the neck this afternoon. Swimming, baseline only, slow lanes and sore rib. Sheila has anecdotally 
related that it will be sore for a week or so more and another three weeks before better... Bill 
unimpressed! Has sent apologies for morris tonight, a good pub but a trek to get there (Dolphin 
Thorpeness 7.30), and depart early, so easier missed. A busy musical week anyway. Working on video 
from Saturday, 41 vids which will result in about a dozen uploads or FB shares. Posted the procession, 
YT, and Pretty Grim (FB) and Danegeld (FB). Making a distinction between what is for the global YT
site and what is a share among friends given that some of it is not for the world!  Read Nele Neuhaus 
'Big Bad Wolf' over the weekend, now started on 'The Dalai Lama's Cat', (light and obvious but good 
fun).



4th July 2017: Bill completed reading 'The Dalai Lama's Cat', posted Leeds Morris at Sheringham on 
YT. Their fool is one of the best in the business, and even cutting a lot of the banter to focus on the 
dance this is immediately apparent. Entertaining and brilliantly engaging public participation. 
Interesting private e-mail correspondence in this regard with Mike G in which marmite was mentioned,
doesn't detract from the skills displayed. Briggate Morris video also posted and received a thumbs up 
from them. Welcome Keith T as a subscriber to the YT channel (see you Thursday). Bill had guitar 
nails done, (by the sister of his son's fiancee, who does her dad's guitar nails as well as another 
customer so knows the drill!) A liberation to return to being able to fingerpick with confidence. The 
flatpick grip will have to adjust to accommodate, but looking good so far. Almost missed Melnet Tune 
of the Month as a break for the summer had been announced, however, we are now reprising previous 
tunes. This month 'Seven Stars' which was the first tune Bill ever posted, poorly recorded on a cheap 
digicam, hopefully now redeeme in toniught's post, (although the original does have over 900 views 
and some 'likes'). Chris has asked if Holly will be support act to the Bards of the Heath at Shottisham 
next week, and one of her short sets may be with Bill! Opportunity cost Butley Oyster session and 
Pretty Grim dancing before. Nuff said! Sheila had a family commitment so couln't be there.

5th July 2017: sounds as though Neil Brookes made it to Butley Oyster last evening and enjoyed the 
music and dance. Bill posted Leicester Morris and Annie's Fantasies videos from Sheringham, had a 
run through for tomorrow's band practice. Not sure how arrangements will work out with only half of 
the original members but we'll cope. Melnet Theme of the Month is Tunes from elsewhere, (outside the
comfort zone), a rummage on the bookshelf  elicited a couple of ideas , but not easy, (the point !!!) 
Kirton White Horse with Bards of the Heath tonight, no set list and a repertoire of about 50 songs, 
we'll wing it! In the end there were about half a dozen Bardfriends in the audience, (and some 
enthusiastic appreciation from the bar next door). We played most of the songs from the first CD and 
some from the second with a late request for 'Robin Hood and the Fifteen Foresters' from a member of 
Ipswich Folk Club back in the day. Five in the band and we could all hear and respond sympathetically 
to each other.  Very enjoyable and the songs were at their best. (No recordings, the quantum principle 
applies). We finished off with a few tunes and an off piste singalong. Bard Des now plays bass in a soul
band. went straight from John and Jo's afternoon gig last week to a pub gig in Felixstowe!

6th July 2017: Bill to swimming (BL +24 = 1 mile), Sheila to swimming. Bill's 'new' nails are already 
beginning to wear so probably once a fortnight to maintain them. Bill posted videos of Golden Star 
Morris and Wicket Brood on FB (only).  Responded to Simon and Val that we will not be at Hadleigh 
Folk Club tomorrow. In some ways a pity as we like and get on with John Ward, and he has recently 
written some cracking songs. Had a look at next year's programme, there are some nights that we hope 
not to miss, and others where an alternative option might tip the balance, (but which is which ?) Watch 
this space....the club's triumph is booking La Chavanee in April. Now we just have to make sure to be 
around, (we missed the French weekend this year). Practice for Bluegrass 15th July 2017, an 
enjoyable evening running through the setlist and ironing out wrinkles (hopefully). A four piece band 
with stand in bass and guitar will be interesting but on tonight's showing will be fine. Enjoyable to have
Keith playing bass, having immersed himself in bluegrass over the past couple of weeks. Sheila to 
Pretty Grim practice. Current book by the bed is LeCarre biography by Adam Sisman, not sure if it will



be read fully, distorted versions of David Cornwall's life appear in the novels, and the authorised 
version is a construct based on the best of a number of sources blended with with deliberate 
misinformation.

7th July 2017: Derek rang and has invited us to Madrid in November for a weekend and to play at a 
concert he is arranging in the concert hall in his village near Madrid. Sounds good fun. Chatted about 
the rhythm for my melnet work in progress which is a fandango, and Derek has also been extending his
flamenco rhythms with a 3/4,6/8 song. Thence to Ely Folk Festival this pm.

7th -9th July 2017: Ely Folk Festival: our third visit and we booked despite a less than neutral 
response in previous years effectively to reserve he weekend 'elsewhere' or we tend to get booked up, 
and it is local and easy. With more research we would probably have gone to the New Forest Festival 
which looks more to our taste. Friday 7th July we camped on field 3 with caravans and mororhomes, 
next door but one  to Paul and Linda McC who were apparently on their first visit , but already had a 
session in full swing at their van. We avoided Alden Patterson and Dashwood who are currently rather 
overexposed and spent the evening at Stage 2, the local showcase, Boxwood Chessmen ***, Chris 
Fox ***, Moxette ***, Rob Curtis *, Lady Hamilton's Concert Party, good musicians but an 
'AmDram' disaster and the playing was rather wooden. We missed the Sam Kelly Trio on the 
mainstage but preferred them acoustic(ish) at Hadleigh, (popstars now). Trad Arr seem a noisy mish 
mash to make money out of festival mainstages while adding nothing to the canon. Saturday 8th July:
Bill gave up on the Hans Theesink workshop which simply indulged wannabe buesers to jam without 
listening to what he was saying. The best workshops have little or no participant knoodling and impart 
useful technical and information and an approach which can be taken away and worked on. Low Lily 
from the U.S. were excellent players with a mixed and eclectic repertoire ****, Hannah Sanders and 
Ben Savage used a single condenser microphone at a sensible level and made the mainstage an intimate
setting ****, Hans Theesink has a fantastic history but has two tricks which are reworked to death, 
great stage presence won the day with people who like their blues simple and predictable **, Spooky 
Mens Chorale  excellent as ever but now rather formulaic with little new material, this the third time 
we have seen them over (fiveish) years.****. Sunday 9th July we both went to yoga with Sarah 
Moss who is Sheila's regular teacher. Bill exhausted by the process but very enjoyable! Sheila to the 
Spooky Men's workshop. Bophouseblue were a mainstage standin, and for Bill the best act of the 
festival ****, Megson had performed Ely as a duo previously but had their band with them on this 
occasion, enjoyable ***, Topette were excellent and tedious in equal measure ***. Enough fun, and 
not being O'Hooley Tidow or Seth Lakeman fans  we came home.  Possibly not for us next year, 
however convenient. Will probably have given up on folk music by then....we'll still be playing and 
enjoying music to our taste, but that may not be 'folk' in modern parlance.

10th July 2017:Happy Birthday Sam.  Bill finished reading the biography of John Le Carre, in the 
event an excellent book about a complex life. Saw John G at swimming, (baseline only, after a very 
quiet start the slow lane rapidly became a dodgem track with chatters side by side blocking the middle 
lane and then passing others in the same formation in the face of oncoming traffic! ).  Bards of the 
Heath & Holly Johnston Shottisham Sorrel Horse, a good turnout including some new and some 



regular friends, also friends of John from Ipswich Folk club days who came along to see what he is up 
to now.  A full turnout from the Bards and a pretty good show from our perspective. A few CDs found a
new home and the sound was said to be good to the back of the room.Holly played a set of her own 
material, which was excellent and then a set with Bard Bill, (dad), singing some of the songs  absorbed 
at home during childhood. Good fun and well received.

11th July 2017:Bill processed the video of Holly's part in last evening at Shottisham, publication 
subject to her approval. Will do the Bards side during the week. U3A Froize Inn Chillesford.The last 
session before a summer break, first time at the Froize, in the concert annexe with excellent attendance.
Good fun and hopefully met the host's expectations. Bill had a chat with the owner who is very pleased 
at the way Folk at the Froize has taken off, he has booked artists to the end of 2018 and says that 
agents are constantly in touch, so basically the bizness end of folk, (as opposed to the co-operative 
element), but an easy win provided the price is right. Bill played a couple of tunes, Sheila sang 'Meet 
Me Where They Play the Blues'. Thanks to Rob for co-ordinating the Trad Music group and farewell to
Matthew as a regular member, who is headed for the northern wilds of Beccles, beyond husky range. 
The new fRoots has popped into the inbox, quote from Olivia Chaney, (Offa Rex), who has just 
released a 'folk' Cd with The Decemberists, “I don’t understand the folk scene at all, I think that’s what 
this interview really can conclude. I’ve no idea of what that audience thinks or wants or needs, and I 
will always fail them!", so it isn't just Bill who is confused.Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: Bluegrass 
Session the pub was quite busy but the 'Bluegrass table' was reserved for us and it was a cracking 
evening. Largely the people with whom we first encountered the session and on top form with an 
evening of tunes and song. Bill on guitar mainly and an energising workout which raised a sweat but 
was excellent fun. some applause and general appreciation so listenable too.

12th July 2017:following the demise of the Grand Old Duke of York the Sunday session has been 
offered a home at the Woolpack from Sunday 23rd July from 8.30 when dining finishes, and we have 
to 'report' as musicians so we can be seated appropriately! Very welcoming when we played with the 
morris, so hopefully will work out, but this is already a popular pub, not an empty space, so unless we 
are the kiss of death, as we seem to have been previously, may be a bit of a squeeze. Thank you to Roy 
for arranging this. To address an idea which has occasionally been expressed, that we have no life but 
the musical journey, Bill spent the morning 'multitasking'. He was working on the 'Bards of the Heath'
videos from Monday, while ironing shirts and listening to the fourth Reith lecture by Hilary Mantel. 
The videos have come out well but suffer from the narrow viewpoint of a static lens which fails to 
capture all of the members of the band at the same time. (Bill has ordered some cheap add on lenses for
the 'box brownie' which may assist with this in the future, if they work, look out for the'fisheye'). The 
ironing was something of a marathon having been deferred hitherto by the (Jack Reacher) device of 
purchasing replacements for the linen pile from car boot sales and charity shops, but then failing to 
operate a 'one in one out' policy so that the volume increases with each pressing session! Hilary 
Mantel expressed some ideas which readers will recognise from previous posts here. The quantum 
principle that to observe a person or activity is to change the ctivity which is the subject of that 
observation regardless of any awareness or lack thereof by that subject. (The decision not to capture an 
event is as relevant as the active option, and equally deliberate and effective). Also, that 'history' is 



constantly changing and that every recording, edit, interpretation and publication alters the past through
the prism of a created context and controlled physical point of view. A rambling essay on mindfulness 
and responsibility, (pseud). Sheila had a violin lesson and went to the gym. Bill sorted the audio files 
from the Bluegrass practice on 6th July and shared with Keith and David. Shottisham Happy Sam 
Session: One of those evenings which were bound to happen, Graham, Nicky and Bill with 
instruments, Chris and Caroline socially. Three regulars play for Danegeld Morris who are dancing 
out tonight so not unexpected. We played a bit, Bill pulled a couple of concertina songs out of the 
memory bank.

13th July 2017: Interesting correspondence with Ouse Washes Molly. They like the YT video but feel 
that the stepping on one dance is out of time. The camera is behind the musicians who are a good fifty 
feet from the dancers on a windy square, so Bill suspects the delay is caused by the muisc reaching the 
camera before it reaches the dancers so they are (fractionally) behind the beat, but still in time with 
each other, and given the nature of Molly, very effective. I have sent the raw videos across free for use, 
and they may try and adjust the soundtrack, which will then put it out of sync with the movements of 
the musicians.! Bill posted a Bards video of Red Road from Monday's set. One that was left to await a 
good recording. Also sent Amy Soapbox a link to the Bards videos, we'll see if anything comes of that.
Probably not in the short term but.....if we are approached must remember not to ask for money! Sheila 
under the weather so swimming deferred.Also did some work on the melnet Theme of the Month tunes.
Still a bit dodgy. Holly popped round and had a look at the videos of her from Monday, agreed to post 
'Dziækujæ' (Jencuja) which is a song she wrote a long time ago about an elderly Polish gentleman with 
Alzheimer's disease for whom she had responsibility when working as a carer, (he later died). The man 
had lost his English, retaining his birth tongue and from there the song tells the story.

14th July 2017: a positive reponse on Bards of the Heath FB to 'Red Road' with a recommendation of
the band, so good news morning. The supplemental lenses for the box brownie have arrived and look 
useful, had a play with them this morning. 2x tele, macro, 1.6 wide angle and 180 fisheye for a fiver 
plus change! Designed for mobile phones, only really viable for static situations. Bill finished reading 
Stone Coffin by Kjell Eriksson, an Ann Lindell story, (big pharma theme). Swimming, baseline +10. 
Quick run through for tomorrow's bluegrass set, and a run through some tunes on the 'tina. In the 
evening Bill recorded and posted the melnet Theme of the Month videos, a couple of dance tunes 
from Valencia from books which he brought back from a morris trip in that city. Certainly out of the 
comfort zone and a completely different rhythmic language to celtic music.

15th July 2017:Bill travelled on the bus to Folk on the Green at the Unitarian Meeting House in 
Ipswich, playing with David, Trevor and Keith, (the Bluegrass set we have been putting together). A lot
of local musical friends around who will be contributing to the day. Good fun and a reasonable kick off 
to the day.  Some booming and feedback from the PA and a few interesting departures from what was 
intended, but generally well received. The videos, (processed this pm while intermittently watching a 
1993 Frank Zappa documentary) came out better than the memory of the playing experience.

16th July 2017: Bards of the Heath at the Spirit of Corn Festival, Langford Steam Museum. The 
sun shone and The Bards  were the final act of the weekend. Pete has bought a condenser microphone 



which had its first outing. Mark Barnard joied us on Djembe, thanks Mark. Our set was well received 
and friends and followers had travelled signifcant distances to support us, thank you. At a similar event 
last year there had been an excellent English Folk session, on this occasion that seemed to be striped to
two people. (Perhaps the Wimbledon final played a role in that.) Upon listening back the sun seems to 
have got to us as most of the song were played at about 80% normal speed which was probably not 
noticeable on the day sitting in the sunshine, but sounds very sluggish out of context. Meanwhile East 
Suffolk Morris danced at (Dove Street Inn) Karen and Adie's wedding at the ITFC ground in Portman
Road. Looks to have been a great afternoon there as well. Sheila supported grandson Max at the music 
concert held by his guitar (etc) teacher at the Steamboat Tavern each year where he played guitar, 
drums and sang.

17th July 2017: Bill swimming, (BL+10), and chat with John G, some time knoodling moving tunes 
between instruments.East Suffolk Morris: Hasketon Turks Head with Chris Dove visting from 
Spain. There was a surfeit of musicians and dancers  on a balmy evening so Bill enjoyed catching up 
with Chris, and chatting to Peter Ward who has been following the side for most of this year, and who it
turns out used to sing at Ipswich Folk Club at the Gardeners Arms when John G was running that 
club. We have a lot of other friends in common and Peter (probably) first met me in the course of each 
of our working lives in the 1980s Peter has re-kindled his interest in folk and hopefully will join 
October practices as a dancer +/or  or bringing his melodeons along to play in the band. Bill didn't stay 
for the post dance hooley which was in full swing as he left. Great sunset.

18th July 2017:knoodling, other life stuff going on. Dropped disc off at David F's. Sent some links to 
Peter Ward who respnded and may be coming to Stonham on Sunday.

19th July 2017: Cracking storm overnight, (except for those who lost roads and houses in the West 
Country.) The guitar nails are beginning to lift as they grow out and catch on the strings. Temporary 
repair and they will probably last another week. (appointment booked). Bill finished reading 'The 
Devils of Cardona' by Matthew Carr, an excellent period thriller set in Spain in C16. Notice that Pieces 
of Eight are singing at Blaxhall tonight, may be worth the effort, (didn't make it). Treacle Miners 
Morris are dancing at Sweffling on Sunday, 2nd dance out. Received invite to David B's 80th, which 
will be a great meeting of musical and family clans.

20th July 2017: Bill watched a 'techology' YT vid of Richard Thomson both in interview and playting 
some cracking acoustic versions of his songs. Swim, (BL+10), last regular swim at Woodbridge, (old 
folks sessions for the summer then they close for refurbishment). Sheila went to the Copleston 'Soiree' 
whih was reputedly excellent, the students motivated by a teacher who used to work with Slim 
Hopgood at Westbourne, and by Peter Ashton. Bill posted a short guitar sketch of 'Rochester Lass ', a 
knoodle from the anglo folder which transfers nicely onto guitar. He also recorded The Maid and the 
Palmer, but then realised he had already posted this previously, (the differences in the dynamics of the 
arrangement over five years are interesting to note!) 

21st July 2017: Bill watched the YT of a 1986 Omnibus with Bert Lloyd and Doc Watson, which 
concluded with Doc remarking that he hoped that his inclusion of older folk material in his sets might 
have a stabilising effect on the rather excitable city audiences as it did for him growing up! Bill 



finished reading 'The Steel Kiss' by Jeffrey Deaver, based on the vulnerability of the 'internet of things' 
but beyond that true to the author's previous pattern of exposition. Smoke and mirrors. A video of 
Derek G playing for  flamenco singer Juan de la Concepcion hit Bill's FB, (I think we saw the same 
pairing when ESMM visited Madrid and were entertained by the local flamenco club). Bill had a chat 
with Derek the other day about accompanying flamenco singers, and it is a real challenge, in that the 
accompanist has to follow the journey through the song which can be different every time both 
rhythmically and melodically, so chord options vary with each performance. Something akin to the 
relationship between a musician and a morris jig dancer, (down to the handshake at the end). Derek 
spent months learning and clapping flamenco rhythms before moving forward to their application. (The
video is shared to Bill's FB). The penultimate edition of Mardles has plopped onto the mat which 
outlines the future of Suffolk Folk as a Mardles website, hopefully up to date with folk news and 
events from four counties. (Pretty superfluous as regards Essex which has its own organisation and 
extremely effective secretary covering the same ground). Bill quoted as describing Treacle Miner 
Morris as a 'splinter group' which may not read well in some quarters, (although different and positive 
qualities of each side may have derived benefit from the excision).  The dates for the forthcoming 
Happy Sam events are projected, and Sharon Shannon is coming to Colchester. Simon and Val H 
have gamely taken up roles in the new organisation. Henley Folk Night was an opportunity missed in 
the evening (subsequent reports that it was a good evening and that the new acoustic policy is working 
well).

22nd July 2017: Bill did not pick up an instrument all day. Read 'Midnight Come Again' by Dana 
Stabenow in one bite, cleared ivy which was threatening to grow indoors through the roof. Joe, Max, 
and Hannah came to tea, (Sheila's son and grandchildren).

23rd July 2017: Bards of the Heath Stonham Barns: Harmony Fair. Very mixed weather over the 
weekend and John & Jo had been hailed off their pitch on Saturday by a particularly violent squall, (as 
had a few others). A small event on a large ground which is always enjoyable to play at but the 
economic viability is a mystery. Even on a sunny year the stallholders report low or zero takings, (and 
they pay handsomely for their pitch), and entry to the event is fairly expensive, certainly enough to turn
potential customers at the gate. Hey Ho, not our problem. Our set went well and was supported by 
friends who knew us and new friends who found us, and enjoyed what we do. Particular thanks to 
'soundman' David who was excellent. A basic rig (more than adequate), well managed. We played for 
about an hour before making our way to Des and Ruth's for an indoor BBQ, (thank you both for your 
hospitality). Good to have the band and partners together socially. We missed the first 'Woolpack' 
session and will find out how it went in due course, hopefully well. Chris is moving to Shottisham 
Monday concerts comprising main guest and support, (rather than the club format employed hitherto), 
and has asked Holly to play support in October.

24th July 2017: Happy Birthday Faith: Bill feeling somewhat world weary, but maybe the move into 
'summer' mode does not bode well. Irregular swimming, a disrupted routine,and an imperative for 
pleasure! Enough to make any person grumpy and anomic. Antidote: watched 'The Accidental 
Anarchist' on BBC iPLayer. Hopefully available for a while and essential viewing for a better informed



world view and a cause for optimism. Bill was asked the question over the weekend, 'What hobbies do 
you have apart from music?'. Still grinding teeth working on a response but suspect that the premise is 
flawed. East Suffolk Morris dancing in the damp at Great Glemham Crown and Sweffling White 
Horse, a relaxed evening which Bill enjoyed and stayed the distance, leaving towards the end of the 
singsong at Sweffling.

25th July 2017: Bill swimming with fellow elderlys now that school's out for the summer. (BL). Sheila
had a meeting in Colchester, Bill tagged along and had a wander. John and Jo G popped round for a 
cuppa and to see if a 'gazebo' frame will meet their currently unmet needs after the Harmonic Gale at 
Stonham this weekend. Holly came to tea, had another good gig at Brandon Country Park at the 
weekend and has some promising projects coming up, some in colaboration with Silbury Hill. Bill to 
Bluegrass at Tattingstone, good company and a mix of material ranging from singer songwriter and old 
time to bluegrass breakdown. the false nails have become a liability as they begin to peel and catch on 
the strings, one hanging by a thread so Bill filed it off to find a weakened and poorly nail beneath, 
begging the question....

26th July 2017: Bill researched the contra indications for nail bar nails. Fantastic for the job and he has
enjoyed playing fingerstyle with strength , but...two week maximum recommended lest bacteria cause 
infection, chemicals damaging to the nail bed. Had the nails removed and not replaced. Just have to 
harden up the pads. evening in, opportunity cost Blaxhall Ship session, which seems to be an option 
less attractive with each miss!

27th July 2017: Sheila up and about at 4am, opportunity for Bill to have an early morning swim at 
Felixstowe (BL +10), and pick up a summer programme. Sheila's final work session before the summer
break, Bill had an hour on the melodeon, (rarely plays nowadays apart from Morris). Steamboat 
Session Sophie's post on FB : 'Small but perfectly formed session.', was more interactive than usual 
with highs and 'also rans', but social and co-operative. Gerry D passed Bill Rob Lummis's prize from 
some past event to pass on, (includes Mc2 CD). The August Grapevine is out with Stephen Foster 
eulogising about FolkEast, but he does admit to not getting out much to large events nowadays, 
(sounding very 'Billish'), and he does have a professional brief to promote local events. Bill's car has a 
headlight out.

28th July 2017: Bill changed bulb on headlight, Sheila to the Gym. Then a (short) day out to visit 
Landguard Fort at Felixstowe, excellent with an audio guide (included) which keeps  a healthy 
balance between information and shared experience. Lunch at the (justifiably popular) adjacent 
viewpoint cafe followed by a wander around the nature reserve. Jorja, (Sheila's grand-daughter) is 
staying over tonight, currently exploring the percussion bag!

29th July 2017: Bill to CBS Needham, Sheila with Jorja, breakfast then blackberrying. Bill to 
Woodbridge, three buskers all on the strum and wail that passes for music nowadays. A dodgems swim 
with the oldies. Replaced element on toaster so now overtoasts on one side, (3 more elements to go, 
perhaps by stages). Listened to some of the new Fairport boxed set on Spotify, for completists we 
think. Sheila making jam. Bill finished reading 'The Ice Beneath Her' by Camilla Grebe. Some 



interesting twists but largely a contrivance which doesn't quite work (despite glowing reviews). Scandi 
noir stretched taut.

30th July 2017: Laurel, Sam, Faith and Seth to lunch. Great to see you and spend time.  It seems that 
Chris Cozens would like the Bards of the Heath to play at Marks Tey Life Arts event in October, but 
he is advertising Saturday, and we have pencilled Sunday, (to resolve). Generous description in the 
blurb. We do seem to be gradually developing a stalwart following, and the CDs are selling at venues 
where we play.

31st July 2017: Sheila ferrying soup supplies to family, Bill sanding window frame. There is music in 
the house but (despite appearances to the contrary), that is a varying portion of our activities. Bill part 
way through Hurakami short stories, 'Blind Willow, Sleeping Woman', and just started 'The Grapes of 
Wrath', (Steinbeck), not sure how long that may last,but as with many American authors, the quality of 
their written English more than equals indiginous contemporaries. Looking at the ITFC fixture list 
Ipswich play a local derby with Norwich at home on 22nd October so that if we (Bards of the Heath) 
are playing at Marks Tey on that day JohnG is likely to have a radio earbud in place for most of the 
afternoon! East Suffolk Morris Men: Shottisham Sorrel Horse. A gentle stand, (last before the 
August break), governed as much by the men's (un)fitness as any other factor. Mike P brought the 
washboard along, Kevin squired from the wings, (u/f to dance), and Bill gave up during a long hiatus of
inactivity and came home shortly thereafter, passing Chris and Caroline en route to the pub who had 
decided to give the dancing a miss and in hope of a session. Hopefully one was provided.

1st August 2017: Rabbits. Bill looked at some very expensive and beautifiul guitars online, (Sexauer 
guitars), to what purpose but to reconfirm that any value added at his level of competence is minimal, 
and that his Hohners and cheap concertinas guitars and mandolins accommodate most of the musical 
challenges and company he meets on his travels.It seems that the football derby is the determining 
factor in the day that the Bards play at Marks Tey, and if ChrisC can cope with the excitement his 
suggestion of Saturday is fine. Now to hope we have a band, or does that not matter ? Bill had a swim 
with the seniors, three lanes, chat, gossip and swim so unusually promoted to lane 3! The 
melodeon.net TotM and ThemeotM are now combined, without a vote , with suggested tunes but none 
prescribed, rather defeats the object. Perhaps will continue to participate, but the lack of choice on the 
TotM was a major part of the purpose while the Theme was a creative challenge. Hey Ho, this month 
Waltzes. A path well trodden. Bill certainly not feeling motivated but can't complain, still a fantastic 
forum. Tickets for next years Everyman Folk Club have arrived, (thanks Mary). Happy to book a year
in advance, a great club and selection of guests. Holly popped round for a cuppa at lunchtime. Red 
Rose Chain : As You Like It: Theatre in the Wood Jimmys Farm worth supporting regardless what 
you read here. Played for laughs with irritating engagement activity from the point of arrival. 
Seemingly dogs and vaping are welcomed, as are folk who by the time of performance are too drunk to 
board an aeroplane, (wine). Once the play is disentangled from the gimmicks and the gabble it is a 
story fairly well told. On this night the theatre was about a third full. The cast were enthused, energetic 
and (hyper)active with five actors playing all parts. Form your own view, but do go if you can, wear 



your pleasure at all costs hat. Opportunity cost Butley Oyster session, a video is available on FB, no 
'audience' in sight but well supported.

2nd August 2017: Needham CBS and to Stowmarket to drop Sheila's sewing machine off for its 
100,000 stitch service. Bumped into Heather B and had a chat, (will see each other next at Broadstairs).
Had a drift around town, nearly as depressing as Ipswich. Chosen a couple of waltzes for melnet TotM, 
now awaiting quiet time to record them.

3rd August 2017: Sheila awake at 5am! Bill off for early swim at Felixstowe, (BL +24 =1mile :-)) 
Passed a cyclist racing in a wobbly fashion along the way. Stopped to check tyre pressure, passed him 
again laying on the road receiving attention having accidentally dismounted. Confirmed slow leak, tyre 
repaired, (punctured by a screw). Listened to Keepers by Guy Clark in the car, lo fi earlyish live 
recording but one of the best. Sheila's Pretty Grim practice cancelled tonight. Tempted by Saltarelle 
Elfique which Lester Bailey is selling, similar to a Tommy, but Bill so rarely plays melodeon 
nowadays, and his first principle, what is the value added? (R = low register reeds build quality, hmm). 
Probably gone by now! Posted Northumberland Air and Westmoreland Waltz. Melnet Theme o/t 
Month. Des has a request for a Burns Night event. Not really a suitable one for the Bards, would be a 
stretch and need separate caller and practicing repertoire as a ceilidh band. May be the same people that
Instep played for on a couple of occasions, there have been a few vistors to the extant fb site recently!

4th August 2017: Sheila gym. Both! gardening, pumped up tyres on bicycles and put back in shed, 
(good intentions). Bill may work on one of the melnet suggested tunes of the month. Quebecoise waltz,
one excellent version on YT with a quasi classical take, but the rest... Not easy though. We'll see if it 
meets muster. Got there, 'La Valse des Jouets' is up, something of a fingerbuster but good enough to go.
Bill finished reading 'Blind Willow Sleeping Woman' by Hurakami, a curate's egg and heavily 
influenced by the style of modern U.S. short story writers although set in Japan.

5th August 2017: Happy Birthday Mary D. Congratulations Jon & Katy. We picked up Sheila's 
sewing machine from repair and service in Stowmarket having dropped in at Needham CBS on the way
and found a flute for Hannah, (Sheila's g/daughter). Sheila de-rusting the camper van with Isaac. Holly
popped in to return a combo amplifier which she had borrowed for a booking this afternoon, the 
booking went well and the sound was great! Well done Holly. She has also had a guitar lesson from 
Tim Smith who is an excellent local teacher and hopes to expand her palette. Already ahead of dad! 
Most professional musicians take lessons throughout their careers, thinks...

6th August 2017: Sheila and Isaac washed the campervan, Bill knoodled, sorted a couple of 
workbooks, and did a bit of pruning in the garden. We went to Blaxhall ship for lunch intending to stay 
for John Ward's set, but we had eaten and he was a mid afternoon gig, so we moved along to The 
Eel's Foot at Eastbridge which was enjoying a roaring trade. Rowan was busy in charge of the Pizza 
Oven, but we managed a quick paternal catch up before a walk and some blackberrying. We popped 
down to the Woolpack session at about 8.40. Managed to park in the car park and entered through a 
spacious, almost deserted, rear bar which would be ideal for a session. Looked through the connecting 
door to see a few sessioneers in silent tableau within the outsized, brightly lit, furniture cupboard that is
the front bar of the pub. Stark, cramped and impractical. It may have been a wonderful session but we 



did not stay to find out. A pity, but unlikely to attract our future support in the space provided. (Ironic 
as that room is where Bill stared playing in public each Monday during the late 1970's with Stewart and
Brian in what became known as 'Woolpack Folk'.) Hey Ho.

7th August 2017: Bill early swim, (BL), Sheila to Gym. An etc day.

8th August 2017: Three Horseshoes Fordham: Roger away at Sidmouth FF this week so Pip stepped 
in as 'facilitator' and a very enjoyable evening was had by all. Bill and Barry were asked to lead some 
transatlantic old timey tunes, there was a fair spattering of celtic repertoire and Bill and Pip ended the 
evening in duet with an English-ish tune swap, each taking turns to follow on. Good to have this 
meeting back after a brief hiatus.

9th August 2017: we glutted watching the three parts of Phil Cunningham's ALBA programme 
'Wayfaring Stranger' about the history and journeys of Ulster Scots music over centuries. Very well 
constructed and presented, a 'must watch' for those who share our interest in the music. Only available 
for one to three weeks dependant on episode. Shottisham Sorrel Horse Wayward Session: seven up, 
very enjoyable. The pub was a refuge from the raiin for a number of families with young children when
we arrived so the first half hour or so engaged the nursery rhyme and children's repertoire, and some 
fretful tired children were jigging around and smiling within minutes. A good mix of shared material 
and natter for the balance of the session.

10th August 2017: Bill early morning swim at Woodbridge (BL+20), Sheila to 'Go Ape' with 
grandchildren. Bill posted a couple more of the suggested waltzes on Melnet TotM, La Marianne and 
Orange in Bloom. Both repeats but on the suggested list so re-worked. Bill's car need new thermostat. 
Cheap part but accessed via timing belt and water pump so heavy on labour cost! Booked in, (cheaper 
than changing the car!).  Sheila (very weary) to Pretty Grim practice.

11-17th August 2017: Broadstairs Folk Week: an annual pilgrimage for a number of years. Bill has 
family in the town and this year is Kim Headley's final year as artistic director. We regularly book the 
tickets, experience a dip in anticipation when the programme comes through only to find it is full of 
new acts and combinations which deliver a rich and varied programme. The most interesting stage is 
the Dickens Theatre at the Charles Dickens School which provides a slightly 'fringe' chalenging 
schedule of events which to our mind bettered the mainstage on a couple of occasions. Friday 11th: a 
concert with Teyr, clever but tedious, Dallahan, excellent, and Faustus who strutted their usual stuff 
in an accomplished fashion. (Now sounding formulaic). Saturday 12th: Bill and Holly attended Pete 
Coe's excellent 'ballads' workshop. Sheila went to Sue Coe's flatfooting workshop but this revived her 
plantar fasciitis so she retired injured. We saw Kevin Dempsey, ok but one of thousands alike, and 
Rod Clements and Ian Thompson, who seem to have returned to their pub band roots and hardly 
merit a mainstage slot. We enjoyed Harp and a Monkey, and Paul Downes and Mick Ryan in the 
evening. Sunday 13th: we went to a workshop by Harp and a Monkey on Victorian song. The band 
use samples and recordings against which they play in strict meter and tempo, very difficult, but what 
does live performance add? Bill asked, and the discrete output, song, song cycle, project, is the finished
product which is performed, but without the freedom and overt creativity which other types of band 
enjoy. The creation is all prior to presentation. An excellent band, apparently coming to Suffolk soon. 



Longstanding and extremely knowledgable about their subject matter as well as being highly skilled 
musicians. we saw the 'In the Bellows Puppet Theatre' briefly, miniature but effective. and went to 
Harp and the Monkey and Bob Fox present songs about the first war and songs from Warhorse 
respectively. An excellent show but we were about 'harp monkeyed' by that stage. Alden Patterson 
and Dipper presented a 'Bluegrass Afternoon' which was reportedly shambolic and not bluegrass. We 
had seen enough of APD recently to guess that might be the case. Their charm has worn thin. We 
rounded the day with Bob Fox again, (normal folk club set), Swiftnick who played as a trio as their 
fourth member was ill. Great to discover the talent of Benammi Swift, (son of Tufty Swift) who is an 
astonishing melodeon player at a very young age and in excellent company with Keith Kendrick and 
Sylvia Needham. (may be mentored at university by Matt Quinn 'nuff said). Bernard Hoskin was 
ubiquitous at the festival and re-inforced our existing impression of his approach, but others liked 
him...(Bill finished reading The Grapes of Wrath). Monday 14th Bill finished reading the 
Hummingbird by Kati Hiekkapelto, (Finnish crime novel), and started Dance Dance Dance by Haruki 
Mirukami. We had a trawl around Ramsgate in the morning buying some curtains for the front room, 
(charity shop) and general supplies. We returned for a concert with Reg Meuross, one of the most 
interesting songwriters of the week, Stepling, who presented a great show with Lakeland tunes and 
dancing, and Granny's Attic, who were definitely one of the 'star turns' of the week, outgunning 
manyy of the more established groupings with the skill and dynamism of their arrangements and 
performance. (Cohen demonstrating many benefits from having Pete Coe as an external tutor on the 
degree course for which he has graduated with distinction).We saw Arlet and Inlay in concert with 
The Watergrain Band. the first two earned their keep, the latter were an embarrassment to watch, and 
we suspect to perform in. A couple of excellent musicians performing drear material badly in poor 
company. We were too tired to make the late night music hall this year. Tuesday 15th: Bill went to Reg
Meuross Songwriting workshop, good in parts, well presented. Holly went to Deborah Chalmers 
Fiddle Bootcamp, apparently ok but not better than. Bill went to see Dave Ellis and Boo Howard a 
slick but irritationg 'pub duo' warming up for Clive Gregson and Liz Simcock, who were excellent. 
He then went to The Big Squeeze, a concert with Pete Coe, Keith and Sylvia, Benammi Swift, MAtt
Quin and Simon Care with his band Banter. Free Reed heaven. evening concert was Anthony John 
Clarke, a 'marmite' act but on good form this day, Reg Meuross, (see previous), and Dave Ellis and 
Boo Howard , ( see previous, no less irritating). Wednesday 16th: Pete and Sue Coe in conversation, 
fascinating. Afternoon concert with Shorelark (Georgia Morgan Turner and Finn Collinson), a lovely 
warm up set, high quality and well presented. Pete and Sue Coe, no more need be said, (although Pete 
was suffering with a heavy cold). and Sara Grey, Kieron Means and Ben Paley, a health dose of 'Old 
Time', ok but Kieron made a high end Larrivee sound like a clunker and Ben's fiddle was poorly mixed 
and very abrasive. A bit too down home and on the edge. Ben's fiddle sounded much better when 
playing with Tab Hunter in 'Up from Sussex', a concert by Sussex musicians, including Matt Quinn 
(performing an acapella 31 verse version of Lord Bateman), and also the Twagger Band which 
presented an eclectic mix with twin hammered dulcimers, a serpent, northumrian pipes and Will Duke 
on anglo concertina. (Bill bought the CD). The evening concert was Pete Coe, with Lynne Heraud 
and Pat Turner presenting comic songs, Lynne and Pat stole the show, Pete retired ill and Keith and 
Sylvia presented a couple of songs by request in his stead. Thursday 17th: we went to Bob Tracey's 



old time fiddle workshop which was excellent, before heading homeward as Sheila has to be at 
FolkEast with Pretty Grim on Friday. Arrived home to find the washing machine inoperable, (blows 
the house electrics). Looking at the FolkEast programme does not inspire enthusiasm. The scheduling 
follows a pattern (and artistic approach) of previous years we'll see, but probably not a lot. Hey Ho.

18th August 2017:Bill had an early morning swim, hard to get into the rhythm after a week off. 
FolkEast Sheila camping with Pretty Grim Morris and two grandchildren, Bill commuting. Bill 
started the day with an excellent workshop led by Mary Humphreys and Anahata, watched some of 
the dancing. Great to see Chelmsford Ladies' Morris on good form, and Anstey Morris are an 
excellent Cotswold side. Lots of usual suspects in attendance.  Bill enjoyed Steam Boat Union, 
acombination of two local duos. Michael Chapman seems to make a good living resting on laurels 
which are forty years old at least, sounds ok but there should be new stuff as well. Mary and Anahata 
played a very enjoyable set at the Broad Roots stage, (too serious for some). Interesting chat with 
Stephen Foster. Bill came home at about 8pm as the rocking mainstage was lurching into action and the
audience huddled beneath blankets and raincapes on a chilly evening. Had a frank e-mail 
correspondence with Des about a potential 'Burns Night' booking.

19th August 2017:The Burns night people have booked someone else, a blessed relief but also a 
niggling disappointment. Bill has woken with the makings of a streaming cold, (thanks Pete Coe). 
FolkEast: Rosewood tunes workshop was fun, Mc2 were at the Soapbox Stage, a workmanlike set 
despite rather abrasive sound. Interesting to see Pete G morph into a Hank Marvin soundalike with 
buttons and switches to change the sound of the guitar. Young'uns Podcast: much the same as last year
and not an annual herb tea of the week to Bill's taste. Martin Carthy and John Kirkpatrick were 
very enjoyable with a mix of Brass Monkey material and a couple of other pieces well played without 
dithering or hours of tuning. Introductions included age related self deprecating remarks. Bill saw a 
great mix of morris, and as before the visiting sides put locals to shame at times with the energy and 
skill that has been invested in their displays. A first sighting of Treacle Miners Morris in action. A 
good stand of dances, music well played, standard new wave border morris. Martin Simpson played a 
professional set to promote his new CD, too many self indulgent twiddles for some tastes but filled the 
hall and people were pleasured by him.  Paddy B had noticed the absence of posts during the last 
week, apparently one reader joined a banjo group which he saw mentioned in these posts. Thank you 
readers for taking the interest. Bill home at 8pm to nurse the cold, thought about the 'Ship' session but 
having seen the state Pete Coe was in with this bug, better rested than taxed. Sheila spent most of the 
day with Pretty Grim, apparently the lunchtime morris at the Ship was barely supported, a virtually 
empty pub! Good to have a chat and catch up with Steve and Mary D, Dave W, Mary Jane,Martyn 
W, et al..

20th August 2017: the cold develops....Bill dropped in at Friday Street CBS on the way to FolkEast. 
Sheila at yoga then duty with Pretty Grim. The Hadleigh Folk Club session started the morning. Bill 
dropped in momentarily, no idea who the first act was but a stranger to us. Must have been one we 
missed, (thankfully). Having seen 'Columbine' arrive, guessing they were also playing. Ironically more
of the same morris dancers was a preferred option. It remains unclear why the folk club slots are 



always hosted by Milkmaid and Hadleigh  FCs when Everyman is but yards away from the site and 
Lowestoft FC is a short hop up the road. Bill watched the morning show onsite then travelled to 
Blaxhall Ship for a Sunday roast and  to catch more of Oakenyouth who were by far the best of the 
dance sides invited. The lunchtime slot was a joy with strong slots by Green Dragon, and with 
Westrefelda completing the trio of sides. Oakenyouth played and danced in the pub, (including Oscar 
Woods Jig), and also on the trailer in the car park. again dominant.Sid Goldsmith recognised Bill from 
a concertina workshop at Broadstairs last year, flattering. Bill played some very beautiful and 
expensive guitars and mandolins built by Kai Tonjes. Passing through the mainstage crowd Bill was 
nudged by Phil from ESMM that Korrontzi might be interesting, and they were astounding. A full 
Basque Country folk show with dancing, Trikitixa and Tambourine and a band able to sublimate power 
to their tradition. Their challenge was to have the audience on their feet dancing, they collected on that 
wager and rapidly sold out of CD's leaving a long line of disappointed aspirants waving their money in 
vain. Bill bumped into Roger D on the way to his Valiant Band slot an hour later. The head cold was 
victorious in that debate, and as  Korrontzi had left a feelgood seal on the weekend  he came home.

Bill's car music for the weekend were the CD's foraged from bargain bins and car boots over the last 
couple of weeks. The 50th anniversary CD of 'The Purple Gang Rides', still as fresh as when Joe Boyd 
produced the session, Jody Stecher and Kate Brislin, 'Stay Awhile', Pete Coe, 'Previous', Natalie 
McMaster 'My Roots are Showing', Waterson Carthy 'Holy Heathens and the Old Green Man', Davy 
Graham 'Broken Biscuits', Nick Drake 'Bryter Later', and 'The Twagger Band, 'Sound the Bugle Blow 
the Horn'. Eclectic, but only to a limited degree.

21st August 2017: Bill's headcold is travelling a predictable route onto his chest where it will likely 
settle for a while. The washing machine is beyond saving, we thought it to be about four years old but 
seemingly it was built in 2005, so perhaps the cogs are slipping in other areas also! Bill has made a 
start on the accumulated backlog of videos and has posted Benammi Swift playing a couple of morris 
tunes (Broadstairs Big Squeeze Concert), and (hopefully) helpful snippets from the workshop with 
Anahata and Mary Humphreys at FolkEast. The ensuing trickle may take a couple of months to sort 
out. We popped to Woodbridge to pick up a pair of new ill fitting shoes which Sheila ordered online, 
and now has to return by post!.

22nd August 2017: Bill on the mend, but... a day or two to go. Plodded on with videos, posted 
Harbour Lights tune to their FB page. Struggling with computers that won't do as they are told, 
reverted to Windows 7 machine to process DVD as Videopad kicks out the burn close to the end, and 
Roxio also seems disenchanted with the W10 machine. Getting there, but the difference between 4GB  
and 20 GB RAM is significant! Thank you Keith for the invitation to an evening playing music later in 
the week, we are looking forward to it. Bill knoodling with Kohler's/Lambourne's hornpipe on 
concertina, Guitar and Mandolin. Also George Green's on Melodeon from the Mary and Anahata 
workshop, which led on to Sun Assembly, which sounds lovely on the guitar, (all in simple versions 
only). Will all be forgotten tomorrow, those cogs again. Managed to achieve the DVD objectives 
eventually. Lots of Sheila's small relatives around which entailed lemon drizzle cake, yum. Managed to 
compile and post a video of Rosewood's FolkEast tune workshop which works quite well except that 



YT has flagged the tune as copyrighted so ads may appear! We had a brief Bill'nSheila tune session 
refreshing George Green's, which neither of us have previously mastered. An interesting exercise in 
cross row playing on the melodeon, but that is probably sacrilege! A new washing machine arrives on 
Friday. Oakenyouth are now appearing in the 'to do' videos which are absolute joy in being able to 
revisit their performances. The new Shottisham Sorrel Horse programme dropped into the inbox this 
evening, a good programme but something of a 're-run' for most of the main performers. Good that it is 
there nonetheless, thanks Chris.

23rd August 2017: Bill popped in on his dad for a birthday visit, otherwise a quiet day sorting the 
FolkEast videos and knoodling with tunes, (including a Bill'nSheila tune up). Sheila fears she may have
'the cold' developing. The latest mini filter for the camera arrived, a polarising filter which attaches 
magnetically. Not sure when we'll use it but should be interesting. A few of the weekend videos were 
taken with wide angle and fish eye lenses which add a texture so long as not simply a gimmick. 
Amazing what is available given the vintage and simplicity of the kit! (Mobile phone 'add on' magnetic 
lenses, the full set also includes a 2x zoom and a macro. The whole lot came in at under £20!) We are 
signed up for Rob's U3A traditional music group 2017/18, which in many ways is as, if not more 
enjoyable than the ubiquitous evening thr***es, and take place at a reasonable time of day. Speaking of
which, the Blaxhall Ship session takes place this evening, we stayed in and had a sing song at home.

24th August 2017: Sheila is developing the cold. Went off for lunch with a friend who may have it next
week! Bill 'misunderstood' Sheila's observations about a hedge which as a consequence is now 
abbreviated. The third mechancal misadventure (car,washng machine), is the disc burner on Bill's 
computer, fingers crossed a respite for a bit. Bill sorted some video and posted a YT of Chelmsford 
Ladies Morris. Swimming has gone by the board this week, Woodbridge pool closes in September for 
a year so an adjustment to routines wioll be required. We managed a short play/sing. Opportunity cost 
Half Moon session, but we have been twice and lasted five minutes each time so maybe not.

25th August 2017: Bill's car repaired but perhaps wise to keep an eye out for a replacement. Ordered a 
new disc burner. Washing machine delivered and in use. Posted Danegeld and Pretty Grim videos 
directly to Facebook, there are enough on YT and they can always share on. A very enjoyable musical 
evening at Keith and Mary Jane's, (Tyrell Towers), Happy Birthday Mary Jane. Eight of us swapping 
songs and tunes and generally putting the world to rights.  Arrived home at 1am. Keith may drop in to 
the bluegrass sessions at Tattingstone.

26th August 2017:took a while to wake up! Bill tried to post a video to Treacle Miners Morris FB but
kicked back by lack of permission, subsequently succeeded on 27.8 17. Jorja to lunch. Haven't made it 
to Dave B's birthday bash, a pity to miss but....there will be the cream of Essex folk in attandance, we 
will not be missed.Sent an apology. Did some knoodling (singly and together) on the tune Hector the 
Hero, (Scott Skinner), which seems to fit nicely with Roscoe's Waltz.

27th August 2017: Bill managed a BL swim, just. sorted some video, managed to post the Treacle 
Miners Morris to facebook, won't appear on main timeline unless they share it, look for visitor posts. 
Sheila to the Gym and then doing a lot of sorting ready for patients to start next week. Bill popped to 
the Spread Eagle session this afternoon, Sophie's report:- "What a lovely afternoon that was. Only me, 



Jonathan Windeatt, Bill Johnston and Mike Bexon playing, but we made quite enough noise between us
to keep Andrew Frape, Carl Dickson, Finchy's Squit Corner and the rest of the gang entertained - the 
only downside was that Katy's sore throat prevented her from taking a turn." Noticed that some regulars
have promoted the Froize evening with Tannara, and so may be there. We had a look, a bit twiddly-dee.
Sheila child minding this evening in preferenc. Charles promoted the Woolpack session which is 
apparently 1st and 3rd Sundays only. Bill gave feedback that he might come if there was rooom to 
swing a cat, i.e.please relocate to the deserted back room. Charles expressed the view that one of the 
benefits of the session is that only the players attend, maybe a significant flaw...hmmm. Noticed the 
promo for Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic Club this Friday. We are away for the weekend celebrating 
Sheila's significant birthday, (on Sunday). Bill made a YT video from the footage taken of Oakenhoof 
at Blaxhall Ship which came out well, (and has been appreciated locally and by that group).

28th August 2017: a quiet day, (Bank Holiday). We enjoyed watching the Edinburgh Royal Military 
Tattoo on tv for about the fourth year running, always some new tune to try, on this occasion Leonard 
Cohen, Gary Brooker and Dougie McLean wil be collecting royalties!

29th August 2017: Bill managed a BL swim with the old folk in Woodbridge and dropped discs from 
the video he had taken of Mc2 at FolkEast at Paul and Linda's, (they will have a look this evening). 
Lily and Toby around for the day, keeping Sheila young. Bill to Tattingstone White Horse 'bluegrass'. 
More of an 'Old Time' session on this evening with five of us relaxing musically and enjoying each 
other's company. A fair bit of group development of individual contributions. Two banjos, two guitars, 
fiddle and mandolin. Bill finished reading 'So Farewell Then',  Wendy Cook's biographical account of 
her life with Peter Cook.

30th August 2017: Sheila to gym and shopping for the big weekend! Paul and Linda like the video :-). 
Bill finished reading 'Babylon Berlin' by Volker Kutscher, which was the pot boiler for the last week or 
so. We managed a few tunes & songs during the course of the afternoon, and also to book our flights to 
Madrid where we have been invited to take part in a concert with Puca Og and a local dance group 
while enjoying a short break staying with friends,(in a couple of months). Not sure which is scarier, 
booking a flight with Ryanair online or anticipation of the concert! (Both will be fine). New bedside 
book is a biography of Carravagio, (now have to choose the accompanying potboiler). Rainy day in 
Suffolk. 

31st August 2017: Bill early swim in Felixstowe and picked up the new term time programme, (as 
Woodbridge SP will be closed). Had a wander around a 'real' high street, including the charity shop run 
which yielded a book of Irish tin whistle tunes and a book about the nature and roots of modern of 
Spanish culture. Sheila cooking for the impending family weekend. Bill's youtube channel has picked 
up a couple of subscribers from Oakenhoof. Better keep up the good work, (and sharpen up the 
standard)!. Steamboat Session sophie's report on FB "Brilliant turn-out tonight with a lot more people 
here than I've tagged. I'll have to forget to publicise it more often". A strange evening, Sophie left at 
about 9pm, as did about five other players, meanwhile a couple more had arrived. There was a second 
group exodus at 10pm, at which time late reinforcements arrived. The evening divided into three 
distinct phases, a fairly large group, predominantly singers for the first hour, a mix of song and tunes 
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during the second hour, and the third hour was almost exclusively instrumental players, so we sat 
around a table and played tunes. At least fourteen people came to play during the course of the evening,
about half a dozen were present at the end. 

1st September 2017: Rabbits. We packed the car and set of for sunny Frinton where Sheila had rented 
a 'cottage' sufficiently spacious to accommodate her children and grandchildren, (as well as us), for the 
weekend. Thirteen souls in all. A 1904 extended house close to the beach with use of beach hut. Six 
bedrooms including a flat above the garage. Fish and chip supper and social evening settling in and 
learning how to find the crockery and use the appliances.

2nd September 2017: Sheila enjoyed  day at the beach with her family while Bill was on his regular 
duty at East Anglian Traditional Music Day, (Edgar's Farmhouse Concerts). This year Jackie Oates, a 
delight to see in solo performance, Carol Anderson and Racker Donnelly, Carol an excellent fiddler in 
the Scottish style, Racker a story teller, poet and racontuer of distinction. Jim and Lynette Eldon have 
polished up their performance skills since Bill last saw them. Still scratchy tunes and so-so songs, with 
Lynette contributing two very tidy clog dances, but it was a show and entertained. Jimmy Crowley 
seemed misplaced on the billing but pleased those who came to see him. Good to catch up on friends 
from the various 'factions' of folk in East Anglia who seem to converge on this event. Laura Cannell 
now takes on an organisation which is, (by chance), in a better situation than had previously been 
anticipated. There remains the argument about whether it continues to have a purpose beyond running a
couple of annual events which have each to a degree suffered issues of identity, and delivering a limited
educational role. Someone else's problem. Bill bought a couple of books and two CD's at the bring and 
buy. (Including Simon and Val's 2006 tunebook called Robin Hood Bay). Returning to the fray in 
Frinton, although Sheila's birthday is tomorrow, Saturday night is party night, BBQ, loud music and 
manic dancing. Bill eventually retired to a quiet room, (where the injured had been laid), to watch 
television in peace. Thus a good time was had by all.

3rd September 2017:Happy Birthday Sheila (70). A massed trip to the beach-hut occupied the 
morning as Sheila christened her wetsuit and went bodyboarding in the sea with children and 
grandchildren, (while envying the kiteboarders). Bill drank tea and enjoyed the ambience. Lunch 
entailed clearing up as much of the food remaining as possible and we tidied up and left for home, a 
broken 'mohito' jug the only lasting casualty of the weekend. Missed the Woolpack Session, (even 
though Andy rang to remind us), would have probably been sardines in the front bar anyway.

4th September 2017. Bill posted a schottische in the melnet TotM after a degree of knoodling and 
selection. One row with a twiddly diddly third part so not up to 138bpm. Sheila to gym, and still 
receiving bunches of flowers, which have to be placed away from Bill with his allergies. JohnB 
popped round and fitted the new dvd writer which is working, (so far). Confirmed that the Duke of 
York session may be revived as the pub is being taken over by a barman who previously worked at the 
Mulberry Tree. East Suffolk Morris Barham Sorrel Horse: a very enjoyable and relaxed evening, a 
good dance out and pleasant inclusive song and tune session afterwards, (Bill stayed the distance).

5th September 2017: Bill early morning swim at Felixstowe pool, (BL +24 =1mile). Sheila back to 
work, then to first U3A panto practice. Holly came to tea and to have a practice for Shottisham in 



October, meanwhile she has a launch of the Boathousekeepers CD on 5th November and her own CD 
on 17th December, and asks if Bill can be a part of the band for that event. Noticed that Bof are at the 
White Horse in Kirton tomorrow, but there is a clash with the Wayward Session to which we have 
committed. Sorry to miss Bof but..... Looking like a busy last quarter to 2017 leading up to Bill's least 
favourite time of year. PhilW has sent the dots for 'Scunthorpe', a companion tune for Newcastle, 
thanks Phil. A rogue note means a fudge on the melodeon, or find a chromatic instrument upon which 
to play it. 

6th September 2017:Sheila to swimming and Bill to Needham CBS. Video of last evening's Butley 
session demonstrates that it is extremely successful in attracting support  with standing room only. A 
relief that we didn't have a wasted journey to enter and leave within the same moment. A mix of the 
usual suspects with seemingly some proper singing included. Apparently this evening at Kirton is 
Paddy Butcher solo, earlier in the year we had been promised Bof, but....Paddy is excellent but we are 
elsewhere. Latest edition of 'The Musician' has arrived. Bill always wonders whether MU membership 
is providing any value now he is seemingly no longer actively in the marketplace. Probably yes, given 
some of the ?ble ventures he becomes a part of, and given the instrument and public liabilty insurance 
together with legal advice. Always up for offers on further musical ventures and collaboration, maybe 
the skillset is not a match for what may be out there. Wayward Session: Shottisham Sorrel Horse: 
about the most enjoyable we have been to. Music and song on this occasion wall to wall from about 
8.30 with honours evenly shared. Three fiddles, three melodeons, two mandolins, mandola, concertina, 
tambour between seven players. A family vacationing from Florida and exploring USAF Bentwaters 
memories from the 1970's as well as historical ancesters from Ipswich stayed the evening, video's the 
session and an acoordion will be rescued from a cupboard when they return home, (maybe). Although 
safe in the UK there was some concern about hurricane Irma threatening the lives of family members at
home in the US.

7th September:Bill early morning swim, (BL +20) and Sheila has a busy working day. We managed to 
vote in the local elections although not many others were in evidence. Bill working on the EATMD 
videos. They were filmed through the door so there is leaf rustle and birdsong in the background, which
may be appropriate to folksong and the venue. Posted Carol Anderson, a fantastic fiddler. For the rest 
we'll see. We had intended to go to 'Sweet Sunny South' in Hastings this weekend but it may be that 
the prospect of inclement weather, combined with the 'Fawlty Towers' type location and poor facilities 
cause us to reconsider this second weekend away in succession, and on this occasion far from last 
week's luxoury. Last time poor weather affected the weekend we were pushing campervans out of deep 
mud  to get off site at the end .Still it would be nice to see the final SSS close its doors. David Evans 
asked for a chat about the plans for the prospective dissolution, (or not), of Suffolk Folk and we shared
ideas on the phone . Given that the present situation seems to have arisen from a lack of enthusiasm by 
the paying membership to take responsibility for taking the 'organisation' into the future, all that seems 
to remain is for those existing members to receive a closing statement of account, and how any funds in
hand will be distributed in accordance with the SF constitution (?). This could be included in the final 
Mardles. Such a statement might also outline the financial, personal and legal status, responsibility and
liability of those operating and contributing to the proposed 'online' versions of Suffolk Folk, and 



Mardles, (which have the feel of  purposed social networks). These are Bill's thoughts. It is clear from 
speaking with DavidE and others that a number of people still wonder about what is happening and 
what may be. The national picture in miniature. The British Government as a social media only 
organisation after March 2019. Hey Ho, could be worse...

8th/9/10th September 2017: the weather forecast for Suffolk being less clement than East Sussex we 
set out for Sweet Sunny South arriving in rain at tea time to find cars static in deep mud on the 
camping area approach, so we settled on the car park. Saturday was dry and sunny and Sunday started 
in similar vein. Intimate concerts took place on each of Friday and Saturday nights with The 
Horsenecks opening followed by The Farwells, with Kate Lissauer topping the bill on each evening. 
Fantastic levels of musicianship from each performer, with each set presenting American nationals 
displaying their own musical heritage accompanied in two cases by British musicians, (with equal 
skill). The band and duo were great but Kate Lissauer fully justified her solo top billing with stunning 
sets including American variants of 'big ballads' and a level of mature individuality on fiddle banjo and 
guitar which set her apart and qualified her as Bill's favourite of the weekend. Bill popped down to 
Hastings on the bus on Saturday morning, and between us we caught three of the workshops on offer. 
As the last SSS we were pleased to have made the effort, but left early on Sunday to visit Sheila's 
brother and his wife for a great pub lunch at the Runt in Tun at Heathfield en route for home.

11th September 2017:Sheila working them U3A panto practice. Bill processed a few of the videos 
from the weekend and the music is stonkingly good.Would blow the cobwebs from any local folk club 
programme, but the names are not 'known' so who would come? Certainly any local 'old timers' but the 
general FC audience is often a bit blinkered in taste. Had a swim at lunchtime, (BL+24), and good to 
see JohnG come along with reports from the Bards gigs over the weekend , (which went well). Paddy 
Butcher was apparently awol from his gig on Wednesday, but will be there next month, which will 
again be a clash with a Wayward Session, (and these have recently been really worthwhile 
evenings...). Bill sent off a couple of recordings to Spain by request for the dance group which he will 
be helping to play for at the concert in Galapagar in November. Working on transcribing a tune learnt 
orally and transmitted by mp3 which is also required learning for November. Thank you to Adam and 
Rhen for an invitation to your farewell dance in November. Should be a good'un. All in all a busy day 
and still only 4pm! Finished transcribing and sorted a couple more videos. Giving Morris a mis, was on
the cards even without torrential rain. Inaccessible destination and the prospect of attending and not 
playing for either dancing or socially, (by preference). Still a full day.

12th September 2017:Sheila working this morning, Bill to Chiropracter,this months fRoots came 
today, an excellent issue which had Bill spotifying a number of artists included, particularly Cohen 
Braithwaite Kilcoyne's solo offering, (he plays with Granny's Attic). It is excellent and reflects perhaps 
a dive into Pete Coe's record collection while being mentored for his degree, but he stands out as an 
outstanding young traditional performer. Sheila'nBill played some tunes and songs together this 
afternoon. Bill finished reading SixFour by Hideo Yokoyama, the first of his books to be translated 
into English and an excellent Japanese police procedural. The description of behaviours within the 
organisation reminded Bill of his former employer and the changes within its culture whiich prompted 



him to leave. Fordham Three Horseshoes:good to have Roger back from his travels in the USA and 
West Country with the 'East Anglian Concert Party' in its various guises. A good turn out and an 
excellent session, including requests for songs which it was left to Bill to honour!

13th September 2017: Bill watched' Kingsman: The Secret Service', having recorded it at the 
weekend. Good choice and great fun with a terrific cast. Next door neighbour, 'three sheds David' has 
plonked a large pine cabin across his garden in front of the sheds. Not a pretty site! Perhaps he will 
camouflage it.

14th September 2017: Bill to swimming (+24), Sheila working, some musical knoodling in between. 
Dave Evans sent Bill an e-mail updating their conversation regarding Suffolk Folk. Hopefully there is 
movement in a positive direction as regards legitimising the operating structure of the organisation, 
which may then enable it to safely move forward, (or not), by a valid decision making process. Sheila 
trying out a local amateur orchestra this evening before going on to morris practice, a new challenge. 
Bill posted a new video of 'Seeds of Love' which he has finally got around to singing after about 20 
years on the 'to do' list.

15th September 2017: Happy Birthday Don Wallace.  Sheila to Yoga, Bill knoodling, watched 
Billion Dollar Brain on Film 4 pm, produced Salzman and directed by Ken Russell in 1967, a precursor
for the explosion of the Bond fanchise, beautifully overplayed as camp comedy. We have lsot light to a 
third of the house, fusebox, serious or just blown? Henley Folk Night:we went along, enjoyed the new 
acoustic format although people seem to still be adjusting, and it was unclear why the performing area 
was a third of the way down the room. Lots of musical friends, some playing. Well supported so 
obviously meets a need. We stayed the distance, although at times it was touch and go. 

16th September 2017: Needham CBS , books, veg and consumables. Bill sent a couple of discs off to 
Oakenyouth and to Chelmsford Morris. Sheila gym, Bill mended the fuse and restored lighting. We 
had a musical interlude this afternoon but then discovered the bicycle shed requires urgent remedial 
work which we commenced before rain, poor light and curry intervened. Bill intrigued and flattered 
that Stephen Foster has 'friended' him on FB. (Bill never initiates friending). Happy Birthday 
Richard Cove.

17th September 2017: Foxhall CBS, then most of the day working on the dilapidated shed. Still a day 
to do when the weather recovers but now weathertight. Woolpack session tonight but probably not for 
us.

18th September 2017: Sheila working & gym, Bill swimming (+24), reading (tosh) and knoodling 
with instruments and video.

19thSeptember 2017: Sheila working and at a meeting in Colchester. Bill finished reading 'Critical 
Mass' by Sara Paretsky, a good yarn about post war nuclear development within the U.S using 
unrepentant scientists from Nazi Germany. Started a recent Rebus novel. U3A Folk Group Douglas 
Bader: the first session of the autumn, well attended and with new members both playing and as 
interested audience. Some conversation reflected a view that we (B&S) are always out playing music, 
which is far from the truth. We are always happy to play on request, but our low profile and approach 



(hopefully nonpushy), means that we are towards the back of the queue, and the requests are few and 
sporadic. Having said which, we have something of a glut at the moment.(Thank you Mary D for 
offering a floor spot at this month's EverymanFC). Feedback from Sunday's Woolpack session was 
positive, but acknowledged that it is song biased, cramped and the accelerating tomfoolery at the end of
the evening continues in that venue as at previous host pubs. Some feedback received that this page is a
bit thin at the moment, a balance between life and the musical part thereof. We had a practice together 
this evening and Bill's violin made a rare appearance!

20th September 2017: Thank you Simon H for inviting us to play a floor spot at Hadleigh Folk Club 
on the 6th October. Three short sets in eight days. We had a think and play this morning and will try to 
keep the content of each event largely different. The shed roof is now on save for the finishing touches. 
Sheila working this afternoon. Bill popped into a couple of charity shops when renewing his 
prescription. Picked up a Presonus Audiobox USB for £1, which seems to be an audio interface for the 
computer, but which may, (not yet tried), also act as a phantom power unit and 2 channel mixer. It 
certainly powers up from a wall plug. Whether it needs the computer to function will be tested but 
looks promising so far! The Edirol which was a previous 'bargain' is dependant on drivers, and only 
powers up when connected to a computer. Bill resumed processing video from the 'Big Squeeze' 
afternoon from Broadstairs Folk Week. Some excellent playing, and as with most of the trawl, only a 
fraction will be shared. Lots of work for an obsessive film librarian at a future date to classify and 
archive a very large number of data discs! (More likely to be 'skipped'!)

21st September 2017: Sheila swimming, (David Lloyd), Bill swimming, (municipal pool, +30). Sheila
to U3A Ladies Panto group, then working. Bill tested the Audiobox which does work as a phantom 
power unit and external mixer but one channel is noisy and underpowered. A phone call to Paul G 
therefore imminent. If can be economically fixed a useful piece of kit for those of us with antique pa 
systems. Bill finished reading 'Rather be the Devil' by Ian Rankin, well plotted and written, and 
complies with the thriller writers guidebook by leaving out the bits that a reader might otherwise skip! 
Sheila to Grundisburgh Orchestra and then Pretty Grim practice. Bill knoodling, mainly on 
concertina, which gave rise to a YT post of Kohler's Hornpipe, (just for fun).

22nd September 2017: Sheila to Yoga, Holly borrowed a guitar for her lesson this evening, (her 
teacher is Suzy Quatro's guitarist who lives locally). Good to see that Keith & Mary Jane are playing at 
the next Folkus Dance. Shed is about finished. sunny day.

23rd September 2017:Sheila Gym. Morning practice, (better as we are usually sufficiently awake to 
play), the setlists for Everyman, BMN and Hadleigh are gelling. Bill submitted Scan Tester's 
Schottisches to Melodeon.net TotM, which has had a sparing response so far in September. 
Sourced from a combination of Will Duke/Dan Quinn's recording, abc notation for #1, and 
Dave Townsend's book for #2. (The new combined TotM format is a lot less challenging, 
engaging or interesting than the former 'vote' for a tune, and separate broad theme. A pity if it 
falters as it gives Bill a regular reason to dust off the melodeons). Bill's latest impulse 
purchase CD arrived, 'The Last Wolf' by Bob Pegg. This resulted from hearing Pete Coe sing
'The Last Dance', (most recently at Broadstairs), failing to find it online, but the CD was 



available on 'Discogs',  (which seems to be a very effective online music marketplace). The 
CD is a cracker from 1996. Sheila is looking to try out a couple of the songs herself. Jorja, 
(Sheila's grand-daughter), is having a sleepover with us tonight, so 'child baked' pizza for tea, 
as opposed to....

24th September 2017:Bill to CBS, saw Tim & Susie making space to live. Jorja stayed for 
lunch.Bill uploaded Pete Coe singing 'The Last Dance' from Broadstairs this year. We had a 
Bill'nSheila practice catching up on long forgotten songs.

25th September: Happy Birthday Ashley. Sheila working & gym, Bill swimming, (+24) and 
chatting with John G. Bill finished reading 'Spy by Nature' by Charles Cummings, which is the
foundation for 'The Spanish Game', which he read earlier in the year.

26th September 2017: Bill finished reading 'Nomad' by James Swallow, an exccellent 
geopolitical thriller which he devoured in 24hours. Holly came to tea, Bill to Bluegrass at 
Tattingstone White Horse. An enjoyable session with six of us covering guitars, 
mandolins,fiddle,banjo. A small but enthusiastic audience were generous with their applause.

27th September 2017: Sheila to ladies U3A panto practice, Bill to the dentist. Helen 
Woodbridge was on the bus into town and we had a brief catch up conversation covering 
about 40 years! Helen is  active with her band playing regularly at local venues.

28th September 2017: Bill swimming early, (+24), Sheila swimming and gym before work, 
(a.m. & p.m.) The Boathousekeepers (Holly and Jonathon Coy), CD is featured in the new 
Grapevine but not, (as is usual), simply what was submitted... Bill to Dentist (again), there is a
tooth which will not last much longer but has had a life reprieved since last condemned a 
couple of years ago. John G confirmed that (parts of) Bof will play at Kirton next Wednesday, 
(which will clash with the Wayward Session again). Sheila to Orchestra in Grundisburgh, Bill 
to Snape for the preview of the exhibition which Rowan (Oils and mixed media), is hosting 
with Karl Greene, (3D /pottery/raku), and Adam Riches, (paint, and ink on paper). The Pond
Gallery is fairly small but well covered by the exhibits. Even without a nepotistic interest the 
event is worth a visit, (10am to 6pm until 4th October), worthwhile work (and all for sale). Bill 
enjoyed some interesting conversation with Julian who runs the Eel's Foot at Eastbridge, 
and who  has recently taken on the Middleton Bell. Both are local folk music venues so we 
have some acquaintance in common, and the venues are in safe hands. Steamboat 
Session, an evening divided in which the first half was a mix of tunes and song and focussed 
on poetry, (on poetry day), with Yeats, Shakespeare, McColl, Blake, Hardy offered in musical 
form. The singers departed around 10pm leaving a couple of melodeons, mandolin,fiddle and 
guitar to finish the evening with a 'tune up'.

29th September 2017: Bill finished reading 'The Wrong Side of Goodbye' by Michael 
Connelly, a recent Harry Bosch novel, another twenty four hour page turner. We had a think 
about Everyman this evening and a run through. Not sure whether we will be meeting 
expectation, but absence of commercial consideration can free the ability to choose. A song 



each with a reserve which is unlikely to be called upon (but which would 'knit' the set if 
allowed). Sheila to Yoga, and preparing for a busy Pretty Grim 'chill out' weekend, (yes...). 
Sheila to Arnie's for an afternoon playing fiddle and catching up, Bill posted a Horsenecks 
video from Sweet Sunny South, (with approval), this had members of Gabrielle Macrae's 
family from Portland Oregon joining with the band on a couple of songs, there may be another
of just the band in due course. The Horsenecks look to be booked to play at the Coach and 
Horses Melton at 2pm? on 18th November, definitely in the diary and highly recommended. 
Everyman Folk Club:The Teacups were excellent, a four part acapella group feeding off the 
tradition but interpreting the music in a way which was not derivative of other voice only 
ensembles , excellent arrangements and stagecraft, bravo!. A strong evening from the floor, 
our contribution, (having negotiated to work to time rather than # of songs), was Sheila 
singing 'False False' which she originally learnt from Shelagh Stewart, and then we played 
'Over the Hill' and 'Sunny Side of Life' together.

30th September 2017:Sheila Gym then to Pretty Grim Chill Out weekend, (singing workshop
this am), Bill to CBS and then dropped in on Louise R for coffee and a long overdue update. 
Confirmed Bill was correct to retire when he did, (inexplicably some former colleagues who 
had moved on are moving back!) Bill made  asolo expedition to Hoxne to see Hicks and 
Goulbourne who were opening the Waveney Folk Collective concert season. support was 
provided by David Black, (Deej) who sang five of his own songs and a trad. Poor sound 
quality as pa seemed initially set for noisy pub rather than quiet hall, and a twelve string 
through a piezo pickup must be a sound man's nightmare. David is a locally respected player 
who runs open mic evenings at the Fisher Theatre in Bungay. (The WVFC is effectively an 
open mic based organisation). Filled the first half hour. Hicks and Goulbourne were onstage 
in two sets for almost two and a half hours  with a repertoire ranging from folk,classical, blues,
ragtime, jazz, and self penned material. Steve Hicks guitar playing is world class and his 
musical pedigree and influences lend authority to his interpretations, Lynne brings a sensitivity
and highly sophisticated communication skills to the duo's presentation, while each have a 
wicked sense of humour ranging from the obviously absurd to the subtle end of the scale. 
THere were occasions when style threatened to challenge substance, and at times the 
introductions threatened to descend to 'Butlins' aboard. Nonetheless a sustained high quality 
concert which pleased all in the room in various ways. Bill was interested that Steve was 
playing one of his own guitars, (he is a master luthier), and an Alvarez Yairi. The Yairi is a 
Steve Hicks signature model in recompense for Steve demonstrating Yairi guitars at Guitar 
Shows. Lynn also played a Hicks open slot parlour style guitar as well as a small bodied 12 
string. Good to share the evening in Terence Blacker's company, (local to his turf), the rest of
teh audienec were strangers to Bill,  about 50 people, (a significant number of whom 
comprised the beurocracy of WVFC).

1st October 2017:Rabbits: Sheila at PG 'chill out', then going on to a banjo meet in the 
afternoon with Pat W and friends. Bill at  Plough Day with East Suffolk Morris in 
Bucklesham , the rain ceased and we danced a couple of reasonable if generally scruffy sets 



for an enthusiastic crowd. Mike G picked up the Lomax's Cowboy Songs (book) in the charity 
book tent, Clive videod a few dances on Bill's camera, (thanks C). The last dance out before 
the practice season, social and enjoyable. Bill posted a FB video to the ESMM page. Mick 
and Sue R might come along to the Wayward Session on Wednesday at Shottisham. The 
new regime is now in place at EATMT, change is in the air. Watch this space, in certain 
respects literally it would seem! Looking forward to publication of the 2018 programme of 
events. Derek G rang with an update on the Galapagar concert in November which is lreadyy 
heavily into preparation with the dance group and Puca Og. We will play three songs in the 
second half and Bill will join the playing for some of the dances.Opportunity cost, we decided 
that a trip to the Woolpack session and probable immediate return was a reasonable miss.

2nd October 2017: Sheila working then swimming, Bill swimming (+30), catch up with John 
G who is thinking of becoming vegetarian, (breath is not being held on that account). Bill 
gutted to discover that he missed Eric Taylor played at Manningtree Red Lion last week. 
Must keep a closer eye on Grapevine in future. Upstairs at the Red Lion used to be a 'go to' 
venue and it seems may become so again. Bill finished reading The Valkyrie Song by Craig 
Russell, an excellent thriller based in Hamburg with a plot arising from the Stasi years, the 
Caravaggio biography is slow going against such competition!  East Suffolk Morris practice, 
first of the year, a new recruit and an enjoyable evening reprising dances and tunes which will
rarely be performed! 

3rd October 2017: we lost Tom Paley earlier in the week, and now Tom Petty, an alpha 
conscious reaper? U3A Old Chequers Friston : an enjoyable afternoon with strong 
presentations, and people testing boundaries in a safe space. We dropped in on Rowan's 
exhibition on the way home, as did Richard Cove who spent some time catching up onthe 
last twenty years. It is the Butley Oyster session this evening, low energy and a busy week 
ahead our excuses.

4th October 2017: Sheila to Gym, we had a run through for Friday and Saturday and 
tweaked the sets. Bill uploaded Melnet TotM, Irish Music. Finneys, (for which we now have a
list of alternative 'real' names), and Ships are Sailing. Lots of attempts to eliminate flubby 
finger syndrome! Some positive responses so worth the effort. POpped to JohnG's for a 
cuppa this afternoon while Sheila working. Missing Bof at Kirton this evening as it clashes 
with the Wayward Session, (and will do so next month when Colin & Karen Cater are 
playing). Sue and Mick did come to the Wayward session so there were eight of us in all with 
a fairly solid tune session to which each contributed. Hopefully they will return. We have 
temporarily lost Andy M to a welding course! Though he has included us in an invitation to a 
kitchen session on Sunday.

5th October 2017: Bill swimming, (+30), Sheila working. Bill's post swim wander around 
Felixstowe , yielded some 'penny dreadfuls' and a tune book. John G posted that Bof went 
well at Kirton last evening. (I wonder if Simon H realises how carefully this page is draft 
checked and revised to meet his exacting standards regarding grammar and punctuation, 



inevitably to fall short.) Chris Dove sent Bill the fruits of the rehearsal which he and Derek 
had with the dance group, tunes to learn in new combinations and bar lengths. (The 'Village 
Hall' at Galapagar is a 330 seat theatre complex, so no worries there!)

6th October 2017: Bill read 'The Farm' by Tom Rob Smith in a sitting. Short 
sentences/chapters, a bubble book, plot driven, a short story expanded, no context, therefore 
only limited research required. Good but unworthy of the rave reviews. Hadleigh Folk & 
Acoustic Club: Simon enjoyed Bof's appearance at Carlford Moot at Kirton on Wednesday 
more than he thought he might.  Bards of the Heath may be invited to play a support spot in 
2018. On this evening Brian Crockett opened proceedings with three self penned songs, we 
played a short Bill'nSheila set, (Reynardine,Seeds of Love,Home is Where the Heart is & 
John Barleycorn), which we enjoyed and hopefully the audience did also. There was a debate
and vote concerning fierce stagelights/white lighting. The audience voted to retain their 
anonymity but we played without p.a. in white lighting which we prefer. Phil Lyons presented 
an abbreviated version of his show 'A Sailors Life', which we enjoyed, (although the balance 
of history over song could have been tweaked slightly). Paul Scourfield was the main guest, 
very friendly and well prepared though seemingly quite nervous. We suspect he may have 
preferred the 'white light' option but went with the vote, playing with eyes tight shut most of the
time which cannot have helped with the task of playing complex melodeon tunes. Bill was 
interested that his Saltarelle and Oakwood melodeons did not sound particularly worthy of 
their cost, (probably to do with the fettling and + cent tuning). The club seemed light on 
audience which was a pity but those who came were enthusiastic and joined in with chorus 
and refrains. Bill picked Bernard Loffet and Andy Clarke CD's from the sale table and the 
Summer EDS which Simon and Val had passed on. The 2017/18 Hadleigh programme is 
something of a curate's egg with some unmissable evenings, and some that will be second 
choice to almost any alternative for us, (probably not the ones you might think in either 
category!) Bill picked up the Suffolk Folk banner to pass to Linda G for Big Music Night 
tomorrow, though quite why it should continue to be raised given SF's imminent demise in 
uncertain circumstances......

7th October 2017: Sheila Gym, Bill dropped the SF banner off with LindaG for this evening's
Big Music Night. The recording of our Hadleigh floor spot good enough for FB. Lots of foot 
tapping from Bill but hey ho. Big Music Night 33: the third 'fresh' set in 8 days. We started 
with some tunes, and some wheelnuts rolled around the stage, but the bolts held in place and
rest of the set was fine. A very upbeat group of contributors and a good night out despite 
lower attendance than usual, (attributed in part to being held on a Saturday). Largely the 
usual suspects drawing on their pre-existing repertoire, and a few more wheelnuts rolled 
around the floor in the course of the evening. The BMN audience is generally forgiving, and 
was on this evening.

8th October 2017: Sheila concreting, sewing and off for a walk with Jorja. Holly came to 
lunch and for a run through for tomorrow's support slot at Shottisham, so far so good in the 



front room, fingers crossed for a crowded pub environment.  Andy M's kitchen session a step 
too far this evening, (a transplanted Woolpack evening from the mailees).

9th October 2017: Bill is now a paid up member of FOATMAD, succombed in order to order 
'Gainsborough' tickets before they sell out. Swim, (+20) and catch up with John G. Sorry to 
miss Fish'nChips and the Rut at Minsmere on Sunday , but clashes with Anglo Day at 
Roger's long in the diary. Bards of the Heath have been booked to play at a Wassail at 
Maldon Steam Museum in January. (Three bookings for next year already!) Bill finished 
processing the BMN33 videos, sorting and saving in progress. Shottisham Sorrel Horse: 
Holly supporting Martin McNeil, including a set with Dad. Martin is an old school blues 
guitarist with a wealth of knowledge and expertise. He played support to Fred McDowell when
he was 15, (one handshake away), and brought three (beautiful) guitars to the gig including a 
Martin Taylor signature model. Also his Henriksen Bud amplifier was a monster in a very 
small shell. Very enjoyable. Repertoire a range within a narrow band, and by the end of the 
evening even Bill, (who enjoys his blues), had more than a sufficiency. Very friendly. Holly 
played a set of mixed covers and originals which went well, then for the second set Bill joined 
in with some chestnuts from the 70's which had the audience singing along with gusto. Bill left
with thoughts on the various motivations and philosophy of the gigging musician. Holly is 
hoping that if asked again she might progress to presenting full sets with Sarah/band, (as 
other support slots have done), but if not, ce la vie.... she is a crowd pleaser either way! 
Opportunity cost, ESMM feast and AGM, will catch up on the news in due course but almost 
certainly went well at the new venue of the Middy, (Mid Suffolk Light Railway).

10th October 2017: Bill finished reading 'Deadline' by Barbara Nadel, a potboiler in the Cetin
Ikmen series.  Sheila working, then to Gym and on for a meeting in Colchester. Bill copied 
some discs from BMN for distribution and popped around to Mike & Linda G's, and also Paul
and Linda McC's where he had a catch up and a play on Pauls new guitar purchased from a 
luthier who exhibited at FolkEast. A lovely instrument.Sheila clearing space for the U3A panto
ladies who are coming over tomorrow morning,  Bill to Fordham Session: very enjoyable, we
missed Margarette and Barry but supplemented by Danny and Liz Giddens so lots of tunes 
outwith the Danegeld 'canon' and including at the end ten minutes of bliss playing Newland 
Waltz, Ebb and Flow and Coleman's March with Roger and Liz as most folk had departed.

11th October 2017: Sheila ladies' panto group at our house, then gym. Bill banished for a 
couple of hours, had a wander around Woodbridge and dropped BMN discs off with Jackie T 
and Graham S. Listened to The Emperor of Oranges, Holly's latest CD with Jonathon Coy 
as Boathousekeepers. Good work. Booked to see The Transports at Bury APEX in 
January.

12th October 2017: Bill and Sheila swim, Sheila posh, Bill municipal! Sheila working. Bill 
recorded and posted Marino Casino  on 4 stop to the Melnet 'Irish Music' theme this month. 
Danny had brought the tune to Fordham this week, and although originally an air it also 
chugs along quite nicely in second gear. Booked to see Trio Dhoore and Will Pound at 



Halesworth at the end of the month. Now have to remember to turn up on the night, (we have 
been known to forget). Bids are out for ESMM Ladies Night which currently proposes Eastern 
Angles in January. As we are already booked to see the show in December and unlikely to 
fancy a second dose this will be a miss for us unless a better option emerges.  Bill posted the 
first song in the Bill/Holly set from Monday at Shottisham, (FB only). Sheila to orchestra and 
then Pretty Grim practise, Bill knoodling with the camera. A couple of pieces saved, will have 
a look tomorrow.

13th October 2017: Bill posted Pretty Polly from last evening's knoodles, maybe one or two 
still to come, dependant on response. One benefit of recording oneself is that the need for 
further work, or tendency to bad habits are highlighted fairly starkly. Two minutes of completed
published video/recording may have taken as many hours to record and prepare in final form. 
For the live material the process is sorting to discover what may most closely present an 
intended performance either for oneself or by applying similar standards to the work of other 
people. A fairly humbling (and sometimes disheartening) process, but one which combines 
with keeping company with excellent community musicians as a 'grounding' experience. The 
Mardles website is up and running, incomplete as yetbut seems to show good intention, 
although it is unclear how long features/articles and opinion will remain onsite, (could become
clunky without regular turnover), or what filters are applied to informational posts. Likely to be 
only an occasional visit and no replacement for a periodic imprint (apples and bananas). 
Sheila to Yoga.

14th October 2017: To Bury st Edmunds where Pretty Grim were dancing at OxJam which 
in all other respects was invisible in the town. SlackMcGirdle and Bury Fair also dancing. Bill
had a wander around town, took some video of the afternoon show, crowded street and some
fairly ropey sets but there may be some salvagable bits and pieces.

15th October 2017: Bill to Anglo Day at Roger D's, very enjoyable, ten up plus Roger each 
with an assortment of concertinas all of which put Bill's budget boxes in deepest shade. Some
formal input on cross row playing, some social tunes and lots of wonderful food. A great day, 
Opportunity cost, Carlford walk and deer rut at Minsmere, Spread Eagle session. Woolpack
session this evening, apparently some regulars will not be there creating some space 
but....we had a think about Galapagar material instead. The Duke of York Session is due to 
resume monthly on the last Friday, and Margarette confirmed her invitation for a Bill'nSheila 
set at a Christmas Concert at Layham Church in December. Roger passed on a couple of 
Pete and Chris Coe LPs and a Lea Nicholsen as he no longer has a record player. Thanks 
Roger.

16th October 2017: Sheila working then swimming, Bill swimming (+24). East Suffolk 
Morris practice, fairly light attendance. the plans for next year, no spring trip. This substituted 
by a 'pilgrimage' around the Cotswold villages at some time later in the year with a  mix of 
camping/hotel/hostel as provisionally described, so not as a group. Fairly strong support for 
the idea but..... Possibility of the side taking SimonT up on his offer to organise a trip to 



Bosnia Herzegovina later in the year, (when planes are available on schedule). Sue C's 
feedback from her trip there with Blackmore Morris was on a 'never again' basis because of 
very tight scheduling and gruelling travel commitments. Maybe a later trip will deal with some 
of that. Perhaps a year to keep to the fringes! Not an evening to stay to the end, Bill left early.

17th October 2017: Sheila working then to U3A Folk afternoon, Bill to Rowan's graduation 
ceremony for BA Honours Degree for which he has studied for the last three years. 
Theoretically we were booked (and confirmed) at Arlingtons for lunch but when we arrived 
they denied all knowledge and stated they don't do meals upstairs, (despite a fully laid 
restaurant and a party of about a dozen being served! We walked up to the vegetarian cafe 
on Museum Street where we had a better meal than we might have got at Arlingtons, for less 
money and in more congenial surroundings, a win. Bill was pleased to bump into Craig 
Marchant and pass on best wishes.

18th October 2017: quiet day, Sheila to gym/work/out for a meal later, Bill reading his 
potboiler. 30 minutes playing music together. Bill almost departed for the Blaxhall Ship 
session but preferred to carry on reading. Too far/dark/cold to turn around and return 
moments after arrival! SAD?

19th October 2017: Bill finished the potboiler, 'One Evil Deed' by Elizabeth George, 
remembering then that he had read one of her books earlier in the year and been equally 
impressed by the American author's command of native/real English. The plot was a bit 
overworked but a good yarn. Bill & Sheila swimming at their respective pools. Bil popped out 
to have a look at cars during the afternoon, and drove a very nice Puegeot 3008 which felt a 
bit like the starship enterprise after the clapped out Astra. Discovered that car has a chop 
in/scrap value of £100 so may run on until it finally gives up the ghost then look! Already 
finding clashes between musical events next year. Pretty Grim are considering Chippenham
FF which will mean missing the 'Willd Warrior' event with the Bards if Bill tags along, (which 
he probably will do). PG practice for Sheila this evening, the orchestra have  couple of weeks 
off. 

20th October 2017: Wet and windy. Sheila to Yoga. Bill finished reading 'The Fix', the latest in
Davis Baldacci's Amos Decker series, cover to cover in 18 hours including sleeping overnight!
An easy formulaic read. Sorry to hear about the death of Vernon Rose. Happy Sam: Martin 
Wyndham Read , a magical evening in true informal HS fashion. About forty people attended.
thank you Andy for the lift, and Graham for asking us to play a couple. Having only concertina 
and mandolin, and Sheila having forgotten to put bow in the fiddle case we got by with John 
Barleycorn and Hodge & Molly. We had to make the point that Graham had asked us to play 
before we started  if only to make clear that we were not blagging it.

21st October 2017: Bards of the Heath Colchester MBS at Marks Tey: a couple of 20 
minute sets as a trio, (John, Jo, Bill). Appreciated by friends (old and new) and followers. 
Always difficult in crowded noisy rooms where the music is something of an afterthought 
beside the commerce! Sheila to Felixstowe with grandchildren.Had intended to see Al's 



Kitchen at Blaxhall this evening but aside from the late turnout etc Bill had a look online and 
while it is great that they are out there and playing, they are outsider English Americana and 
bring nothing new to the table. Good fun but.... Bill posted a montage of tunes from this 
afternoon at Marks Tey, extraneous noise made the songs an impracticable post but it is 
sometimes surprising how many tunes we interject into the Bards sets.

22nd October 2017: Sheila to Leiston Steam Museum with Pretty Grim, Max and Hannah, 
semm to have had a good time on basis of contemporaneous FB posts. Bill to his own 
devices....played a few bits and pieces with camera running, some may emerge as worth 
posting. Yep, posted 'Lord Franklin' and a couple of hornpipes as vanity vids, and another 
from the Broadstairs Folk Week Big Squeeze concert with Banter, a band featuring Simon 
Care displaying bags of energy playing tunes we all know and love with a twist.

23rd October 2017: Each to our respective swimming holes, (Bill +22). Some +ve feedback 
from the videos uploaded yesterday. Had a short practice for Galapagar, choosing songs but 
(melodeon tunes aside) it is a folk club type set of three songs within the concert. We had a 
short fiddle/guitar sesioni before Bill went off to morris practice and Sheila to babysit. East 
Suffolk Morris practice: very enjoyable, Martin on fiddle and Bill on concertina/melodeon, 
good job we turned up, (no-one checks whether there wil be a musician nowadays). 
Homework to see whether Black Nag is an alternative tune for Furzefield, (which is tedious in 
the extreme). THanks Phil for the suggestion. Apparently ten of the thirty six on the active list 
are winded wounded or otherwise incapacitated, one is off to NZ as soon as he can, six are 
solely musicians which brings the fit and able to dance down to twenty, (still a number many 
sides would be delighted to field). The calender for next year is filling with events which may 
not be supported when the time comes if this year sets a pattern, perhaps this was discussed 
at the AGM, (still no minutes).

24th October 2017: Sheila working then to a meeting in Colchester and Bill tagged along and
had a tramp around. Picked up a few potboilers for that part of the bedside stack. We had a 
tune up in the evening. Derek rang with more detail about Galapagar, (thanks Derek). Bill 
finished reading Cities of the Red Night by William Burroughs, and interesting melange of 
Crowley, Lovecraft,Kerouac et al, overworked and too long, skimmed the last chapter and it 
does not resolve but the conceptual bases echo those of occult and esoteric literature through
centuries. Had a look at the Valiant Dance Band site prompted by the rash of promotion for 
the forthcoming Folkus event, intrigued that the mp3 demo tracks seem to be very muddy and
overdriven given that John H is in the band. Also receiving a further rash of promotion for the 
Proper English CD which is on John's Veteran label. May have to 'unfollow' some folks to 
ease the pressure on the newsfeed!

25th October 2017: Sheila to U3A ladies panto practice, Bill knoodling. John G sent an 
updated list of Bards of the Heath gigs for next year, a lot of re-bookings, (who wouldn't re-
book a fee free band!). The other side of that coin is that where there are 'diary conflicts' with 
other activities, the latter may take priority. Seemingly that is ok, which devalues the brand, 



but so far seems to work on a 'gig to gig' basis. Mardles plopped onto the mat. The final print 
edition, hard selling the web based successor. An interesting roundup of East Anglian Morris 
history, (wot, no Black Schuck). In general a watershed issue for local folk with EATMT also 
undergoing change, and Megan W promoting her project to encourage young people to 
engage in folk activity. Thank you to all involved, most are name checked in the magazine. 
Perhaps change is good, Bill will miss the quarterly increase in blood pressure as he peers 
through the looking glass from what frequently appears to be the distant side. (If you have 
some very old 'gestetner' copies (sic), they are likely to have been the product of Michael 
Blanford and Bill toiling over a hot duplicator and staplers in the late 1980's). Time to slip into
the mist , feeling translucent already. Bill popped out while Sheila was working this afternoon 
and will pick up an updated vehicle on Friday. A Puegeot 2017, 8 years younger than the 
Astra but still seven years old. That is the life decison for this year, a good job only a couple of
months is left (during which a warranty will apply)!

26th October 2017:Early swim for each at our respective etc....(Bill +20). Steve D popped 
round with the 24 key anglo he had offered to fettle, a seemingly small job which grew like 
topsy. The result is a singing box which is a delight. Thank you Steve, a joy. Sheila working 
for most of the day, Bill sorted out a couple of 'selfie' videos which came out well, 'Silkie' and 
'Friend of the Devil', worth posting, just a question of when and how to fit in with a small 
backlog from the summer. Bill cleared his car out ready to hand it in tomorrow, rather a lot of 
'stuff' which may not all find a home in the replacement, (which is significantly smaller). 
Steamboat Session: Bill drove down to the pub, and finding no parking within about a 
quarter of a mile, came home again, (having been bitten by the IBC Stasi once before for 
parking on unsigned dropped kerbs).This is a recurring issue with the session. Not worth the 
£30 penalty! A pity as Paul Linda and Sophie, and Jon and Katy obviously did manage to get 
parked so could have been quite a fun evening. Quote of the day, Einstein from the 'i' 
newspaper: 'A quiet and modest life brings more joy than a pursuit of success bound with 
constant unrest.' (Advice to a courier in Tokio in lieu of a tip, the courier may have preferred 
yen).

27th October 2017:Bill made dental apppointment, hopefully will survive a couple of weeks 
wait, but likely to lose the tooth on previous prognosis! Picked up the Peugeot, seems very 
small after the estate but should do the job. Very easy process, (Bill hates transactions), 
fingers crossed. Sheila to town then went to the park with Toby and Lily (and mum Tascha this
afternoon), meanwhile Bill spent tim troubleshooting Sheila's computer and playing music. 
Everyman Folk Club: Ken Wilson and Jim McFarland, two excellent singers swapping and
sharing songs in an informal style. Ken and Jim's wives each sang a floor spot, (which 
although brief were easily as enjoyable as the main act),Capstan Full Strength sang a six 
song set, (presumably based on one song each. The whole evening was (deliberately?) 
acapella which established a tenor and pace which was worthy, but failed to sustain the 
attention of some members of the audience. One suspects that CFS were pitching for a folk 
club booking on Teeside with their 'non shanty' set, but it never reached even the sum of its 



parts for Bill. Keep it simple, do it well, and if aspirational sell hard. Steve Danby in excellent 
form as MC. Bill still finding out what some of the buttons on the 'new' car are for, and hoping 
that he can adjust his behaviour to best utilise the much smaller loadspace than he is used to.

28th October 2017: Sheila to Gym. Bill posted a Colin & Karen Cater vid from BMN 33. 
Rob N has asked us to play a two song spot at the next U3A concert with a particular request
that sheila one of her 'bluesy' songs. Always good to have a target, currently U3A and Madrid 
on the books and in progress. Will Pound & Trio Dhoore: Halesworth Cut: a very enjoyable 
concert. Will Pound a virtuoso technician on melodeon and harmonica, (and both at once). A 
showcase with bags of energy but very litle coherence or heart. Now emerging from the 'folk 
degree honeymoon', a master in search of an identity. It may be that Will's future lies in 
session work where instrumental excelence and a chameleon identity will be strengths. 
Certainly on this night the medium trumped the message. Trio Dhoore: comprises three 
brothers from Flanders playing Hurdy Gurdy, Melodeon and Guitar, each excellently. The 
melodeon was a Castagnari GC with a whole set of accidental notes on a third row. Some 
excellent tune sets, traditional and self composed and played in a range of moods and keys. 
The sound quality was excellent, (dedicated soundman who also recorded the trio's CDs). 
The music had identity and heart, and when the trio hit the English folk circuit with avengence 
their music may place some (hitherto) illustrious domestic combinations in shade. Excellent 
presentational skills also, (cf illustrious etc...). Opportunity cost, Music of County Clare at 
Wenhaston, which also promised to be excellent but at two days notice, (at EverymanFC), 
we already had tickets for TD, and in any event were not disappointed. Sorry Dave W. The 
poll for melnet TotM is pubished with an obvious front runner among some excellent tunes. 

29th October 2017: Sheila working on current sewing project, Bill has pre-empted the TotM 
and recorded his best guess, also posted 'Friend of the Devil' from a couple of days ago, 
(risky). Bill finished reading 'Barcelona Shadows' by Marc Pastor, translated from the Catalan,
(synchronous).  Duke of York Session: the first of these monthly sessions since the pub 
changed hands. Loud, social, crowded,friendly, competitive with some new players who might
fit more easily into an 'open mic' situation. Musically barren but quite fun, perhaps enhanced 
by a strong present air of cannabis around the area we were sitting. Presumably not smoked, 
but previously ingested at a potency to leave an intoxicating residue. The session was 
supposed to end at 10pm as a result of complaints of noise nuisance, we left at about 10.30. I
suspect it will be a popular session for those who enjoy 'craic'. A pity that the pool table 
occupied a space which crammed about twentty five 'sessioneers' into a corridor space. 
Another one to miss unless in the appropriate mood.

30th October 2017: Sheila working then gym, Bill swimming (+24). Saw John G at pool and 
caught up. Sheila at U3A panto practice pm. Bill knoodling, and had to resort to YT link to find 
out how to change the clock on the new car, apparently not the only one in difficulty given the 
popularity of the instruction video. A child could do it...as with all new systems that are not 
intuitive to a generation brought up on logic and physical switches. East Suffolk Morris 



practice: We tried Furzefield to Phil's suggestion of 'Black Nag', it lacks a punctuation point 
where the original tune prompts the dancers, but provided they pay attention to tempo, the 
dancers adapted and preferred the new tune on first impression. Six musicians, eleven 
dancers.

31st October 2017: All Hallows Eve, a festival appropriated by the church from Samhain and 
now re-claimed in faux original form via children of former colonies. Bill finished reading 
'Waters of Eternal Youth' by Donna Leon, an enjoyable and erudite crime novella continuing 
the Guido Brunetti soap opera series. Holly popped in at lunchtime, she is enjoying her new 
life aboard ship and looking forward to the Boathousekeepers CD launch this weekend. U3A
White Horse Felixstowe: the second intoxicating experience of the week, this time varnish 
fumes. Apparently the venue was ventilated by open doors and windows when the group 
arrived, which they were closed as the day was chill. Otherwise an enjoyable afternoon with 
some excellent spots. John T in touch re a potential INSTEP reunion gig in August 2018. 
Should be ok if avoids Broadstairs FW and FolkEast dates! Good to hear that SuiZ is 
nearing the end of her recovery process. Final running order for Madrid is in, single set of 
about 90-120 minutes shared between band, dance group and Bill'nSheila, then on to 
continue in a bar, (seems to be the plan).Sorry to hear that Graham and Nicky are unwell, we 
will fly the flag at Shottisham in depleted form tomorrow. Bluegrass: White Horse 
Tattingstone. An interesting evening. The group seems to be in a process of flux. Good to 
see Chris H out after his sojourns in the USA, and to catch up on friends. One new fiddler, 
nine of us in all. Two fiddles, three mandolins, four guitars, autoharp, banjo and bass. An 
interesting tension between the traditional 'bluegrass session' format in which everyone who 
wishes gets a break, the old time format where tunes are played altogether without a 
'spotlight' focus, and songs which may be spoiled by being handed around the room in a pass
the parcel fashion and where a couple of shared breaks are more appropriate. Bob Tracy is 
holding a fiddle workshop and house concert with Jane Rothfield, extremely limited by 
numbers, which may be why we had not heard about it. Still, good to know which side of the 
line we lie. The new car decided that the guitar on the back seat was an unrestrained child 
and started beeping warnings most of the way home!

1st November 2017: Rabbits: Sheila to gym, Bill finished reading Andrew Graham-Dixon's 
biography of Carravagio. A long journey, and a mix of political and art history, description 
analysis and appreciation.Well written but heavy going at times, a short life in a long(ish) 
book. Posted TotM to melnet, Elizabeth Clare by Chris Wood. Now to find a 'fresh' one row 
tune for Theme of the Month. Shottisham Sorrel Horse session: Graham and Nicky unwell 
(GWS), and a couple of other apologies but Bill,Sheila,Chris,Caroline and John B enjoyed 
playing music together. Chris and Caroline particularly as they often miss the session 
planning their trips to their peak district hideaway around the second Monday Music evenings 
rather than the session. Should now be more regular as the weather begins to bite oop north.



2nd November 2017: Bill & Sheila swimming at their respective etc...Sheila baking cake, 
working, Bill recorded a few one row tunes to see how they came out. Started reading Al 
Kooper's autobiography, the content is interesting but the prose rather clunky. He has 
memories of early teenage years when Mike Bloomfield and Al Kooper were a staple for LP's 
to wander the streets and be seen with, eclectic even before they helped to created the 
ambience of Highwy 61 and Blonde on Blonde for Dylan etc. Posted a melange of the one 
row tunes, came in at an indulgent 6m50s but engendered a copyright claim on YT so ads will
be attached. Not worth the hassle of challenging the machine, the vid still works.

3rd November 2017: The news that Melodeons and More will not be held in 2018, and that 
Traditional Music Day is moving date and location has hit the melnet forum. General 
expressions of regret, and Bill will certainly miss the Edgar's Farmhouse concerts and the 
melodeon 'trade fair'. It may be interesting to see how many of the loyal volunteers, (and 
punters), stay the course in response to rapid and significant change which will not easily be 
reversed. the Al Kooper book has improved in both content and style,(the first chapters were 
written thirty years ago). Now beyond the Dylan albums and into the 'Blues Project' /Blood 
Sweat and Tears era. Sheila to a conference in London so Bill to Hadleigh Folk and 
Acoustic Club solo. Almost impossible to park as a firework show was attracting lots of 
people in vehicles, Bill nearly went home but persevered. The club had (inadvertently) booked
four floor spots as well as support and main act so an extended evening. PJ on Nyckelharpa 
was the most interesting of the floor spots. Bill was also interested to see that Tony Winn was 
playing a Jeff Giddens guitar, (apparently #1). Highlight of the evening for Bill were Stephen 
and Hannah O'Driscoll in support with an fascinating musical and narrative style, described 
by them as arising from the London Irish music, with which both dad Stephen and daughter 
Hannah had been immersed through life. Highly individual guitar and vocals. Two Coats 
Colder should press most of Bill's +ve buttons. Their influences have been his enthusiasms. 
Strong material, both covers and original, played well by highy skilled musicians, excellent 
presentational skills, but, all performed within a limited expressive and dynamic range and 
without 'edge'. The buttons remained untouched. (The remainder of the audience seemed to 
love the show, some were existing fans). A recurrent tic for Bill throughout the evening was 
that various performers strongly urged the audience to participate/engage. It is always 
rewarding as a player/singer when an audience joins in with a chorus and/or expresses their 
enjoyment in the music. A gentle general invitation is allowable, and sufficient to express a 
permission to those who are inhibited. Repeated exhortations can appear patronising, and 
negate the value of any response. Thank you Simon and Val for keeping the 'Folk Club' flag 
aflutter,(and for the EDS). The O'Driscolls made the trip worthwhile for Bill on this occasion.

4th November 2017: the anomie of separateness. A darkling day. Bill knoodling on songs and
tunes. Sheila back 9ish.

5th November 2017: twenty years since it became apparent that Bill'nSheila may become an 
item. Perhaps the only clear 'date'. Bob's firework party. Sheila foregoing Banjo workshop this 



afternoon to settle (parts of) the 'to do' list. We had a B'nS run through both for U3A and for 
Galapagar, coming together.Bill finished reading Backstage Passes and Backstabbing 
Bastards by Al Kooper which had become engrossing in the end. Boathousekeepers Album
Launch Arbor House Ipswich was excellent. A very homely room,(restaurant/overflow seating
usually). The support was a late replacement, Les King from Uncle Black. 
Boathousekeepers showcased their new album, Emperor of Oranges and played a few 
songs from Toadwoman. A class act and very strong songs, however since recording the 
album Jon (guitar), has moved to Falmouth, so promotion will be in bursts when he is in 
Ipswich, or when Holly is in Devon. Holly has her own CD ready for release which may now 
happen in February. Opportunity cost Woolpack Session, but we don't get there much at the 
moment anyway.

6th November 2017. Sheila work & swim, Bill swim (+24 =1ml), catch up with John G. 
Processing video from Holly's album launch, very dark but audio excellent B & S run through 
for tomorrow's U3A concert and Glapagar.final running order settled? East Suffolk Morris 
practice, four musicians and about ten dancers. Something of a reprise of last week. Bill 
managed about half a dance before his lungs failed him and his steps as through sludge!

7th November 2017:started packing. U3A Concert:Honey and the Bear excellent concert, 
H & B very good, we have seen them before and remained undecided but on todays showing 
well worth the effort. We'll miss them at Shottisham next week, (go if you can), but should be 
able to see them at Hadleigh F & A Club in March 2018. John took Colin Fulton's details for 
future use as luthier/repairs. the B'nS contribution was Meet Me Where They Play the Blues 
and Moondance, Harbour Lights were impressive opening the second half, the festival 
season had a lasting effect ? Thank you to Rob for asking us. 

8th November 2017: Bill finished reading 'The Girl from Venice' by Martin Cruz Smith. set at 
the end of the second world war, a fable. A tale well told.  Sorely tempted by one row 2 stop F 
melodeon on melnet, but then. Desire v practicability, post war austerity rules (so far). No 
posts here for a few days then a catch up session. See you on the other side. Madrid: Sheila 
mislaid and eventually found her phone and car keys, we travelled through a very slow 
Stansted process, arived in Madrid where Derek picked us up and we enjoyed a lovely meal 
prepared by Charo and caught up with each other's lives. 9th November 2017:Chris D came 
over and we had a run through of the tunes with which Bill is joining Puca Og in the Concert 
on Saturday. We had a leisurely late lunch in a local restaurant, (thank you Derek), and a late 
supper. 10th November 2017: We popped into Madrid with Charo and visited the William 
Morris & Arts and Crafts Exhibition at the March Gallery before an enjoyable ramble in 
some palace gardens and an interesting time at the terminal trying to catch the bus from 
Moncluer to Torrelodones. Long story short we arrived safely 11th November 2017: final run 
through before tonight's concert, acoustic, (sound check pm) so blocking the timings and for 
the dancers the stage directions. Alfonso and Liz arrived from Murcia to join us as guests of 
Derek and Charo, we all got on famously throughout the weekend. (Alfonso is a gifted 



multilingual singer and guitarist, diver,sea photographer and baker). The sound check was 
thorough and well worth the time spent as the concert sound was excellent. About 250 people
came to the theatre and the feedback after the show was very positive. Most of the 
participants enoyed a party at the bar where the Flamenco Club/Pena usually meet on a 
Saturday evening, (they came to se us on this Saturday). A great time rounded by song and 
flamenco, we got to bed at about 3am just as the party seemed to be starting in earnest! 
(Highlight for Bill was when Chris D asked to play The Sally Gardens reel together, and we 
made it through unscathed!) On Sunday we went to visit Palacio Real de La Granja de San 
Ildefonso where we spent a couple of hours wandering the gardens in glorious sunshine, stopping off 
for a meal on the way home. 13th November 2017 Derek was back to work and Charo dropped us at 
the airport for our return flight. We had a fantastic weekend in good company, played lots of music, 
formally and informally. A first look at the 'hope for the best' videos reveals that the dancers are largely 
out of shot but the band side should be fine.  there are some excellent 'phoneshots' from the audience so
at least something is there. Bill read 'The Third Voice', a Scandi noir while in Madrid, very good. 

14th November 2017: back to a chilly Britain. The F two stop melodeon remained too tempting for 
Bill to miss, so that is now on its way at an 'ono' price. Bill posted a video of MArino Waltz from 
Saturday's concert, a tune which looks like a keeper. Processed a few more songs etc. (three videos per 
song, will take a while). Fordham session:friendly and enjoyable. Last visit by Barry for a while as he 
is heading into some intensive medical treatment.Liz and Roger played a couple of their set pieces, 
including the Verdi Polka which looked to be quite challenging.

15th November 2017:Bill to dentist a.m. fearing tooth causing headaches etc, apparently not. Test is to 
prod and bash tooth in question and pronounce verdict if patient is insufficiently moved to scream.... 
Sheila working pm, Bill continues with video processing and editing. Rob Neale had sent an E-mail 
that he is no longer running the third Wednesday Blaxhall Ship session, subsequent message that 
Richard Cove running that session tonight. Will it continue? Bill gave it a miss and started work on the 
adventurous set list for Saturday's Bards of the Heath gig and other music, playing Marino Waltz on 
concertina. Sheila minding grandchildren this evening.

16th November 2017: Sheila: to chiropracter, working, swimming, working, Bill swimming, (+24), 
video processing and enjoying the 'new' vintage one row melodeon in F, (2 stop), which arrived today. 
Thanks Lester. Sheila to Pretty Grim practise, Bill catching up with songs and tunes. Received a 
lovely message from the previous owner of the F box that he is pleased that Bill bought it, and which is
complimentary about his playing. That gives the 'transaction' a sense of heart, and the box definitely 
sits well with the rest of the cupboard company.

17th November 2017: Bill popped a couple of discs in the post to Derek. Started reading 'Ghosts of 
Spain' by Giles Tremlett, and 'A Divided Spy' by Charles Cumming. The first a fascinating book by an 
Englishman in Madrid about the making of modern Spain and its inhabitant's consensual amnesia about
the civil war and its consequences. (Written while participants were still living and bodies of the 
executed were being exhumes from roadside graves). Sheila had panto practice at our house in the 
afternoon, so Bill popped to John G's for a cuppa and catch up. John and Jo are playing at the MBS in 



Woodbridge on Saturday as well as with Bards of the Heath on Sunday. Holly came to tea and 
downloaded the videos from her album launch, and also the Toadwoman video, to her laptop.

18th November 2017: Sheila playing for Pretty Grim dancing with Danegeld in Woodbridge, we 
think the second year, (since the faux demise of Lagabag Morris whose survivors  also turned up as a 
rump side). It looks as though PG may go to Chippenham next year, second bank holiday in May, 
already a clash but seems a good opportunity, as we have never been to the Chippenham Folk Festival 
(which has an excellent reputation). THought of going to see either James Dixon, playing at the Angel 
woodbridge, or Reg Meuross at the John Peel Centre. Cold and dark and we haven't sufficiently 
adjusted to autumn, we stayed in.

19th November 2017: Sheila working on Ladies Panto props, Bill to Woodbridge MBS for Bards of 
the Heath (2 sets) which were ok, one new song but any prestige gig will need a rehearsal.Pete's mum 
died this morning so he was with his sister. Bill visited Holly on her boat, very nice, quiet and sufficient
to her needs, then went on to the Spread Eagle 'session' which was enjoyable despite the dreaded 
'round the room' format enshrined on a blackboard. We probably won't make the Woolpack (again) this 
evening.

20th November 2017: Sheila working then crafting props for ladies panto & swimming. Bill had a 
tramp around Felixstowe then swimming (+20), saw John G. The Bards of the Heath FB page now 
has 100 likes, which is an achievement of sorts, however small. Bill bought a second 'two concertina' 
bag on ebay which arrived today to house the Jones DG and the Wheatstone 20 key CG, the session set.
East Suffolk Morris practice: with thirteen dancers and three musicians in attendance forseeing the 
demise of the side as numbers of fit men are at an ebb at the moment, while other more optimistic sides
would be thrilled at that turnout. Potential for Helmond Ring Meeting in June, but talking of 
individuals driving over so ...... Dancing at Debenham 2nd December. Sheila babysitting.

21st November 2017: Sheila working/Bill grocery shopping. Sheila drove Bill's 'new ' car to Snape and
we had soup and roll in the cafe and looked at small exhibition befre U3A PLough & Sail. Rob was 
ther at the beginning then handed to Alvar as he had an appointment. The room is large and has an echo
but that did not deter some excellent contributions. A number of members were re-christened in the 
course of the afternoon, and Derek provided strong support to Richard leading tunes. (Our song was 
Black Muddy River and a short 'join in' tune set). The ukelele video was appreciated, (apparently 
Graham had not separately filmed the show). Stayed in this evening, Bill playing music, Sheila 
building stage props. Opportunity cost, Little Bentley Bluegrass, a step too far.

22nd November 2017:Sheila to Gym and dress rehearsal for ladies' panto. Photos of the Galapagar 
concert are on the Puca Og FB and website, (an excellent site). A bag is on the way for the F one row 
melodeon. Bill watched PMQs and the budget, some interesting compromises and regrettably no 
coherent opposition point of view bar rant. The abdication of parliamentary responsibility for, and 
acceptance of the Brexit 'decision' has emasculated British politics, two electoral commission inquiries,
patent foreign interference and a pantomime of political corruption notwithstanding! Sheila working 
pm, Bill collected prescription, due for telephone review, first telephone slot is in two weeks, 'that's the 
way it is'.



23rd November 2017: Bill finished reading 'The Divided Spy' by Charles Cumming. Described as Le 
Carre territory but that is as far as it goes, well written but each book would merit only subplot status in
a LC offering. More photos from the Glapagar concert on FB , some very good. Bill also just finished 
the flamenco chapter in 'Ghosts of Spain', interesting cross cultural reference that flamenco in Spanish 
prisons now is as important as blues was in U.S. prisons at the start of the C20, including early release 
for good players. Sheila has a full day of work sessions but we each managed a swim, (S=40 
B=+24).This evening Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, Bill didn't make the Trimley session but half 
tempted, played music indooors instead and posted a couple of pieces on the F one row, Dancing Song 
by Bob Pegg & Loveless by Denis Smith (RIP). 

24th November 2017:  Richard Cove has shared Cohen Braithwaite Kilcoyne's degree performance on 
FB, he achieves what we all knew could be done but... 

https://livestream.com/uol/final-recitals-17/videos/157705262?t=1511480906236

Copy, paste and enjoy a half hour's musical delight. Sheila to Yoga and out visiting, Bill knoodling. 
Everyman Folk Club: Makepiece Pris and Maia opened with three Robert Burns songs, Phil Lyons 
followed with a couple of ballads, Charlie Haylock with a couple of his older poems, then the main act.
We have enjoyed each of Kevin Dempsey, Carolyn Robson and Paul Hutchinson on a number of 
occasions in various combinations over the years. We left after the first set which was disappointing. 
Maybe just a poor night but little of the material was new, none was well presented and most was 
wearying, an opinion shared by a few we spoke with. On our side of the room we were two of five who
left, for various reasons, we also had a separate reason, aside from a reluctance to wait to be further 
disappointed).Opportunity cost, Adam Garland's farewell session at Newbourne Fox.

25th November 2017:Adam & Rhen farewell dance at Henley, a fantastic opportunity to catch up 
with many friends rarely seen who travelled/came out to join in a lively send off for Adam and Rhen 
who hope to emigrate to New Zealand in the near future. A couple of morris spots, a bit of social dance 
and lots of chat. Very enjoyable, thank you for inviting us.

26th November 2017:Sheila reaching (hopefully) the end of the 'set build'. Bill wrestling to recover a 
silent speaker and non functioning homegroup on the network. This involved a bit of a 'tidy up' and a 
clear out of about ten years of Mardles magazines which were taking up space, scanning and saving a 
few tidbits including a few articles by a John G fan analysing some of his recorded ballads.  Now to 
clear the greater mess made while tidying!

26th November 2017:Sheila reaching (hopefully) the end of the 'set build'. Bill wrestling to recover a 
silent speaker and non functioning homegroup on the computer. This involved a bit of a physical 'tidy 
up' and a clear out of about ten years of Mardles magazines which were taking up space, scanning and 
saving a few tidbits including a few articles by a John G fan analysing some of his recorded ballads.  
Now to clear the greater mess made while tidying!  Bill popped to the Duke of York session, said to 
start at 8pm, by 8.30 only three of us and the juke box had been preloaded for a further half an hour, ('I 
think this is the last one' x 4). The gathering did swell and music begin just as Bill was about to up 

https://livestream.com/uol/final-recitals-17/videos/157705262?t=1511480906236


sticks in disgust. A mix of trad, pop,and tunes with one contribution that was beyond obscene and an 
embarrassment to witness. Good to have Brenda and Noel along to polish the tune side of the evening. 
On this form Sunday sessions may be something of a barren no-go area in the future!

27th November 2017:Sheila working/dentist/swimming/babysitting. Bill swimming, (+24). East 
Suffolk Morris practice: eighteen men including 5 musicians and around ten active dancers. A focus 
on Border as we are at Debenham this weekend, with an update on the 'Cotswold pilgrimage' and May 
Bank Holiday coach tour. Very enjoyable.

28th November 2017:it seems that Sweet Sunny South will be held next year with different organisers
and a new venue  in West Sussex. Hurrah. And there will be an old time session after the house concert 
at Bob's on this Friday. Hurrah. Sheila working then we went to Colchester where she had a meeting 
and Bill mooched around, trawl a book and a bottle of milk but an enjoyable wander. Tattingstone 
White Horse Bluegrass Session: seems to be coming alive again on this showing,  around a dozen of us 
with four fiddles, three banjos, three mandolins,an autoharp,four guitars and a bull bass in varioous 
combinations and a good mix of tunes and songs including old time style playing 'altogether' at times. 
A bit cramped in the small bar but good chaotic fun. We gave 'Halsway Carol' a first run out.

29th November 2017:Sheila to panto practice, then working. Bill popped to John G's (who was out). 
Shottisham Sorrel Horse session, another enjoyable evening with nine players swapping tunes and 
chat, (good to see Simon and Val). There was applause and thanks from a remote audience in the next 
bar, and particularly form a couple of chaps from Galicia who particularly enjoyed the English 
bagpipes. 

30th November 2017: Sheila swimming then working, Bill swimming (+24). Steamboat Ipswich 
session: fourth session of the week and only one person in common across two of them, so some 
different tunes and songs. Quiet and enjoyable, Bill played 'Nothing But a Child 'out' for the first time. 
Sheila to Old Time Fiddle workshop at Bob T's which she enjoyed. House concert tomorrow. Melnet 
Tune of the Month, desperately trying to avoid Midnight on the Water which Bill has done to death in 
the past, given strong competing material. Still, guessing Clive (who runs the vote) saves his to the end 
in case of a tie.

1st December 2017: Rabbits, so winter begins. Needless to say TotM is Midnight on the Water, but the 
reference video is Benny Thomasson, (whose dad wrote the tune) playing it in Texas Fiddle style so 
hope for a third way... Bill recorded and posted the TotM while Sheila at Yoga. Theme is 
Christmas/Winter so time for thought on that one. Jane Rothfield & Paul Martin house concert 
Clacton: Thank you to Bob T for organising this event. Jane is a fantastic fiddler in a number of 
contexts, but on this evening American Old Time, supported by Paul Martin on back up guitar. A couple
of excellent sets preceded and joined by drinks and nibbles and followed by  an old time jam with most 
of the audience participating. Great fun. (Opportunity cost APD at Hadleigh, no contest). Jane will be 
back in May 2018 and perhaps at a larger concert in the local hall, and Bob's 'Wendy House' may see 
future old time concerts and jams. Bill took his cheapn'cheerful 12 fret slope shoulder mahogany 
dreadnought, Paul preferred it to his D18 for old time playing! The scars and rough finish lending 
character to the instrument, (fits well with the collection!) Bill's is the only post in TotM at the moment,



all the other entries are from hero members referring to their favourite YT versions, the thread has 
become something of a jaw jaw bore bore.

2nd December 2017: Sheila swimming then to panto practice, Bill East Suffolk Morris: Debenham, 
issues, meet to dance at 2pm but then idle until beyond 2.30 to no purpose, a weak but sufficient side 
but practice has not made perfect resulting in some fairly uneven performances. After three stands a 15 
minute rest was declared, Bill came home. Being retired does not mean that time and energy cease to 
have value. Good that David D was out, nice for Bill to catch up with a couple of work related friends 
but beyond that totally unworthy of the effort and not enjoyable. Perhaps a break may be in order.... 
Happy Sam: Flossie Malavialle:Flossie needs no encouragement to talk so the HS format was ideal 
for her usual balance of squit and song. Having been so encouraged, the resultant sets were a bit song 
lite for us although the squit was very entertaining.  A troubadour who chooses excellent songs  from 
the pen of other writers and a fine singer Flossie has found a home for her career in the folk world 
although she would be equally suited to the social club circuit, comedy circuit and possibly  the wider 
audience forges by Jasper Carrot, Mike Harding et al. Interval music from Ade and Kieron, with Dave 
Tricker playing a blistering version of Alan Hull's Winter Song and Charlie Haylock contributing a 
couple of recitations. Thank you to Graham and Nicky for organising the event which supports 'Mind 
uk'. The first Christmas get together of the year. We survived.

3rd December 2017: a quietish day, thought about the Woolpack session but that was as far as it got. 
The season of the Grinch is upon us.

4th December 2017: Sheila work/swim, Bill swim (+24) and catch up with John G. East Suffolk 
Morris practice, Bill went along despite misgivings, and it was an excellent practice, a bakers dozen at 
the start with 19 by the end including three musicians. Some consensus about Saturday's dance out, a 
good run through of border and a refresh on Tim & Maria Elena's dance which fits well into that 
tradition. Bill confirmed that he is not up for the Cotswolds pilgrimage, (likely to clash with Jame 
Rothfield's return visit anyway). 

5th December 2017: U3A Christmas Party including the Ladies' Pantomime. Another triumph for 
coddling curates, everyone had fun. We performed the 'Halsway Carol' together, and Bill sang Steve 
Earle's 'Nothing But a Child' in the second half. The ladies pantomine was wonderful, and it was 
exciting to see Sheila's hard work making costumes and building props put to excellent performance 
use complementing  Lesley's script and a true team effort from the ladies. Bill tried to capture the event 
but time will tell how well. We bought chips on the way home and cna now rest ....until Eastern Angles 
tomorrow evening!

6th December 2017: Bill finished reading 'The Crow Girl' by Eric Axl Mund, Scandi noir of very high 
quality. A new element arrived for the toaster which was eventually fitted after some cursing and a 
struggle with small fixings. Bill started processing the panto video. This comprises data from three 
cameras which has to be converted, (audio being the hardest part in this context), before  putting the 
story together. Maybe a month's work!.  Eastern Angles: The Ladykillers of Humberdoucy Lane: as 
ever a small cast playing multiple roles in this lively romp of a morality play, excellent performances, 
staging and music. An experimental approach to the 'audience participation' element of the 



performance. The second half flagged a bit, and at the end there was a sense of 'so what', which reflects
upon the lack of substance in the material as opposed to the performances. Promoted as not suitable for 
those under 11 years of age, perhaps a pity for a Christmas production by a community theatre but 
justified by the rapid fire delivery and adult social and political references. Bill started reading 
'Adultery' by Paolo Coelho.

7th December 2017: Sheila has work sessions throughout the day followed by Pretty Grim 
practice....Bill repaired his headphones, (the speaker fell off and was rattling inside the earpiece). 
Supposedly posh speakers, but structurally pretty basic once behind the leatherette and foam. A job for 
superglue. Bill swimming (+24) and video- editing. while Sheila was at PG practice Bill recorded and 
posted (FB) Feliz Navidad as this year's Christmas vid, it took about three hours for three coherent 
minutes, with a break to record the Dead's Candy Man which may eventually find a place as part of a 
sepia series on YT. Apparently the U3A ladies have been asked to reprise their panto for a women's 
group in Snape in January. Having originally thought that the 'one shot' show was something of a waste
of lots of preparation, some particulars may not translate well out of context, both physical and cultural.

8th December 2017: Sheila Yoga. No sessions today. Now to look forward to a short set at Layham 
Church Christmas Concert next week, invited by Margerette. Ten minutes, so a reprise from the U3A
concert +1. 

9th December 2017:Sheila to Gym etc, Bill knoodling and recorded Melnet Theme of Month entry, 
'While Shepherds Watched' to the Barrack St tune. Panto vid edited to 'a' conclusion. Finished reading 
'Adultery' by Paolo Coelho, a thin plot line to present an exposition on the nature of true love, fairly 
derivative both in the package and its content. A disappointment. Started reading 'Stalker' by Lars 
Kepler, lates in the Joonan Linn series. 'While Shepherds' may develop into a repertoire item, song and 
refrain.

10th December 2017: Snow has arrived, for how long?... A day indoors. Bill finished and published 
the panto vid, initially to the cast but it rapidly spread, some positive feedback. Imperfect, but a fair 
stab. A souveneir. It was the Dove folk afternoon, but the prospect of a slushy drive to a cold dark 
tent...trumped by playing music at home and working on next week's set. Bill finished reading 'Ghosts 
of Spain', which although only ten years old is both prophetic and redundant as regards changes in 
modern Spain although from recent visits the historical profile of the people remains accurate.

11th December 2017: Sheila work then swimming(posh), Bill swimming (municipal +30) during 
which the snow returned. Bill finished reading 'The Stalker' by Lars Kepler. Excellent and as ever 
completes the plot but concludes in limbo, setting up the next in the series. Bill set out for morris 
practice but got as far as the supermarket before deciding that country roads may not be a good idea. 
Most members of ESMM travel in 4x4 or high spec vehicles which fare better in bad conditions than a 
small saloon. (Bill has committed to making an effort to get to Fordham tomorrow if the weather is in 
any way clement for travellers). The Bards of the Heath gig list seems to expand weekly! Now being 
asked to play at Martlesham Fun Day next year, seemingly for free and providing our own staging and 
PA, not really on. Started reading 'Spies of the Balkans' by Alan Furst, now to choose a 'worthwhile' 
accompanying book.



12th December 2017:Sheila work session then we popped to Woodbridge for a trawl around the 
charity shops and some fresh air. Bill added about a foot, (height only, material shallow), to the bedside
bookpile. Fordham is cancelled this evening. We'll look at the weather but may venture as far as 
Tattingstone Wheatsheaf for Bluegrass, all maintained roads. The double FRoots is in with excellent 
accompanying CD. Apparently crowdfunding the magazines black hole has been very successful and 
Ian Anderson is looking to restructure the business and hand it on as he retires. Ironic that a trade mag 
should be effusive about 'real' folk as described in Steve Roud's new book, (that is the trade bit), and 
the 'folk wars' of the last twenty years.  Oh well, next issue February. Sheila changes her car today, 
downsizing from a Polo to a Citigo, not sure how much of a culture shock that will be. Apparently 12 
hardy souls made it to ESMM practice last evening, (three 4x4's worth), but abandoned ship at 8.50 
due to the state of the roads.

13th December 2017: Didn't make Tattingstone, street and car frozen up by 7pm.  Sheila to gym. Her 
new car is impressive at first sight for a small vehicle, certainly will do the job.  Bill started reading 
'Data and Goliath' by Bruce Schneier which is a fairly up to date, (2015) book about the extent and 
nature of corporate/government surveillance by means of computer networked technology and the 
extent to which individuals surrender privacy for 'benefit in' a distinctly unevenly biased transaction. 
FRoots pointed Bill in the direction of Tim Jones and the Dark Lantern whose CD 'Blossom and 
Fruit' is excellent (and available on spotify). An interesting ensemble who will probably become a 
festival favourite, but who state in interview that folk clubs  are their favourite places to play together 
with other off-beat venues. Members are geographically spread in the UK and also have individual 
musical careers, but certainly worth a look if booked locally. 

14th December 2017: Sheila's busiest working day but we both managed a swim, (Bill+24). Bill had a 
wander around Felixstowe pre dip. Popped off for a cuppa with John G pm, had a listen to the Pixie 
Mikey  songs which have so impressed him. Hmm! Nuff said y'all. Bill went to a band practice for 
Holly's Barge Neptune gig in January. He had understood that his role was limited to a few songs 
which he and Holly sometimes bring out. We had an initial run through of most elements of the two, 
hour long sets at Backwater HQ, good fun and coming together, nice to play a few lead fills and 
prospective mandolin parts. Next practice at chez Bill'nSheila on Monday. Sheila went to Pretty Grim 
practice. She has recently purchased a pair of lightweight boots as Justine has asked her to dance more 
frequently in the coming year! Perhaps a recruitment drive may be in order. Treacle Miners Morris 
are apparently joining the fun at Snape Maltings on New Year's Day. Four sides dancing out will be a 
spectacle, but also an interesting platform for political machination and opprtunity for the exercise of 
individual discretion in some quarters!

15th December 2017:Bill finished reading 'The Spies of the Balkans',  good but not outstanding. Boy's 
Own for grown ups! Sheila to Yoga. Bill has been listening to his 'Daily Playlist' on Spotify over the 
last couple of days. An excellent algorithm seems to have spookily captured much of the range of his 
musical interest. A couple of practices for tomorrow and a night in front of the telly.

16th December 2017: East Suffolk Morris dancing in Ipswich, a select but hardy bunch and a good 
day for a tramp around the usual stopping off points. Bill spent the afternoon sorting video from this 



morning's dance out. Layham Christmas Service of Music and Song, we enjoyed playing three songs
at this service/concert reprising the U3A set with the addition of When Shepherds Watched to the tune 
of Barrack St. Good to see John Hughes also playing. Thank you to Margarette for inviting us to take
part.

17th December 2017: Sheila to Gym, Bill edited up a YT video of East Suffolk Morris Men dancing 
in Ipswich yesterday. Not as many folk out as usual but a good stab at maintaining the continuity of the 
tradition pending a full turnout next year. Boxing Day carols will also be 'lite' this year without Mike G,
Adam, Emma and Jon on the front row. We'll still have a great time at Pinmill Sailing Club, (kick off 
12.30 with dancing). We have received a message of thanks and appreciation from Brian Hempstead 
for our set last evening at Layham. The Christmas repertoire and set list grows in number and strength 
each year without being overly 'churchy', which we are not, (playing affirmative pagan music with the 
Bards is as much fun and in many ways more apposite!). We popped down to the Spread Eagle session
this afternoon, well attended by musicians and singers, and also the venue for a christening party so 
very noisy with an age range from under one to grandparents. A good time had by all and the crowd 
enjoyed the music. One grandad remembered Bill occupationally from 20 years ago, and sees (lapsed) 
East Suffolk Morris Man, Quentin J, at the gym. Apparently he speaks of morris a lot so we may 
perhaps see him back when other commitments allow. Bill posted video of the set at St Andrews 
Church, imperfect but so we are!. 

18th December 2017:  Sheila working then swim, Bill swim (+24). Holly around for 'birthday' tea this 
evening (b/day is Wednesday), so cooking pm. Saw John G at pol, adding to the Bards bookings for 
next year, Ipswich Maritime, Woodbridge and potentially Blaxhall at Midsummer. Risk of over-
exposure! Not sure if Pete, Des and Rob are picking up the new dates from John's site, for that is his 
chosen medium of communication. The new video has attracted a like and dislike, so honours even on 
that score' (PS now an extra dislike so either a troll or we have misjudged the contentPPS: Sheila 
mentioned she had pressed the button on YT by accident while experimenting! As we were). Noticed 
yesterday that the YT has reached a 25% female audience for videos, (up from initially less than 10%) 
so quite pleased with that, but a way to go. Currently reading Blackwater by Louise Doughty, and 
working on 'Jesu Joy' on anglo, (as well as Queen Sheba and whatever O'Carolan turns up. Good 
twiddly bits!) Holly: band practice, Sarah enjoyed discovering the limitations of our 1970's keyboard. 
WE had a run through for a couple of hours. There is a debate about whether/how much PA is needed 
on the Victor. Mike and Adam G used none and felt comfortable, though David from Silbury Hill who 
was present felt they just about got away with it nd recommends full band and PA. SH are playing on 
The Victor later in the season.

19th December 2017:Not much happened, thought about the ittle Bentley Bluegrass session, as far as 
it got.Had a look at the 'Mardles' website and picked up a couple of diary dates. Architecture is sound, 
time will tell whether an infrastructure will develop. Certainly not a replacement for the magazine but a
useful resource.

20th December 2017:  Happy Birthday Holly. Sheila to Gym and working, Bill posted Bards of the 
Heath Christmas Video and went for a tramp around Ipswich. The centre will not thrive for as long as 



business rates are treated as a cash cow for the council. Heard today that will not improve, as the scope 
for locally based increases is extended. Sounds like McDonomics, but the energisers and entrepenuers 
are settling elsewhere, (= sounds like Brexit). We ventured out to Blaxhall for the monthly session. 
Richard seemingly abandoned by Harbour Lights, who were elsewhere or too tired, had to make do 
with the motley crew of about ten who did make it. We had an enjoyable time with a good mix of 
contributions including a couple from the audience.

21st December 2017: Quiet day: Opportunity cost Walton Half Moon session, well avoided as 
apparently standing room only so would certainly have been an immediate turnaround had we gone.

22nd December 2017:Bill exercised the D 4 stop on a couple of the FB Quebecoise Advent Calender 
sets, (a fantastic venture with some terrific players if it hasn't found you yet).  Enjoying learning Guy 
Clark's 'Stuff that works' which has a philosophy close to his own! Had an interesting online 
chat with Simon H. We had a B & S tune up in the evening.  

23rd December 2017: Bill finished reading Black Water by Louise Doughty. Enjoyable to read but an 
exercise in style which doesn't work, and not just because of an ambiguous 'non' conclusion. Gas fire 
not sparking so alternative s will be required pending a post Christmas repair! (New battery didn't 
help).

24th December 2017: Mass food prep by Sheila for a busy Christmas Day as Bill sinks into a 
traditional malaise. Bill finished rteading 'The Promise' by Robert Crais, a high class 'penny dreadful' in
the Cole & Pike series.

25th December 2017: Happy Christmas: The calm before the storm, we'll soon be on the downhill 
stretch! Posted a seasonal FB entry. Discovering the duplicates on the book pile from the photo in the 
post. Media is full of Christmas and piety, listening to 'Acoustic Grateful Dead' playlist on spotify as an
antidote. Excellent. Signing off for the duration....

26th December 2017: Sheila went for a family walk with children and grandchildren at Pinmill prior 
to East Suffolk Morris Boxxing Day Dance and Carols which were each excellent. Holly's flautist 
friend Sarah came along and joined the band along with Phil on fiddle, (who was disappointed that it 
was not a tune session). The combined Johnston/Darling contingent managed to fill a large table and 
were supplemented by more of the clans at home.  Three short of a full contingent made nineteen for 
tea!

27th December 2017: A wet and miserable day. Bill posted the East Suffolk Morris Men Boxing Day
video. This one even passed muster when submitted to the Suffolk Folk FB page, (thanks Val). Also 
posted three carols from the post dance 'sing song'. Turning out for the Tattingstone Bluegrass session 
a step too far for either of us. Steamboat tomorrow.

28th December 2017: Sunny but cold. Bill finished reading James Oswald 'Written in Blood', the 
seventh Tony McClean novel. Less esoteric than previous episodes, something of a single idea novella 
with padding. Gerry (Bards Aloud) popped round with some seasoned hazel sticks from Spring 
Wood for Sheila & Pretty Grim. Thanks Gerry. It seems that the PRS police have been around local 



pub threatening action and seeking a 40 a pop for open mic nights. Hey Ho, and the money mostly �
goes to Paul McCartney or Sony anyway! John G has asked us to play an informal set at the first moot 
of the year on 3rd January at Kirton White Horse, (short notice so it will definitely be informal and 
unpolished!). Open to all I would guess. Bill eventually opened his presents from Sheila which 
included Peggy Seeger's latest book which should be a good read.Bill popped down to the Steamboat 
session. Only four of us, Sophie, Des, Chris B and Bill but we had an enjoyable time swapping songs 
and tunes before a small but appreciative audience. Not sure what is happening NYE but the Duke of 
York have a band playing so the regular session will not be happening.

29th December 2017: Bill's current penny dreadful is 'Stasi Child' by David Young. Sheila swimming, 
Bill band practice with Holly Steve and Sarah. we didn't make Roger D's annual party again. 

30th December 2017: Bill popped down to the urbopolis, picked up the latest Michael Connelly in a 
charity shop and earmarked a couple of other books to seek out. Noted that his bus ticket comprises 
meta-data which is now probably saved securely in servers operated by GCHQ and shared with the 
NSA in America, and comprising profiling information which can be sold on to commercial 
organisations. Any wonder that we continue to decline to allow the NHS to 'share' details of our 
hitherto rare interactions?  Finished reading Stasi Child which was apparently written as part of an MA 
at London City University. Whatever the origin it is well plotted and written and as a debut sets 
established ouvre writers in the shade. Sheila grandchild minding most of the day. One more week and 
life will shuffle back into normal mode.

31st December 2017: Sheila's daughter Leah has her birthday today so a family lunch of bread and 
soup for two branches of the Darling clan.Bill knoodling and processing and uploading archive videos 
of Tickled Pink,EII and Oyster Band. Ceilidh's are not particularly attractive although the Hosepipe 
Band are tempting at Clopton. (They've gone a bit up market  since Instep used to play the NYE gig on
a regular basis). We are looking forward to an early night and the four local dance sides dancing at 
Snape Maltings tomorrow, two each of NW and faux border dancers. Signing off for the year, what will
2018 betide.........
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	18th April 2017: Bill's bedside book for the moment is a biography of Peggy Guggenheim. Born in 1898 so covers the first two thirds of the 20th Century. Somewhat dryly written but fascinating history of the Jewish emigration from Europe to America, (principally New York), prior to the first war of the century. Peggy is a child of such emigres and beneficiary of a (small) part of the fortunes which they made. Sheila to the Gym and Bill swimming with the oldies again. Slightly less crowded than previously so managed the baseline, but tiring. Bill picked up 'Merlin and Woman', the book of the second Merlin Conference, edited by R.J Stewart, who he takes to be Bob Stewart, who Bill saw play at the original Hadleigh Folk Club promoting his record, (remember those) 'The Wraggle Taggle Gipsies' and his book 'Where is St George', timeline around 1976. The new acquisition is dated 1988, with articles about the Merlin Tarot and Dr Dee. A musical afternoon so may not feel like Bluegrass at Little Bentley this evening. Always a challenge and good to try and keep up musically, but.... (nuff said). Wayward and Happy Sam this week anyway, so enough to slake the thirst. No poetry today.

